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Abstract
Intelligent agents that can perform tasks on behalf of users have become increasingly popular
with the growing ubiquity of “smart” devices such as phones, wearables, and smart home devices.
They allow users to automate common tasks and to perform tasks in contexts where the direct manipulation of traditional graphical user interfaces (GUIs) is infeasible or inconvenient. However,
the capabilities of such agents are limited by their available skills (i.e., the procedural knowledge
of how to do something) and conceptual knowledge (i.e., what does a concept mean). Most current
agents (e.g., Siri, Google Assistant, Alexa) either have fixed sets of capabilities or mechanisms that
allow only skilled third-party developers to extend agent capabilities. As a result, they fall short in
supporting “long-tail” tasks and suffer from the lack of customizability and flexibility.
To address this problem, I and my collaborators designed S UGILITE, a new intelligent agent
that allows end users to teach new tasks and concepts in a natural way. S UGILITE uses a multimodal approach that combines programming by demonstration (PBD) and learning from natural
language instructions to support end-user development for intelligent agents. The lab usability
evaluation results showed that the prototype of S UGILITE allowed users with little or no programming expertise to successfully teach the agent common smartphone tasks such as ordering coffee,
booking restaurants, and checking sports scores, as well as the appropriate conditionals for triggering these actions and the task-relevant concepts. My dissertation presents a new human-AI
interaction paradigm for interactive task learning, where the existing third-party app GUIs are
used as a medium for users to communicate their intents with an AI agent in addition to being the
interface for interacting with the underlying computing services.
Through the development of the integrated S UGILITE system over the past five years, this dissertation presents seven main technical contributions including: (i) a new approach to allow the
agent to generalize from learned task procedures by inferring task parameters and their associated possible values from verbal instructions and mobile app GUIs, (ii) a new method to address
the data description problem in PBD by allowing users to verbally explain ambiguous or vague
demonstrated actions, (iii) a new multi-modal interface to enable users to teach the conceptual
knowledge used in conditionals to the agent, (iv) a new mechanism to extend mobile app based
PBD to smart home and Internet of Things (IoT) automation, (v) a new multi-modal interface that
helps users discover, identify the causes of, and recover from conversational breakdowns using
existing mobile app GUIs for grounding, (vi) a new privacy-preserving approach that can identify
and obfuscate the potential personal information in GUI-based PBD scripts based on the uniqueness of information entries with respect to the corresponding app GUI context, and (vii) a new
self-supervised technique for generating semantic representations of GUI screens and components
in embedding vectors without requiring manual annotation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
With the widespread popularity of mobile apps, users are utilizing them to complete a wide variety
of tasks ranging from information query (e.g., checking the weather), making purchases (e.g.,
ordering coffee), communicating (e.g., sending messages), to performing professional job duties
(e.g., managing server configurations) [42, 307]. These apps interact with users through graphical
user interfaces (GUIs), where users usually provide inputs by direct manipulation and read outputs
from the GUI display (see Figure 1.1). Most GUIs are designed with usability in mind, providing
non-expert users low learning barriers to commonly-used computing tasks. App GUIs also often
follow certain design patterns that are familiar to users, which helps them easily navigate around
GUI structures to locate the desired functionalities [2, 66, 241].
However, GUI-based mobile apps have several limitations. First, performing tasks on GUIs
can be tedious especially when the task is repetitive. For example, the Starbucks app on Android
requires 14 taps to order a cup of venti Iced Cappuccino with skim milk (as of 2019), and even
more if the user does not have the account information stored. For such tasks, users would often
like to have them automated [6,193,237]. Second, direct manipulation of GUIs is often not feasible
or convenient in some contexts, such as when the user is away from the phone or when the user
is occupied with other tasks. Third, many tasks require coordination among many apps, but data
often remain siloed in individual apps [46]. In a formative study we did with 17 active smartphone
users in 2016 (see Appendix A), many users reported having to remember information displayed
on the GUI of one app, and retype it into the GUI of another app for cross-app tasks. While
most smartphone systems support copy-and-paste and many mobile apps utilize the “share to”
feature to support cross-app data transfer, these features can be frustrating or difficult to use as
reported by users in our interviews. Lastly, while some app GUIs provide certain mechanisms
of personalization (e.g., remembering and pre-filling the user’s home location), they are mostly
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Figure 1.1: The typical role of a GUI. The GUI sits between the user and the back end services, where it
receives direct manipulation inputs from the user, sends corresponding calls to the back-end services, and
displays the results to the user.

hard-coded. Users rarely have means to create customized rules or to specify personalized task
parameters to reflect their preferences beyond what the app developers have explicitly designed
for.
Recently, intelligent agents like Apple Siri, Google Assistant, and Amazon Alexa have become
popular solutions to the limitations of GUIs. They can be activated by speech commands to perform
tasks on the user’s behalf [189]. This interaction style allows the user to focus on the high-level
specification of the task while the agent performs the low-level actions, as opposed to the usual
direct manipulation GUI in which the user must select the correct objects, execute the correct
operations, and control the environment [38, 252]. Compared with traditional GUIs, intelligent
agents can reduce user burden when dealing with repetitive tasks, and alleviate redundancy in
cross-app tasks. The speech modality in intelligent agents can support hands-free contexts when
the user is physically away from the device, cognitively occupied by other tasks (e.g., driving), or
on devices with little or no screen space (e.g., wearables) [185]. The improved expressiveness in
natural language also affords more flexible personalization in tasks.
Nevertheless, current prevailing intelligent agents have limited capabilities. They invoke underlying functionalities by directly calling back-end services (shown in Figure 1.2). Therefore,
agents need to be specifically programmed for each supported application and service. By default,
they can only invoke built-in apps (e.g., phone, message, calendar, music) and some integrated
external apps and web services (e.g., web search, weather, Wikipedia), lacking the capability of
controlling arbitrary third-party apps and services. To address this problem, providers of intelligent agents, such as Apple, Google, and Amazon, have released developer kits for their agents, so
that the developers of third-party apps can integrate their apps into the agents to allow the agents
to invoke these apps from user commands. However, such integration requires significant cost and
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Figure 1.2: The typical role of a prevailing intelligent agent. The agent acts based on the user’s speech
command or specified automation rule, directly invokes back-end services through API calls, and returns
the results to the user through either the display or spoken feedback.

engineering effort from app developers, therefore only some of the most popular tasks in popular
apps have been integrated into prevailing intelligent agents so far. The “long-tail” of tasks and apps
have not been supported yet, and will likely not get supported due to the cost and effort involved.
Prior literature [293] showed that the usage of these “long-tail” apps made up a significant portion of user app usage. Smartphone users also have highly diverse usage patterns within apps [307]
and wish to have more customizability over how agents perform their tasks [64]. Therefore, relying on third-party developers’ effort to extend the capabilities of intelligent agents is not sufficient
for supporting diverse user needs. It is not feasible for end users to develop for new tasks in prevailing agents on their own either, due to (i) their lack of the required technical expertise, and (ii)
the limited availability of openly accessible application programming interfaces (APIs) for many
back-end services, as shown in Figure 1.2.

1.1

An End-User Programmable Intelligent Agent

To address this problem, I designed, implemented, and studied a new end-user programmable
intelligent agent called S UGILITE1 [159] in this dissertation. The thesis for my dissertation is:
1 S UGILITE

is named after a purple gemstone, and stands for: Smartphone Users Generating Intelligent Likeable
Interfaces Through Examples.
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A multi-modal end user development system that combines programming by demonstration and natural language instructions can empower users without significant programming
expertise to extend and customize intelligent agents for their own app-based computing tasks.

1.1.1

Challenges

Based on prior works in end user development (EUD) for task automation, I identify the following
key research challenges that S UGILITE seeks to address:
• Usability: S UGILITE should be usable for users without significant programming expertise.
Some prior EUD systems (e.g., [184,237]) require users to program in a visual programming
language or a textual scripting language, which imposes a significant learning barrier and
prevents users with limited programming expertise from using these systems.
• Applicability: S UGILITE should handle a wide range of common and long-tail tasks across
different domains. Many existing EUD systems can only work with applications implemented with specific frameworks or libraries (e.g., [25, 54]), or services that provide open
API access to their functionalities (e.g., [115]). This limits the applicability of those systems
to a small subset of tasks.
• Generalizability: S UGILITE should learn generalized procedures and concepts that handle
new task contexts and different task parameters without requiring users to reprogram from
scratch. For example, macro recorders like [240] can record a sequence of input events
(e.g., clicking on the coordinate (x, y)) and replay the same actions at a later time. But these
macros are not generalizable, and will only perform the exact same action sequences but not
tasks with variations or different parameters. Learning generalized procedures and concepts
requires a deeper understanding of the semantics of the medium of instruction, which in
S UGILITE’s case are the GUIs of existing mobile apps.
• Flexibility: S UGILITE should provide adequate expressiveness to allow users to express
flexible automated rules, conditions, and other control structures that reflect their desired task
intentions. The simple single trigger-action rule approach like [115, 119], while providing
great usability due to its simplicity, is not sufficiently expressive for many tasks that users
want to automate [273].
• Robustness: S UGILITE should be resilient to minor changes in target applications (such
as changes in the GUI or menu options), and be able to recover from errors caused by
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previously unseen or unexpected situations with the user’s help. Macro recorders such
as [240] are usually brittle — the macro may break in case of minor changes in the target app
GUI. Approaches with complicated programming synthesis or machine learning techniques
(e.g., [181, 199]) usually lack transparency into the inference process, making it difficult for
end users to recover from errors. Another aspect of robustness is to handle errors in natural
language interactions—Conversational breakdowns can decrease users’ satisfaction, trust,
and willingness to continue using a conversational system and may cause users to abandon
the current task [8, 185].
• Shareability: S UGILITE should support the sharing of learned task procedures and concepts
among users. This requires S UGILITE to (i) have the robustness of being resilient to minor
differences between different devices, and (ii) preserve the original end-user developer’s
privacy in the sharing process. As discussed in [152, 155], end users are often hesitant about
sharing end-user-developed scripts due to the fear of accidentally including personal private
information in shared program artifacts.

1.1.2

My Approach

To address these challenges, S UGILITE takes a multi-modal interactive task learning (ITL) [143]
approach, where it learns new tasks and concepts from end users interactively in two complementary modalities: (i) demonstrations by direct manipulation of third-party app GUIs, and (ii) spoken
natural language instructions. This approach combines two popular EUD techniques — programming by demonstration (PBD) and natural language programming. In PBD, users teach the system
a new behavior by directly demonstrating how to perform it. In natural language programming,
users teach the system by verbally describing and explaining the desired behaviors using a natural language like English. Combining these two modalities allows users to take advantage of the
easiest, most natural, and/or most effective modality based on the context for different parts of the
programming task.
As shown in Figure 1.3, unlike prevailing intelligent agents, S UGILITE sits between the user
and the GUIs of third-party apps. The user can teach the agent new task procedures and concepts
by demonstrating them on existing third-party app GUIs and verbally explaining them in natural
language. When executing a task, S UGILITE directly manipulates app GUIs on the user’s behalf.
This approach tackles the two major barriers in prevailing intelligent agents, as shown in Figure 1.2,
by (i) leveraging the available third-party app GUIs as a channel to access a large number of backend services without requiring openly available APIs, and (ii) taking advantage of users’ familiarity
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with app GUIs, so users can program the intelligent agent without having significant technical
expertise by using app GUIs as the medium.
This project presents a new human-AI interaction paradigm for interactive task learning. S UG ILITE

uses existing app GUIs as a medium for users to communicate their intents with an AI agent

in addition to the interfaces for users to interact with the underlying computing services. Among
common mediums for agent task learning, app GUIs sit at a nice middle ground between (1) programming language, which can be easily processed by a computing system but imposes significant
learning barriers to non-expert users; and (2) unconstrained visual demonstrations in the physical
work and natural language instructions, which are natural and easy-to-use for users but infeasible
for computing systems to fully understand without significant human-annotated training data and
task domain restrictions given the current state-of-art in natural language understanding, computer
vision, and commonsense reasoning. In comparison, existing app GUIs cover a wide range of useful task domains for automation, encode the properties and relations of task-relevant entities, and
encapsulate the flows and constraints of underlying tasks in formats that can be feasibly extracted
and understood by an intelligent agent.
Through its multi-modal approach combining PBD and natural language programming, S UG ILITE

mitigates the shortcomings in each individual technique. Demonstrations are often too lit-

eral, making it hard to infer the user’s higher-level intentions. In other words, it often only records
what the user did, but not why the user did it. Therefore, it is difficult to produce generalizable
programs from demonstrations alone. On the other hand, natural language instructions can be very
flexible and expressive for users to communicate their intentions and desired system behaviors.
However, they are inherently ambiguous. In my approach, S UGILITE grounds natural language
instructions to demonstration app GUIs, allowing mutual disambiguation [221], where demonstrations are used to disambiguate natural language inputs, and vice versa.
In the following chapters, I will go into details of each aspect of S UGILITE’s approach and how
it addresses the challenges identified in the previous section.

1.2

Contributions

My dissertation contributes a new multi-modal approach for intelligent agents to learn new task
procedures and relevant concepts and a system that implements this approach. Specifically, this
dissertation makes the following contributions:
1. The S UGILITE system, a mobile PBD system that enables end users with no significant programming expertise to create automation scripts for arbitrary tasks across any or multiple
6
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Figure 1.3: The role of the S UGILITE agent between the user and the app GUI. At programming time,
S UGILITE learns the task procedure and relevant concepts by observing the user’s demonstration using the
app GUI while getting the user’s verbal instructions in natural language. At the execution time, S UGILITE
directly manipulates the app GUI on the user’s behalf to perform the task.

third-party mobile apps through a multi-modal interface combining demonstrations and natural language instructions [159] (Chapter 3).
2. A PBD script generalization mechanism that leverages the natural language instructions,
the recorded user demonstration, and the GUI hierarchical structures of third-party mobile
apps to infer task parameters and their possible values from a single demonstration [159]
(Chapter 3).
3. A multi-modal mixed-initiative PBD disambiguation interface that addresses the data description problem by allowing users to verbally explain their intentions for demonstrated
GUI actions through multi-turn conversations with the help of an interaction proxy overlay
that guides users to focus on providing effective information [163] (Chapter 4).
4. A technique for grounding natural language task instructions to app GUI entities by constructing semantic relational knowledge graphs from hierarchical GUI structures, along with
a formative study showing the feasibility of this technique with end users [163] (Chapter 4).
5. A top-down conversational programming framework for task automation that can learn both
task procedures and the relevant concepts by allowing users to naturally start with describing
the task and its conditionals at a high-level and then recursively clarify ambiguities, explain
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unknown concepts, and define new procedures through a mix of conversations and references
to third-party app GUIs [167] (Chapter 5).
6. An extension of S UGILITE that leverages PBD on mobile apps to control smart home devices
through their corresponding mobile app GUIs, addressing the challenge of interoperability
in smart home automation by allowing end users to create automation rules across multiple
IoT devices from different manufacturers or “eco-systems” [164] (Chapter 6).
7. A multi-modal error handling and repairing approach for task-oriented conversational agents
that helps users discover, identify the causes of, and recover from conversational breakdowns
caused by natural language understanding errors using existing mobile app GUIs for grounding [161] (Chapter 7).
8. A privacy-preserving sharing mechanism for GUI-based PBD scripts that can identify and
obfuscate personal private information embedded in scripts, while maintaining the transparency, readability, robustness, extensibility, and generalizability of original scripts [160]
(Chapter 8).
9. A series of lab usability studies that showed end users with different levels of programming
expertise were able to successfully use the above systems, mechanisms, and interfaces to
complete example tasks derived from common real-world EUD scenarios.
10. A new self-supervised technique for generating semantic embeddings of GUI screens and
components that encode their textual contents, visual design, and layout patterns, and app
meta-data without requiring manual data annotation [166] (Chapter 9).

1.3

Outline

Chapter 2 describes the background and related work. Chapter 3 covers the design, implementation, and usability evaluation of the core S UGILITE system and its approach in further detail.
Chapter 4 discusses the data description problem and how S UGILITE addresses this long-standing
problem in PBD using an multi-modal approach through its extension A PPINITE. Chapter 5 introduces another S UGILITE’s extension named P UMICE that allows S UGILITE to learn conceptual
knowledge in addition to procedural knowledge about tasks. Chapter 6 talks about the application
of S UGILITE’s approach in smart home scenarios. Chapter 7 introduces S OVITE, an conversational
breakdown repair interface for S UGILITE. Chapter 8 describes the P INALITE system that adds the
support for privacy-preserving script sharing among users to S UGILITE. Chapter 9 describes a new
8
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self-supervised technique named S CREEN 2V EC for generating semantic representations of GUI
screens and components in embedding vectors without requiring manual annotation. Lastly, Chapter 10 discusses the system limitations of S UGILITE, describes some future research directions,
and concludes this dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Background
This chapter discusses prior work in the following six areas: (i) programming by demonstration,
(ii) natural language programming, (iii) multi-modal interfaces, (iv) end user development for task
automation, (v) understanding app interfaces, and (vi) breakdown handling in task-oriented dialogues.

2.1

Programming by Demonstration

S UGILITE uses the programming by demonstration (PBD) technique to enable end users to define concepts by referring to the contents of GUIs from third-party mobile apps, and to teach new
procedures through demonstrations with those apps. PBD is a promising technique for enabling
end users to automate their activities without necessarily requiring programming knowledge — it
allows users to program in the same environment in which they perform the actions. This makes
PBD particularly appealing to many end users, who have little knowledge of conventional programming languages but are familiar with how to perform the tasks they wish to automate using
existing app GUIs [65, 175, 207].
There are many PBD systems that help users automate tasks. However, PBD systems often
require access to the internal data of the software where the demonstration happens. This limits the
reach of those systems. For example, the C HINLE system [54] only works with interfaces generated
with the S UPPLE framework [88], and DocWizards [25] can only record actions performed on
SWT widgets in Eclipse. Some PBD systems focus on automating a specific task domain like
file manipulation [204], photo manipulation [98], text editing [147], web tasks [16, 152], web
scraping [50]), or generating interactive interfaces [85, 194, 276].
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A key challenge for PBD is generalization [65,146,175]. When a user demonstrates an instance
of performing a task in a specific situation, the PBD system needs to learn the task a higher-level
of abstraction so that it can perform similar tasks (with different parameters, configurations, etc.)
in new contexts. S UGILITE improves the generalization capability compared with prior similar
PBD agents such as CoScripter [152], H ILC [120], Sikuli [299], and VASTA [247] through its
support for parameterization (Chapter 3), data description disambiguation (Chapter 4), and concept
generalization (Chapter 5).
S UGILITE supports domain-independent PBD for task automation by using GUIs of thirdparty apps. Similar approaches have also been used in prior systems. For example, Assistive
Macros [240] uses mobile app GUIs, CoScripter [152], d.mix [110], Vegemite [180], Ringer [16],
and P LOW [3] use web interfaces, and H ILC [120] and Sikuli [299] use desktop GUIs. Macro
recording tools like [240] can record a sequence of input events and replay them later. Many of
these tools are quite literal — they replay exactly the same procedure that was demonstrated, with
limited ability to generalize the demonstration to perform similar tasks. They are also brittle to any
UI changes in the app. Sikuli [299], VASTA [247], and H ILC [120] used the visual features of GUI
entities to identify the target entities for actions — while this approach has some advantages over
S UGILITE’s approach, such as being able to work with graphic entities without textual labels or
other appropriate identifiers, the visual approach does not use the semantics of GUI entities, which
also limits its generalizability.
Compared to those prior systems, S UGILITE can learn task procedures and relevant concepts as
generalized knowledge, and create conditionals from natural language instructions. Systems like
Sikuli [299] require users to define conditionals in a scripting language, which is not feasible for
end users without significant programming expertise.
Another relevant area of research is the use of programming by example (PBE) in data processing and analytics. In these data processing and analytics tools, the user provides multiple
input-output examples from which the system creates programs that satisfy the constraints of the
examples using program synthesis techniques [106]. One of the most well-known and widely-used
PBE applications is the FlashFill in Microsoft Excel, which can analyze the information the user
enters and automatically fill data when it identifies a pattern [105]. PBE has also been used in
generating labeling rules from interactive demonstrations of users in the interactive data labeling
process [79]. A major issue with PBE in data processing and analytics is that end users often have
problems coming up with an effective set of examples that are comprehensive, correct, and meaningfully different from each other [151]. The examples provided by users are often ambiguous
(i.e., multiple plausible programs can be inferred) [303]. There is also a gap between the user’s
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mental model of the PBE synthesizer’s abilities and the actual abilities of the synthesizer—because
the user does not author the programs directly, the user often does not know what the synthesizer
can and cannot do [81]. Many interactive PBE systems have been proposed to address these issues,
such as [81, 284, 303].
In human-robot interaction, PBD is often used in interactive task learning where a robot learns
new tasks and procedures from the user’s demonstration with physical objects [7, 28, 93, 136].
The demonstrations are sometimes also accompanied by natural language instructions [205, 248]
similar to S UGILITE. While many recent works try to enhance computing systems’ capabilities
for parsing human activities (e.g., [235]), modeling human intents (e.g., [91]), and representing
knowledge (e.g., [306]) from visual information from the physical world, it remains a major AI
challenge to recognize, interpret, represent, learn from, and reason with visual demonstrations. In
comparison, S UGILITE avoids this grand challenge by using existing app GUIs as the alternative
medium for task instruction, which retains the user familiarity, naturalness, and domain generality
of visual demonstrations but is much easier to comprehend for a computing system.

2.2

Natural Language Programming

S UGILITE uses natural language as one of the two primary modalities for end users to program task
automation scripts. The idea of using natural language inputs for programming has been explored
for decades [12,26,176,200]. In NLP and AI communities, this approach is also known as learning
by instruction [10, 55, 142, 178].
The foremost challenge in supporting natural language programming is to deal with the inherent ambiguities and vagueness in natural language [275]. To address this challenge, a prior
approach was to require users to use expression styles that resembled conventional programming
languages (e.g., [12, 154, 234]), so that the system could directly translate user instructions into
code. Despite that the user instructions used in this approach seemed like natural language, it did
not allow much flexibility in expressions. This approach is not adequate for end user development,
because it has a high learning barrier for users without programming expertise — users have to
adapt to the system by learning new syntax, keywords, and structures.
Another approach for handling ambiguities and vagueness in natural language inputs is to seek
user clarification through conversations. For example, Iris [80] asked follow-up questions and
presents possible options through conversations when initial user inputs are incomplete or unclear.
This approach lowered the learning barrier for end users, as it did not require them to clearly
define everything upfront. It also allowed users to form complex commands by combining mul-
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tiple natural language instructions in conversational turns under the guidance of the system. This
multi-turn interactive approach is also known as interactive semantic parsing in the NLP community [297, 298]. S UGILITE adopts the use of multi-turn conversations as a key strategy in handling
ambiguities and vagueness in user inputs. However, a key difference between S UGILITE and other
conversational instructable agents is that S UGILITE is domain-independent. All conversational instructable agents need to resolve the user’s inputs into existing concepts, procedures, and system
functionalities supported by the agent, and to have natural language understanding mechanisms
and training data in each task domain. Because of this constraint, existing agents often limit their
supported tasks to one or a few pre-defined domains, such as data science [80], email processing [10, 258], invoking Web APIs [262], or database queries [108, 132, 153].
S UGILITE supports learning concepts and procedures from existing third-party mobile apps
regardless of the task domain. Users can explain new concepts, define task conditionals, and
clarify ambiguous demonstrated actions in S UGILITE by referencing relevant information shown
in app GUIs. The novel semantic relational graph representation of GUIs (details in Section 4.3.1)
allows S UGILITE to understand user references to GUI contents without having prior knowledge
of the specific task domain. This approach enables S UGILITE to support a wide range of tasks
from diverse domains, as long as the corresponding mobile apps are available. This approach also
has a low learning barrier because end users are already familiar with the functionalities of mobile
apps and how to use them. In comparison, with prior instructable agents, users are often unclear
about what concepts, procedures, and functionalities already exist to be used as “building blocks”
for developing new ones.

2.3

Multi-modal Interfaces

Multi-modal interfaces process two or more user input modes in a coordinated manner to provide
users with greater expressive power, naturalness, flexibility, and portability [222]. S UGILITE combines speech and touch to enable a “speak and point” interaction style, which has been studied since
early multi-modal systems like Put-That-There [35]. Prior systems such as CommandSpace [1],
Speechify [130], QuickSet [223], SMARTBoard [206], and PixelTone [145] investigated multimodal interfaces that can map coordinated natural language instructions and GUI gestures to system commands and actions. In programming, similar interaction styles have also been used for
controlling robots (e.g., [118, 192]). However, the use of these systems is limited to specific firstparty apps and task domains, in contrast to S UGILITE which aims to be general-purpose.
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When S UGILITE addresses the data description problem (details in Chapter 4), the demonstration is the primary modality; verbal instructions are used for disambiguating demonstrated actions.
A key pattern used in S UGILITE is mutual disambiguation [221]. When the user demonstrates an
action on the GUI with a simultaneous verbal instruction, our system can reliably detect what the
user did and on which UI object the user performed the action. The demonstration alone, however,
does not explain why the user performed the action, and any inferences on the user’s intent would
be fundamentally unreliable. Similarly, from verbal instructions alone, the system may learn about
the user’s intent, but grounding it onto a specific action may be difficult due to the inherent ambiguity in natural language. S UGILITE utilizes these complementary inputs to infer robust and
generalizable scripts that can accurately represent user intentions in PBD. A similar multi-modal
approach has been used for handling ambiguities in recognition-based interfaces [190], such as
correcting speech recognition errors [263] and assisting the recognition of pen-based handwriting [141]. The recent DoThisHere [296] system uses a similar multi-modal interface for cross-app
data query and transfer between multiple mobile apps.
In the parameterization and concept teaching components of S UGILITE, the natural language
instructions come first. During the parametrization, the user first verbally describes the task, and
then demonstrates the task from which S UGILITE infers parameters in the initial verbal instruction, and the corresponding possible values. In concept teaching, the user starts with describing
an automation rule at a high-level in natural language, and then recursively defines any ambiguous
or vague concepts by referring to app GUIs. S UGILITE’s approach builds upon the approach used
in prior work like P LOW [3], which uses users’ verbal instructions to infer possible parameters.
Compared with P LOW, S UGILITE presents several new interface design features and natural language grounding techniques to further explore how GUI and GUI-based demonstrations can help
enhance natural language inputs.
Throughout the design process for S UGILITE, we used user-centered methods [210] including the natural programming method [211, 213]. Note that this “natural programming” concept
is different from “natural language programming” that we discussed before. Natural programming seeks to make the programming process closer to the way the developers think about their
tasks [100] to make it easier for developers to implement what they have in mind and to understand
the state of their program [211]. My work particularly studies how end users naturally instruct
tasks with multiple modalities (see Sections 4.2 and 5.2), and explores the design of multi-modal
interfaces that allow users to use the most natural modality for the current context.
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2.4

End User Development for Task Automation

Besides programming by demonstration and natural language programming, there are a few other
approaches for supporting end user development in task automation. Trigger-action programming
(e.g., [92, 115, 119, 274]) has been popular with end users due to its simplicity. In this model, the
user can specify a simple pair of trigger and action, where the action will be performed when the
trigger happens. Compared with S UGILITE’s approach, trigger-action programming tools can only
be applied for apps or services that have open APIs available. The simple structure in trigger-action
programming also limits its expressiveness so it cannot automate more complex tasks.
Visual programming is another popular technique for end user development. Prior systems
like Automate [184] and AppGate [63] allow users to create automation scripts with blocks in
flowcharts. Helena [49] also uses a visual language to enable end users to adapt, extend, and understand PBD programs. While visual programming has a lower learning barrier than conventional
programming, it still requires users to spend significant effort to learn its syntax, notions, and structures, especially when the programs get more complicated. The supported task domains in visual
programming are also often limited by the available “blocks” provided by the system.
While these techniques are much easier to use than conventional programming, the abstractions
in visual programming and trigger-action programming still create barriers for end users [92, 113].
To address this issue, IoT Codex [287] uses a paper-engineering tangible approach that conveys and
enhances the affordances of the physical world for EUD by allowing users to attached paper RFIDenabled “IoT Stickers” with sensors to everyday objects. S UGILITE seeks to address a similar issue
but in different ways. IoT Codex seeks to expand the expressiveness of the physical world for EUD,
while S UGILITE uses app GUIs as the medium for users to program automation scripts that can
read data from or invoke physical devices.

2.5

Understanding App Interfaces

A unique challenge for S UGILITE is to support multi-modal PBD on arbitrary third-party mobile
app GUIs. Some of such GUIs can be complicated, with hundreds of entities, each with many
different properties, semantic meanings, and relations with other entities. Moreover, third-party
mobile apps only expose the low-level hierarchical representations of their GUIs at the presentation
layer, without revealing information about internal program logic.
There has been some prior work on inferring semantics and task knowledge from GUIs. Prefab [72, 73, 74] introduces pixel-based methods to model interactive widgets and interface hierarchies in GUIs, and allowed runtime modifications of widget behaviors. Waken [14] also uses
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a computer vision approach to recognize GUI components and activities from screen-captured
videos. StateLens [107] and K ITE [168] look at the sequence of GUI screens of completing a task,
from which they can infer the task flow model with multiple different branches and states. The interaction mining approach used in E RICO [67] and R ICO [66] captures the static (UI layout, visual
features) and dynamic (user flows) parts of an app’s design from a large corpus of user interaction
traces with mobile apps, identifies 23 common flow types (e.g., adding, searching, composing), and
can classify the user’s GUI interactions into these flow types. Their results show that higher-level
semantically meaningful tasks (e.g., search, login) can be recognized from GUI layouts of individual screens based on their design patterns. A similar approach was also used to learn the design
semantics of mobile apps, classifying GUI elements into 25 types of GUI components, 197 types
of text buttons, and 135 types of icon classes [183]. Appstract [82] focused on the semantic entities (e.g., music, movie, places) instead, extracting entities, their properties, and relevant actions
from mobile app GUIs. These approaches use a smaller number of discrete types of flows, GUI
elements, and entities to represent GUI screens and their components, while our Screen2Vec
(Section 9) uses continuous embedding in a vector space for screen representation.
Some prior techniques specifically focus on the visual aspect of GUIs. The R ICO dataset [66]
shows that it is feasible to train a GUI layout embedding with a large screen corpus, and retrieve screens with similar layouts using such embeddings. Chen et al.’s work [53] and Li et al.’s
work [172] show that trained machine learning models can generate semantically meaningful natural language descriptions for GUI components based on their visual appearances and hierarchies.
Compared with them, our Screen2Vec method (Chapter 9) used in S UGILITE provides a more
holistic representation of GUI screens by encoding textual contents, GUI component class types,
and app-specific meta-data in addition to the visual layout.
Another category of work in this area focuses on predicting GUI actions for completing a
task objective. Pasupat et al.’s work [226] maps the user’s natural language commands to target
elements on web GUIs. Li et al.’s work [171] goes a step further by generating sequences of actions
based on natural language commands. These works use the supervised approach that requires a
large amount of manually-annotated training data, which limits its utilization. In comparison, the
Screen2Vec method used in S UGILITE uses a self-supervised approach that does not require any
manual data annotation of user intents and tasks. Screen2Vec also does not need any annotation
on the GUI screens themselves, unlike [305] which requires additional developer annotations for
the meta-data of GUI components.
Compared with the work on predicting GUI actions, S UGILITE has a slightly different goal for
understanding GUI semantics — in S UGILITE, the user talks about the underlying task of an app
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in natural language while making references to the app’s GUI. The system needs to have the sufficient understanding of the contents of the app GUI to be able to handle these verbal instructions in
order to learn the task. Therefore, the goal of S UGILITE in understanding app interfaces is to abstract the semantics of GUIs from their platform-specific implementations, while being sufficiently
aligned with the semantics of users’ natural language instructions, so that it can leverage the GUI
representation to help to understand the user’s instruction about the underlying task.

2.6

Breakdown Handling in Task-Oriented Dialogues

A specific focus of this thesis is on handling the conversational breakdowns in S UGILITE’s taskoriented dialogues with the users, as discussed in Chapter 7. As reported in Beneteau et al.’s 2019
study [19] of Alexa, conversational breakdown is a major issue experienced by most conversational agent users. The current repair strategies used by users are often not effective since their
understandings were frequently inaccurate. Other studies [8, 32, 56, 124, 214, 233] reported similar
findings of the types of breakdowns encountered by users and the common repair strategies.
Some previous approaches have been proposed to assist users with discovering, identifying, and
repairing conversational breakdowns. A taxonomy of conversational breakdown repair strategies
by Ashktorab et al. [8] categorized repair strategies using the dimensions of: (1) whether there is
evidence of breakdown (i.e., whether the system makes users aware of the breakdown); (2) whether
the system attempts to make a repair (e.g., provide options of potential intents), and (3) whether
assistance is provided for user self-repair (e.g., highlight the keywords that contribute to the intent
classifier’s decision). In the results from that paper [8], the most preferred option by the users
was to have the system attempt to help with the repair process by providing options of potential
intents. However this approach requires domain-specific “deep knowledge” about the task and
error handling flows manually programmed by the developers [5,197], and therefore is not practical
for user-instructed tasks. In fact, even agents with professionally developed conversational skills
such as Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant often only provide generic error messages (e.g., “I
didn’t understand.”) with no transparency into the states of understanding in the system and no
mechanism for further interactions for repair [56, 233]. In comparison, S UGILITE’s approach does
not require any additional effort from the developers. It only requires “shallow knowledge” in
a domain-general generic language model to map user intents to the corresponding app screens
(details in Chapter 7).
The second most preferred strategy in [8] was for the system to provide more transparency into
the cause of the breakdown, such as highlighting the keywords that contribute to the intent detection
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results. This approach is also relevant to work in explainable machine learning (e.g., [261]), which
seeks to help users understand the results from intelligent systems and therefore provide more
effective inputs. However, these approaches usually require users to verbally clarify or define
these keywords. My study (details in Chapter 5) found that when users tried to verbally explain
a concept unknown to the system, they often introduced even more unknown concepts in their
explanations. The agents also have problems understanding such explanations due to their limited
capability of reasoning with natural language instructions and domain knowledge.
My work further explores the design space of improving system transparency—it visualizes the
intent detection and slot value extraction results with app GUI screenshots. It also allows the users
to easily repair the breakdowns using references to app GUI contents and direct manipulation on
the screenshots.
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Chapter 3
The S UGILITE System
3.1

Introduction

This chapter describes the design and implementation of the core S UGILITE system, a new intelligent agent that allows end users to teach new tasks and concepts using a multi-modal approach that
combines programming by demonstration (PBD) and learning from natural language instructions.
It features the following components:
1. The PBD mechanism that enables users to create automation for arbitrary tasks across any or
multiple third-party smartphone apps, and to execute automated tasks through a multi-modal
(speech) interface.
2. A PBD script generalization mechanism that leverages the user’s verbal commands, demonstrated actions, and the UI hierarchy structures of third-party apps to create generalized programs from single demonstrations. The system also has a representation of the recordings
that allows users to manually edit scripts if necessary.
3. An error checking and handling mechanism that improves the system’s robustness when the
underlying apps change, and also supports further generalization of the scripts to handle new
situations as they arise.
Through the work covered in this chapter, we seek to address the challenges of usability, applicability, and generalizability, as identified in Section 1.1.1. The core features described in this
This chapter is modified from the conference paper: Toby Jia-Jun Li, Amos Azaria, and Brad A. Myers. SUGILITE: Creating Multimodal Smartphone Automation by Demonstration. In Proceedings of the 2017 CHI Conference
on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI 2017).
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Figure 3.1: Screenshots of the original version of the core S UGILITE system: (a) the conversational interface; (b) the recording confirmation popup; (c) the recording disambiguation/operation editing panel and (d)
the viewing/editing script window. Note that in newer versions, the conversational interface (a) has been
replaced with P UMICE (Chapter 5), and the data description disambiguation interface (c) has been replaced
with A PPINITE (Chapter 4).

chapter provide the platform that allows research on the specific issues such as the data description problem (Chapter 4), learning task conditionals and concepts (Chapter 5), and S UGILITE’s
application in smart home scenarios (Chapter 6). The system described in this chapter is the base
version of S UGILITE. Several changes and improvements have been made to this version, which I
will cover in the later chapters of this dissertation.
This chapter will also describe a lab usability study that showed that users with different levels
of programming experience were able to use S UGILITE to create automation for four tasks derived
from real-world scenarios with an 85.5% completion rate, plus subjective feedback showing they
liked and would want to use a tool like S UGILITE.

3.2

Example Usage Scenario

This section presents an example scenario of a user interacting with the base version of the S UG ILITE

system. This example demonstrates S UGILITE’s ability to learn generalized tasks with third-

party applications from a user’s single demonstration.
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3.2.1

Order Starbucks Coffee

Smartphone users can order a wide range of products through the apps provided by merchants. In
the motivating survey (see Appendix A), respondents reported that many such tasks required them
to navigate through a complicated multi-level menu in the app to locate the desired offering, which
would be especially annoying when the same task is performed frequently. Automating repetitive
activities is a key motivation for S UGILITE. In this scenario, we show an example of how a user
automates ordering Starbucks drinks using S UGILITE1 .
The user first gives S UGILITE a voice command, “Order a Cappuccino.” using the conversational voice interface (Figure 3.1a), for which S UGILITE answers “Sorry but I don’t understand.
Would you like to teach me? Say ‘demonstrate’ to demonstrate.” The user then says, “demonstrate”
and starts demonstrating the procedure of ordering a Cappuccino using the Starbucks app.
She first clicks on the Starbucks icon on the home screen, taps on the main menu and chooses
“Order”, which is exactly the same procedure as what she would do if she is ordering manually
through the Starbucks app. (Alternatively, she could instead say verbal commands such as “Click
on Starbucks”, etc.) After each action, a confirmation dialog from S UGILITE pops up (Figure 3.1b)
to confirm that the action has been recorded, and which also serves to slow down the user to make
sure that the Android accessibility API has time to record the action.
The user continues the “Order” procedure by clicking on “MENU”, “Espresso Drinks”, “Cappuccinos”, “Cappuccino”, “Add to Order” and “View Order” in sequence, which are all exactly the
same steps that she would do without S UGILITE. In this process, the user could also demonstrate
customizing the size, flavor, etc. according to her personal preferences. S UGILITE pops up the
confirmation dialog after each click, except for the one on “Cappuccino”, where S UGILITE is confused and must ask the user to choose from two identifying features on the same button (explained
in Section 3.4): “Cappuccino” and “120cal” (Figure 3.1c). When finished, the user clicks on the
S UGILITE status icon and selects “End Recording”.
After the demonstration, S UGILITE analyzes the recording and parameterizes the script according to the voice command and its knowledge about the UI hierarchy of the Starbucks app (details
in Section 3.4).
This parameterization allows the user to give the voice command “Order a [DRINK]”, where
[DRINK] can be any of the drinks listed on the Starbucks app’s menus. S UGILITE can then
order the drink automatically for the user by manipulating the user interface of the Starbucks app.
1A

demo is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KMx7Ea6W6AQ. This video demo was
recorded in 2016.
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Alternatively, the automation script can also be executed by using the S UGILITE graphical user
interface (GUI) or invoked externally by a third party app using the S UGILITE API.

3.2.2

Additional Examples

To exhibit the generalizability and customizability of S UGILITE, Here are some other example
tasks that we have successfully taught the base version of S UGILITE to execute:
1. (American Express) – “Pay off my credit card balance.”
2. (Venmo) – “Send [AMOUNT] dollars to [NAME].”
3. (Fly Delta) – “Find the flights from [CITY] to [CITY] on [DATE].”
4. (CHI 2016) – “Show me all the papers by [NAME].”
5. (Transit) – “When is [BUS LINE] coming?”
6. (Pokemon Go) – “Collect my coins in the shop.”
7. (GrubHub & Uber) – “Request an Uber to the nearest [TYPE] restaurant.”

3.3

S UGILITE’s Key Features

3.3.1

Multi-Modal Interaction

To provide flexibility for users in different contexts, both creating the automation and running the
automation can be performed through either the conversational voice interface or S UGILITE’s GUI.
In order to create an automation script, the user can either give a new voice instruction, for which
S UGILITE will reply “. . . Would you like to teach me?” or the user can start a new demonstration
using S UGILITE’s GUI.
When teaching a new command to S UGILITE, the user can use verbal instructions, demonstrations, or a mix of both in creating the script. Even though in most cases, demonstrating app
operations through direct manipulation will be more efficient, we anticipate some useful scenarios
for instructing by voice, like in contexts where touching on the phone is not convenient, or for
users with motor impairment.
The user can also execute automation scripts by either giving voice commands, or by selecting
from a list of scripts. Running an automation script by voice allows the user to give a command
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from a distance. For scripts with parameters, the parameter values are either explicitly specified
in the GUI or inferred from the verbal command when the conversational interface is used (see
Section 3.3.2 for details).
During recording or executing, the user has easy access to the controls of S UGILITE through
the floating duck icon (See Figure 3.1, where the icon is on the right edge of the screen). The
floating duck icon changes its appearance to indicate the current status of S UGILITE — whether
it is recording, executing, or tracking in the background. The user can start, pause or end the
execution/recording as well as view the current script (Figure 3.1d) and view the script list from
the pop-up menu that appears when the user taps on the duck. The GUI also enables the user
to manually edit a script by deleting an operation and all the subsequent operations or to resume
recording starting from the end of the script. Selecting an operation lets the user edit it using the
editing panel (Figure 3.1c).
The multi-modality of S UGILITE enables many useful usage scenarios in different contexts.
For example, one may automate tasks like finding nearby parking or streaming audible books by
demonstrating the procedures in advance by direct manipulation. Then the user can perform those
tasks by voice while driving without needing to touch the phone. A user with motor impairment
can have her friends or family automate her common tasks so she can execute them later through
the voice interface.

3.3.2

Script Generalization

Verbal Commands and Demonstrations

As shown in the example usage scenario, S UGILITE

can automatically identify the parameters in the task and generalize the scripts from a single
demonstration. After the user finishes the demonstration, S UGILITE first compares the identifying features of the target UI elements and the arguments of the operations against the verbal
command, trying to identify the parameters by matching the words in the command. For example,
for the verbal command “find the flights from New York to Los Angeles”, S UGILITE identifies
“New York” and “Los Angeles” as two parameters if the user typed “New York” into the departure
city textbox and “Los Angeles” into the destination textbox during the demonstration.
This parameterization method provides users control over the level of personalization and abstraction in S UGILITE scripts. For example, if the user demonstrated ordering a venti Cappuccino
with skim milk by saying the command “order a Cappuccino”, we will discover that “Cappuccino”
is a parameter, but not “venti” or “skim milk”. However, if the user gave the same demonstration,
but had used the command, “order a venti Cappuccino.” then we would also consider the size of
the coffee (“venti”) to be a parameter.
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For the generalization of text entry operations (e.g., typing “New York” into the departure
city textbox), S UGILITE allows the use of any value for the parameters. In the checking flights
example, the user can give the command “find the flights from [A] to [B]” for any [A] and [B]
values after demonstrating how to find the flights from New York to Los Angeles. S UGILITE will
simply replace the two city names by the value of the parameters in the corresponding steps when
executing the automation script.
In order to support generalization over UI elements, S UGILITE records the set of all possible
alternatives to the UI element that the user operates on. S UGILITE finds these alternatives based on
the UI structure, looking for those in parallel to the original target UI element. For example, suppose the user demonstrates “Order a Cappuccino” in which an operation is clicking on “Cappuccino” from the “Cappuccinos” menu that has two options “Cappuccino” and “Iced Cappuccino”.
S UGILITE will first identify “Cappuccino” as a parameter, and then add “Iced Cappuccino” to the
set as an alternative value for the parameter, allowing the user to order Iced Cappuccino using the
same script. By keeping this list of alternatives, S UGILITE can also differentiate tasks with similar
command structure but different values. For example, the commands “Order Iced Cappuccino”
and “Order cheese pizza” invoke different scripts, because the phrase “Iced Cappuccino” is among
the alternative elements of operations in one script, while “cheese pizza” would be among the alternatives of a different script. If multiple scripts can be used to execute a command (e.g., if the
user has two scripts for ordering a pizza with different apps), the user can explicitly select which
script to run.
App GUI Hierarchy Structure

A limitation of the above method in handling alternative ele-

ments is that it can only generalize at the leaf level of a multi-level menu tree. For example, the
generalized script for “Order a Cappuccino” cannot be used to order drinks like a Latte or Macchiato because they are on other branches of the Starbucks “Order” menu. Since the user did not go to
those branches during the demonstration, S UGILITE could not know the existence of those options
or how to reach those options in the menu tree. This is a challenge of working with third-party
apps, which will not expose their internal structures to us nor can we traverse the menu structures
without invoking their app on the main UI thread.
To address this issue, we created a background tracking service that records all the clickable
elements in apps and the corresponding previous actions taken to reach each element. This service
can run all the time, so S UGILITE can learn about all parts of an app that the user visits. Through
this mechanism, we can construct the path to navigate the menu structure to reach a UI element.
The text labels of all such elements can then be added to the sets of alternative parameter values for
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the scripts. This means that we can allow the user to order drinks that are not an immediate sibling
to Cappuccino at the leaf level of the Starbucks order menu tree from a single demonstration.
This method has its trade-offs. First, it brings in false positives. For example, there is a clickable node “Store Locator” in the Starbucks order menu. The generalizing process will then mistakenly add “Store Locator” to the list of what the user can order. Second, running the background
tracking affects the phone’s performance. Third, S UGILITE cannot generalize for items that were
never viewed by the user. Lastly, many participants expressed privacy concerns about allowing
background tracking to store text labels from apps, since apps may dynamically generate labels
with personal data like an account number or balance. We addressed this problem in the P INALITE
subsystem, as discussed in Chapter 8.

3.3.3

Error Checking and Handling

Error checking and handling has been a major challenge for many PBD systems [146]. S UGILITE
provides error handling and checking mechanisms to detect when a new situation is encountered
during execution or when the app’s UI changes after an update. We addressed handing intent
recognition errors and entity extraction errors in the S OVITE subsystem, as discussed in Chapter 7.
When executing a script, an error occurs when the next operation in the script cannot be successfully performed. There are many possible reasons for an execution error. First, it is possible
that the app has been updated and the layout of the UI has been changed, so S UGILITE cannot find
the object specified in the operation. Second, it is possible that the app is currently in a different
state than it was during the demonstration. For example, if a user demonstrates how to request an
Uber ride during normal pricing, and then uses the script to request a ride during surge pricing, then
an error will occur because S UGILITE does not know how to handle the popup from the Uber app
that asks for surge price confirmation. Third, the execution can also be interrupted by an external
event, like a phone call or an alarm.
In S UGILITE, when an error occurs, an error handling pop-up will be shown, asking the user
to choose between three options: keep waiting, end executing, or fix the script. The “keep waiting” option will keep S UGILITE waiting until the current operation can be performed. This option
should be used in situations like prolonged waiting in the app or an interrupting phone call, where
the user knows that the app will eventually return to the recorded state in the script, which S UG ILITE

knows how to handle. The “end executing” option will simply end the execution of the

current script.
The “fix the script” option has two sub-options: “replace” and “create a fork”, which allow the
user to either demonstrate a procedure from the current step that will replace the corresponding part
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of the old script, or create a new alternative fork in the old script. The “replace” option should be
used to handle permanent changes in the procedure due to an app update or an error in the previous
demonstration, or if the user changes her mind about what the script should do. The “create a fork”
option (Figure 3.1d) should be used to enable the script to deal with a new situation. The forking
works similarly to the try-catch statement in programming languages, where S UGILITE will first
attempt to perform the original operation, and then execute the alternative branch if the original
operation fails. Allowing S UGILITE to learn other kinds of conditions and the relevant concepts is
discussed in Chapter 5.
The forking mechanism can also handle new situations introduced by generalization. For example, after the user demonstrates how to check the score of the NY Giants using the Yahoo!
Sports app, S UGILITE generalizes the script so it can check the score of any sports team. However,
if the user gives a command “check the score of NY Yankees”, everything will work properly until
the last step, where S UGILITE cannot find the score because the demonstrations so far only show
where to find the score on an American football team’s page, which has a different layout than
a baseball team’s page. In this case, the user creates a new fork and demonstrates how to find
the score for a baseball team. Details about how S UGILITE finds items on the screen is described
below in Secion 3.4.

3.3.4

Manual Script Editing

For advanced users, we provide an interface to manually edit and manually generalize the script
(Figure 3.1d). In this interface, users can delete operations, create forks, or resume recording
to add more operations to an existing script. They can also manually generalize the scripts to
better reflect their intentions. For example, for the action “Click on ‘Chile Mocha Frappuccino in
Starbucks ‘Featured’ menu”, the user can override the heuristic-generated identifying feature (see
Section 3.4 for details) to use the screen location of the item instead of the text label of the item so
the script will click on the top item on the “Featured” menu instead of always choosing the Chile
Mocha Frappuccino.
Lastly, the user can manually create parameters. S UGILITE supports the use of a simple markup
language. For the action “Set the text of the textbox ‘Message’ to ‘The bus is delayed, I’ll be home
by 6PM”’, the user can manually modify the text to “@transportation is delayed, I’ll be
home by @time” so she can reuse the script in a similar scenario by only providing the values for
the parameters instead of the whole text. Similarly, the user can set a parameter with the value or
label of one UI element (e.g., the result of a search), which can be used for a later operation.
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3.4

System Implementation

In this section, we discuss the implementation of the different S UGILITE components and how
they are integrated with each other. S UGILITE is an Android application implemented in Java.
S UGILITE Scripts and tracking data are stored locally on phone in an SQLite database. S UGILITE
does not require jailbreaking/root access to the phone, and has been tested on phones running
Android 4.4 through 8.0.

3.4.1

Conversational Interface

The conversational interface we used in the base version of S UGILITE is built upon the Learning
by Instruction Agent (LIA)2 [10]. When the user gives a voice command, the audio is first decoded
into text using Google Speech API. LIA uses a Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) parser
to parse the verbal command. Based on the parsing result, LIA can initiate a new recording or
execute a S UGILITE script. Details on LIA can be found in [10].

3.4.2

Background Accessibility Service

The S UGILITE background service registers as an Android accessibility service. It listens to AccessibilityEvent and distributes the events to the recording handler or the execution handler based
on the current mode of the system. The service receives an AccessibilityEvent through the listener
whenever a view on the screen is clicked on (or long-clicked on), selected, or focused. The service
will also receive an AccessibilityEvent if the text on a view has changed, the state of the current
window has changed, or the content of the current window has changed.

3.4.3

Recording Handler

The recording handler in the base version of Sugilite receives the AccessibilityEvent from the
S UGILITE background accessibility service during the demonstration3 . It consumes the event if the
event is for a user action (click, long click or text entry). From the AccessibilityEvent object, the
handler gets meta-data features (text labels, screen locations, accessibility labels, view ID) for the
target UI element on which the action was performed. It also includes all the other elements in the
hierarchy of the entire current screen (the UI layout), which S UGILITE saves for error checking and
2 LIA

has been replaced with a new semantic parsing mechanism in the latest version, as described in Section 5.4.1.
recording handler has been updated to use an interaction proxy overlay in the latest version, as described in
Section 4.3.3.
3 The
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generalization. S UGILITE also saves the child features (i.e., element has a child element that. . . )
and the parent features of the target UI element.
S UGILITE applies the following rule-based heuristics to determine a subset of the features to
be used in identifying the current screen and the current target UI element. The S UGILITE first
looks for the text or accessibility label in the UI element. If it has one, the system will verify that
this feature is unique among all the UI elements on the screen. If this fails, The S UGILITE seeks to
find a unique second-level feature like view ID or label of a child element. If The S UGILITE fails
to find a feature to uniquely identify the element on the screen, it will use the screen coordinates
of the element’s bounding box. The chosen subset of features needs to (i) uniquely identify the UI
layout of the screen and the specific target UI element on that screen, and (ii) still work for future
runs of the application to identify the same element.
If the recording handler determines that the heuristic-generated feature set can fulfill the above
two requirements, the confirmation popup (Figure 3.1b) will be shown. Otherwise, the disambiguation panel (Figure 3.1c) will be shown to ask the user to manually disambiguate what features should be used in the script4 . After this, The S UGILITE generates and saves an operation to
the current recorded script. The operation also stores identifiers for all the unique UI layouts and
all the alternative UI elements that are structurally in parallel with the target UI element. After
the demonstration, S UGILITE will use these when parameterizing and generalizing the script, as
described earlier.

3.4.4

Execution Handler

The execution handler will be activated when an AccessibilityEvent is sent from the background
accessibility service, which happens when the screen changes, or when the user takes any action.
The execution handler will try to match the current UI layout to the stored one in the script, then
it tries to find the required target UI element on the screen, and then it will try to perform the
operation as specified in the current operation. In the S UGILITE UI, the floating icon of a duck
will also move to the target UI element to signify the operation. If the current screen specified
in the AccessibilityEvent was not among the recorded ones for the current operation, the error
handling pop-up will be shown, signifying that the state of the current app does not match what
was demonstrated for the operation.
If the current operation is successful, the execution handler will then proceed to handle the next
operation. The error handling mechanism (described earlier) will be activated in case of an error.
4 The manual disambiguation interface has been replaced with a multi-modal disambiguation interface, as discussed

in Chapter 4.
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3.4.5

S UGILITE API

S UGILITE has an API that allows external apps to utilize its recording, tracking, and executing
functionality. Scripts can be exported for editing/sharing or imported for executing in JSON format. Several research software projects such as PrivacyStream [170] and the Yahoo InMind5 Middleware was building upon, connected to, or invoking S UGILITE.

3.5

User Study

To assess how successfully users with various levels of prior programming experience can use
some features of S UGILITE, we conducted a lab study where we asked the participants to teach
S UGILITE new tasks for four given scenarios.

3.5.1

Participants

19 participants aged 20–30 (mean = 24.2, SD = 2.55) were recruited from the local university
community. The participants were required to be 18 or order, be active smartphone users and be
fluent in English. All recruited participants were university students.
In the recruiting form, participants rated their own programming experience on a five-point
scale from “no experience” to “experienced programmer”. We specifically selected participants
across a range of prior programming experience. Table 3.1 shows the description used for each
category and the number of participants in each category.
Group–Programming Experience

#

1 – I’ve never done any computer programming

3

2 – I’ve done some light programming (e.g., Office macros, excel functions, simple scripts)

4

3 – Beginner programmer (experience equivalent to 1–2 college level computer science classes)

5

4 – Intermediate programmer (1–2 years of programming experience)

3

5 – Experienced programmer (2+ years of programming experience)

4

Table 3.1: Number of participants (#) grouped by programming experience
5 https://www.cmu.edu/homepage/computing/2014/winter/project-inmind.shtml
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3.5.2

Sample Tasks

We chose five tasks for the study based on the common repetitive task scenarios from a motivating
survey (Appendix A). The first task was used as a tutorial, where the experimenter showed the
participant how to teach S UGILITE to complete the example task and explained how to operate
S UGILITE. The other four tasks were given to the participants in random order. All the participants
used the same Nexus 6 phone with S UGILITE and relevant apps installed.
Before each task, the participants were given time to get familiar with the involved apps (Uber,
Starbucks, Yahoo! Sports, and Gmail), so they were all proficient at performing the tasks using
direct manipulation. We first asked the participants to perform the task directly without S UGILITE,
and then asked them to teach S UGILITE the same task by demonstration. During the task, we would
not answer questions on how to use S UGILITE (but we responded to the requests for clarification
on the task specifications).
Below are the task descriptions:
Tutorial Task: Pizza Ordering

In this task, we demonstrated the procedure of ordering a large

pepperoni pizza for carryout at the nearest Papa John’s store using the Papa John’s app. The script
was then automatically generalized so it can be used to order any of the three basic variations of
pizza (pepperoni, cheese, and sausage). There were one SET TEXT and nine CLICK operations
in the script. Among these operations, two CLICK operations required manual disambiguation of
the identifying features.
Task 1: Get an Uber

The specification given to the participants was “You should teach the

agent how to use the Uber app to request an Uber X cab to the current location.” The standard
procedure for this task had two CLICK operations, none of which required manual disambiguation
of the identifying features. The participants were told to not confirm sending the Uber request to
avoid being charged.
Task 2: Check Sports Score

The specification given to the participants was “You should teach

the agent how to use the Yahoo! Sports app to show you the latest score of Pittsburgh Steelers.”
The standard procedure for this task had four CLICK operations and one SET TEXT operation,
none of which required manual disambiguation of the identifying features. The parameter for the
SET TEXT operation is automatically generalized so the script can be used to check the score for
any football team in Yahoo! Sports.
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Task 3: Order Coffee

The specification given to the participants was “You should teach the

agent how to use the Starbucks app to order a cup of Cappuccino.” The standard procedure for
this task had 11 CLICK operations. Among them, one CLICK operation required manual disambiguation of the identifying features. This script is automatically generalized so it can be used to
order any drink from the Starbucks app. The participants were told to not submit the final order to
avoid being charged.
Task 4: Send an Email The specification given to the participants was “You should teach the
agent the command ‘Tell Joe that I will be late because my car is broken.’ by demonstrating
how to send a new email to ‘joe@example.com’, with the subject ‘I will be late’ and body ‘I
will be late because my car is broken’.” The standard procedure for this task had four CLICK
operations and three SET TEXT operations, none of which required manual disambiguation of the
identifying features. This script is automatically generalized so it can respond to “Tell [NAME]
that [SOMETHING] because [SOMETHING].”

3.5.3

Procedure

The study took about 1 hour per participant. After signing the consent form, the participant received the tutorial through the experimenter walking through the tutorial task. The tutorial took
about 5 minutes. Following the tutorial, the experimenter gave the first task to the participant.
Then the participant began to do the tasks as specified in the previous section. After performing
the tasks, the participant filled out a usability questionnaire on their experiences interacting with
S UGILITE. Finally, the experimenter conducted a brief semi-structured interview with the participant based on the questionnaire responses and the experimenter’s observations during the study.
Participants were compensated $15 for their time.

3.5.4

Results

Overall, 65 out of 76 (85.5%) scripts created by the participants ran and performed the intended
task successfully. 8 out of the 19 (42.1%) participants succeed in all four tasks. 10 (52.6%)
succeeded in three tasks and 1 (5.3%) succeeded in only two tasks. All participants completed
at least two tasks successfully. A Pearson’s chi-squared test was performed and no significant
relationship was found between task completion and the level of prior programming experience
(X 2 (4) = 4.15, p = 0.39).
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Figure 3.2: The average task completion time for the participants grouped by their programming experience.
Shorter bars are better. Error bars show the standard deviations.

For each successful task, we measured the task completion time from when the voice command was successfully received until the participant ended the recording. We then used a one-way
ANOVA to compare the task completion time of each task for participants grouped by their programming experience. No significant difference between the five groups as described in Table 1
based on task completion time was found for any of the tasks. The average task completion time
of each task by group is shown in Figure 3.2. All times are in seconds.
Task 1 All but one participant completed this task (94.7%). That participant “double clicked”
(i.e., clicked twice in a row without waiting for the confirmation pop-up in between), which caused
the system to fail to record the first action. This issue has been fixed in the subsequent versions of
S UGILITE.
Task 2

15 participants out of 19 (78.9%) completed this task. Four participants failed by entering

the text directly into textboxes6 (they were supposed to double tap on the textbox and type into a
pop-up due to an implementation limitation).
6 The

latest version of S UGILITE has fixed this issue by adding support for direct text input.
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Task 3 17 participants out of 19 (89.5%) completed this task. A participant erroneously “double
clicked” and another participant recorded a click when the Starbucks app had not finished loading,
which would cause the execution to block when this click is to be performed.
Task 4 14 participants out of 19 (73.7%) completed this task. Five participants failed by entering
the text directly into textboxes.

3.5.5

Time Trade-off

For each of the four tasks, we also calculated an average “break-even” point n, for which if a task
needs to be performed for at least n times, then the total time needed for automating the task and
executing the script for n times is shorter than the time needed to do the tasks manually for n times.
This metric is also known as the equivalent task size [203]. We use n as a rough measure for the
time trade-off of using S UGILITE to automate tasks. In plain words, if a user needs to perform a
task more than n times, then automating the task with S UGILITE can save her time.
Using the average time it took to create the automation (t¯), the average time it took to perform
the task manually (t¯m ) and the time it took to execute the automation (t¯0 ), we calculate the average
break-even value of n for each task, shown in Table 3.2.
t¯

t¯m

t¯0

n

Task 1

44.47s

13.71s

3.35s

5

Task 2

58.61s

15.15s

5.12s

6

Task 3

74.29s

26.47s

7.34s

4

Task 4

125.25s

50.25s

6.14s

3

Task

Table 3.2: Average time to automate the task (t¯), average time to perform the task manually (t¯m ), time to
run the automation (t¯0 ), and the “break-even” point (n) for the four tasks.

3.5.6

Subjective Feedback

Overall, S UGILITE received positive feedback on both usability and usefulness from our study
participants. On the post questionnaire, the participants were asked to rate their agreement with
statements related to their experience interacting with S UGILITE on a 7-point Likert scale from
“Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree.” Table 3.3 shows the average score for the usability-
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related items on the questionnaire. Table 3.4 shows the average score for the usefulness-related
questions.
Statement

Score

“It’s easy to learn how to use this system.”

6.17

“My interaction with the system is clear and understandable.”

6.00

“I’m satisfied with my experience using this system.”

5.94

Table 3.3: Average scores on usability questions from the post-questionnaire (on a 7-point scale).

Statement

Score

“I find the system useful in helping me creating automation.”

6.39

“I find automating tasks with the system is efficient.”

6.11

“I would use this system to automate my tasks.”

6.06

Table 3.4: Average scores on usefulness questions from the post-questionnaire (on a 7-point scale).

In a semi-structured interview after the questionnaire, the participants were asked whether they
found anything unclear or confusing in their interaction with S UGILITE. Most complaints were on
the demonstration of text entry, where the user needs to type into a S UGILITE popup instead of
the textbox in the original app. Participants found this to be unnatural and easy-to-forget7 . Some
also reported information overload on the disambiguation panel (Figure 1c). It contained too much
information, which made it hard to locate where they needed to read and make selections8 .

3.5.7

Discussion

The outcome of the evaluation suggests no significant difference based on the level of programming
experience of participants for all four tasks in either task completion rate or task completion time.
The groups with no programming experience (Group 1) and only light programming experience
(Group 2) completed 25 out of 28 (89.3%) tasks. The results indicate that end users with little or
no programming experience can successfully use S UGILITE to automate smartphone tasks.
7 As

mentioned above, the latest version of S UGILITE has added the support for direct text input.

8 The manual disambiguation has been replaced with a multi-modal disambiguation interface, as discussed in Chap-

ter 4.
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Looking at the “break-even” point for each task, we learn that for the four example scenarios,
the user can save time with S UGILITE if they are to perform the tasks more than 3 to 6 times. This
implies that the efficiencies of many repetitive tasks could potentially benefit from automating
through S UGILITE, because the overhead of creating automation using S UGILITE is small.
After the study, we asked the participants to describe scenarios from their own smartphone
usage where S UGILITE would be helpful. Some of the scenarios involved using apps that are not
likely to ever be integrated into existing agents, like the specialized apps made for the university
community to check the shuttle location, dining menu, meeting room availability, etc. Many organizations or communities have made such apps to serve the information needs of their members.
Due to the limited engineering resources available and the small user base for those apps, they are
unlikely to get integrated into the intelligent software agents for automation without EUD. But for
the users of those apps, they often use the apps frequently and repetitively, so they wish to have
their common tasks automated.
The participants commented that even when apps have already been integrated into the prevailing agents like Siri, sometimes specific tasks they wanted are not supported. An example is that
for the music player, users cannot change the equalizer settings or download the current song using
voice commands. They also wished to incorporate personalized settings into the automation (e.g.,
setting the volume before playing a particular song).
They also proposed scenarios for creating S UGILITE automation beyond single apps. Users
often perform a set of tasks in a row (e.g., check the weather, the traffic information and book
a cab when waking up) so Sugilite can be used to create a single voice command for multiple
tasks. Another example is a command “request an Uber to the nearest (sushi restaurant, pharmacy,
grocery store. . . )”, S UGILITE can first use Google Maps to retrieve the address of the nearest
desired entity, then use the Uber app to request a cab with the destination filled in.

3.6

Chapter Conclusion

This chapter described the design and implementation of the core S UGILITE system, an end-userprogrammable intelligent agent that can learn tasks in various task domains from end users through
demonstrations on existing third-party app GUIs, and infer parameters and their associated possible
values in learned tasks from a combination of task demonstrations, user verbal instructions, and
app GUI hierarchy structures.
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Even though there have been many years of research on programming by demonstration and
speech interfaces, S UGILITE was the first PBD system to show how they can successfully be put
together on a smartphone to enhance the capabilities of both [159].
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Chapter 4
The Data Description Problem
4.1

Introduction

A central challenge for PBD is generalization. The PBD system should produce more than literal
record-and-replay macros (e.g., sequences of keystrokes and clicks at specific screen locations),
but learn the target task at a higher level of abstraction so it can perform similar tasks in new
contexts [65, 175]. Previously, Section 3.3.2 discussed parameterization, which is a key issue in
generalization. This chapter will cover another key issue in generalization — the data description
problem [65, 175]: when the user performs an action on an item in the GUI, what does it mean?
The action and the item have many features. The system needs to choose a subset of features to
describe the action and the item, so that it can correctly perform the right action on the right item
in a different context.
For example, in Figure 4.1(a), the user’s action is “Click”, and the target object can be described
in many different ways, such as Charlie Palmer Steak / the second item from the list / the closest
restaurant in Midtown East / the cheapest steakhouse, etc. The system would need to choose a
description that reflects the user’s intention, so that the correct action can be performed if the script
is run with different search results.
To identify the correct data description, prior PBD systems have varied widely in the division
of labor, from making no inference and requiring the user to manually specify the features, to
using sophisticated AI algorithms to automatically induce a generalized program [212]. Some
prior systems such as SmallStar [109] and Topaz [209] used the “no inference” approach to give
This chapter is modified from the conference paper: Toby Jia-Jun Li, Igor Labutov, Xiaohan Nancy Li, Xiaoyi
Zhang, Wenze Shi, Wanling Ding, Tom M. Mitchell, and Brad A. Myers. APPINITE: A Multi-Modal Interface for
Specifying Data Descriptions in Programming by Demonstration Using Natural Language Instructions. In Proceedings
of the 2018 IEEE Symposium on Visual Languages and Human-Centric Computing (VL/HCC 2018).
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Figure 4.1: Specifying data description in programming by demonstration using A PPINITE: (a, b) enable
users to naturally express their intentions for demonstrated actions verbally; (c) guides users to formulate
data descriptions to uniquely identify target GUI objects; (d) shows users real-time updated results of current
queries on an interaction overlay; and (e) formulates executable queries from natural language instructions.

users full control in manually choosing features to use. However, this approach involves heavy user
effort, and has a steep learning curve, especially for end users with little programming expertise.
Others like Peridot [208] and CoScipter [152] went a step further and used heuristic rules for
generalization, which were still limited in applicability. This approach can only handle simple
scenarios (unlike Figure 4.1), and has the possibility of making incorrect assumptions.
At the other end of the spectrum, prior systems such as [104, 148, 195, 199] used more sophisticated AI-based programming synthesis techniques to automatically infer the generalization,
usually from multiple example demonstrations of a task. However, this approach has issues as
well. It requires a large number of examples, but users are unlikely to be willing to provide more
than a few examples, which limits the feasibility of this approach [146]. Even if end users provide
a sufficient number of examples, prior studies [151, 212] have shown that untrained users are not
good at providing useful examples that are meaningfully different from each other to help with inferring data descriptions. Furthermore, users have little control of the resulting programs in these
systems. The results are often represented in such a way that is difficult for users to understand.
Thus, users cannot verify the correctness of the program, or make changes to the system [146],
resulting in a lack of trust, transparency and user control.
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This chapter describes a new multi-modal interface for S UGILITE named A PPINITE1 . This
interface enables end users to naturally express their intentions for data descriptions when programming task automation scripts by using a combination of demonstrations and natural language
instructions on the GUIs of arbitrary third-party mobile apps. A PPINITE helps users address the
data description problem by guiding them to verbally reveal their intentions for demonstrated
actions through multi-turn conversations. A PPINITE constructs data descriptions of the demonstrated action from natural language explanations. This interface is enabled by our novel method
of constructing a semantic relational knowledge graph (i.e., an ontology) from a hierarchical GUI
structure (e.g., a DOM tree). A PPINITE uses an interaction proxy overlay to highlight ambiguous
references on the screen, and to support meta actions for programming with interactive UI widgets
in third-party apps. The A PPINITE interface replaces the manual disambiguation panel (described
in Section 3.4 and shown in Figure 3.1c) in the base S UGILITE system.
A PPINITE provides users with greater expressive power to create flexible programming logic
using the data descriptions, while retaining a low learning barrier and high understandability for
users. The evaluation showed that A PPINITE is easy-to-use and effective in tasks with ambiguous
actions that are otherwise difficult or impossible to express in prior PBD systems.

4.2

Formative Study

We conducted a formative study to understand how end users may verbally instruct the system simultaneously while demonstrating using the GUIs of mobile apps, and whether these instructions
would be useful for addressing the data description problem. We asked workers from Amazon
Mechanical Turk (mostly non-programmers [116]) to perform a sample set of tasks using a simulated phone interface in the browser, and to describe the intentions for their actions in natural
language. We recruited 45 participants, and had them each perform 4 different tasks. We randomly
divided the participants into two groups. One group of participants were simply told to narrate
their demonstrations in a way that would be helpful even if the exact data in the app changed in the
future. Another group were additionally given detailed instructions and examples of how to write
good explanations to facilitate generalization from demonstrations.
After removing responses that were completely irrelevant, or apparently due to laziness (32%
of the total), the majority (88%) of descriptions from the group that were not given detailed instructions and all of descriptions (100%) from the group that received detailed instructions explained in1 A PPINITE

is named after a type of rock. The acronym stands for Automation Programming on Phone Interfaces
using Natural-language Instructions with Task Examples.
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Figure 4.2: A PPINITE’s error handling interfaces for handling situations where the instruction and the
demonstration do not match.

tentions for the demonstrations in ways that would facilitate generalization, e.g., by saying “Scroll
through to find and select the highest rated action film, which is Dunkirk” rather than just “select
Dunkirk” without explaining the characteristic feature behind their choice.
We also found that many of such instructions contain spatial relations that are either explicit
(e.g., “then you click the back button on the bottom left”) or implicit (e.g., “the reserve button for
the hotel”, which can translate to “the button with the text label ‘reserve‘ that is next to the item
representing the hotel”). Furthermore, approximately 18% of all 1631 natural language statements
we collected from this formative study used some generalizations (e.g., the highest rated film) in
the data description instead of using constant values of string labels for referring to the target GUI
objects. These findings illustrate the need for constructing an intermediate level representation
of GUIs that abstracts the semantics and relationships from the platform-specific implementation
of GUIs and maps more naturally to the semantics of likely natural language explanations. We
addressed this need through the extraction of UI Snapshot Knowledge Graph, as described in
Section 4.3.1.
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Figure 4.3: A snippet of an example GUI where the alignment suggests a semantic relationship — “This is
the score for Minnesota” translates into “Score is the TextView object with a numeric string that is to the
right of another TextView object Minnesota.”

4.3

A PPINITE’s Design and Implementation

In this section, we discuss the design and implementation of three core components of A PPINITE:
the UI snapshot graph extractor, the natural language instruction parser, and the interaction proxy
overlay.

4.3.1

UI Snapshot Knowledge Graph Extraction

We found in the formative study that end users often refer to spatial and semantic-based generalizations when describing their intentions for demonstrated actions on GUIs. Our goal is to translate
these natural language instructions into formal executable queries of data descriptions that can be
used to perform these actions when the script is later executed. Such queries should be able to
generalize across different contexts and small variations in the GUI to still correctly reflect the
user’s intentions. To achieve this goal, a prerequisite is a representation of the GUI objects with
their properties and relationships, so that queries can be formulated based on this representation.
A PPINITE extracts GUI elements using the Android Accessibility Service, which provides the
content of each window in the current GUI through a static hierarchical tree representation similar
to the DOM tree used in HTML. Each node in the tree is a view, representing a UI object that
is visible (e.g., buttons, text views, images) or invisible (often created for layout purposes). Each
view also contains properties such as its Java class name, app package name, coordinates for its onscreen bounding box, accessibility label (if any), and raw text string (if any). Unlike a DOM, our
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extracted hierarchical tree does not contain specifications for the GUI layout other than absolute
coordinates at the time of extraction. It does not contain any programming logic or meta-data for
the text values in views, but only raw strings from the presentation layer. This hierarchical model
is not adequate for A PPINITE’s data description, as it is organized by parent-child structures tied
to the implementation details of the GUI, which are invisible to end users of the PBD system. The
hierarchical model also does not capture geometric (e.g., next to, above), shared property value
(e.g., two views with the same text), or semantic (e.g., the cheapest option) relations among views,
which are often used in users’ data descriptions.
To represent and to execute queries used in data descriptions, A PPINITE constructs relational
knowledge graphs (i.e., ontologies) from hierarchical GUI structures as the medium-level representations for GUIs. These UI snapshot graphs abstract the semantics (values and relations) of
GUIs from their platform-specific implementations, while being sufficiently aligned with the semantics of users’ natural language instructions. Figure 4.4 illustrates a simplified example of a UI
snapshot graph.
Formally, we define a UI snapshot graph as a collection of subject-predicate-object triples
denoted as (s, p, o), where the subject s and the object o are two entities, and the predicate p is a
directed edge representing a relation between the subject and the object. In A PPINITE’s graph, an
entity can either represent a view in the GUI, or a typed (e.g., string, integer, Boolean) constant
value. This denotation is highly flexible — it can support a wide range of nested, aggregated, or
composite queries. Furthermore, a similar representation is used in general-purpose knowledge
bases such as DBpedia [9], Freebase [34], Wikidata [282] and WikiBrain [162], which can enable
us to plug A PPINITE’s UI snapshot graph into these knowledge bases to support better semantic
understanding of app GUIs in the future.
The first step in constructing a UI snapshot graph from the hierarchical tree extracted from the
Android Accessibility Service is to flatten all views in the tree into a collection of view entities,
allowing more flexible queries on the relations between entities on the graph. The hierarchical
relations are still preserved in the graph, but converted into hasChild and hasParent relationships between the corresponding view entities. Properties (e.g., coordinates, text labels, class
names) are also converted into relations, where the values of the properties are represented as entities. Two or more constants with the same value (e.g., two views with the same class name) are
consolidated as a single constant entity connected to multiple view entities, allowing easy querying
for views with shared property values.
In GUI designs, horizontal or vertical alignments between objects often suggest a semantic
relationship [5]. Generally, smaller geometric distance between two objects also correlates with
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higher semantic relatedness between them [46]. Therefore, it is important to support spatial relations in data descriptions. A PPINITE adds spatial relationships between view entities to UI snapshot graphs based on the absolute coordinates of their bounding boxes, including above, below,
rightTo, leftTo, nextTo, and near relations. These relations capture not only explicit spatial references in natural language (e.g., the button next to something), but also implicit ones (see
Figure 4.3 for an example). In A PPINITE, thresholds in the heuristics for determining these spatial
relations are relative to the dimension of the screen, which supports generalization across phones
with different resolutions and screen sizes.
A PPINITE also recognizes some semantic information from the raw strings found in the GUI
to support grounding the user’s high-level linguistic inputs (e.g., “item with the lowest price”).
To achieve this, A PPINITE applies a pipeline of data extractors on each string entity in the graph
to extract structured data (e.g., phone number, email address) and numerical measurements (e.g.,
price, distance, time, duration), and saves them as new entities in the graph. These new entities
are connected to the original string entities by contains relations (e.g., containsPrice).
Values in each category of measurements are normalized to the same units so they can be directly
compared, allowing flexible computation, filtering and aggregation.

4.3.2

Instruction Parsing

After A PPINITE constructs a UI snapshot graph, the next step is to parse the user’s natural language
description into a formal executable query to describe this action and its target UI object. In A PPI NITE ,

we represent queries in a simple but flexible LISP-like query language (S-expressions) that

can represent joins, conjunctions, superlatives and their compositions. Figure 4.1e, Figure 4.4, and
Figure 4.3 show some example queries. To support these queries, we implemented a new semantic
parser that replaces the old LIA parser used in the initial version of S UGILITE (see Section 3.4).
Representing UI elements as a UI snapshot graph offers a convenient data abstraction model
for formulating a query using language that is closely aligned with the semantics of users’ instructions during a demonstration. For example, the utterance “next to the button” expresses a natural
join over a binary relation near and a unary relation isButton (a unary relation is a mapping
from all UI object entities to truth values, and thus represents a subset of UI object entities.) An
utterance “a textbox next to the button” expresses a natural conjunction of two unary relations, i.e.,
an intersection of a set of UI object entities. An utterance such as “the cheapest flight” is naturally
expressed as a superlative (a function that operates on a set of UI object entities and returns a
single entity, e.g., ARG MIN or ARG MAX). Formally, we define a data description query in A P -
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Figure 4.4: A PPINITE’s instruction parsing process illustrated on an example UI snapshot graph constructed
from a simplified GUI snippet.
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PINITE’s

language as an S-expression that is composed of expressions that can be of three types:

joins, conjunctions and superlatives, constructed by the following 7 grammar rules:
E → e; E → S; S → (join r E); S → (and S S)
T → (ARG MAX r S); T → (ARG MIN r S); Q → S | T
where Q is the root non-terminal of the query expression, e is a terminal that represents a UI object
entity, r is a terminal that represents a relation, and the rest of the non-terminals are used for intermediate derivations. A PPINITE’s language forms a subset of a more general formalism known as
Lambda Dependency-based Compositional Semantics [173], a notationally simpler alternative to
lambda calculus, which is particularly well-suited for expressing queries over knowledge-graphs.
A PPINITE’s semantic parser uses a Floating Parser architecture [227] and does not require
hand-engineering of lexicalized rules, e.g., as is common with synchronous CFG or CCG based
semantic parsers. This allows users to express lexically and syntactically diverse, but semantically
equivalent statements such as “I am going to choose the item that says coffee with the lowest
price” and “click on the cheapest coffee” without requiring the developer to hand-engineer or tune
the grammar for different apps. Instead, the parser learns to associate lexical and syntactic patterns
(e.g., associating the word “cheapest” with predicates ARG MIN and containsPrice) with
semantics during training via rich features that encode co-occurrence of unigrams, bigrams and
skipgrams with predicates and argument structures that appear in the logical form. We trained the
parser used in the preliminary usability study via a small number of example utterances paired
with annotated logical forms and knowledge-graphs (840 examples), using 4 of the 8 apps used in
the user studies as a basis for training examples. We use the core Floating Parser implementation
within the SEMPRE framework [24].

4.3.3

Interaction Proxy Overlay

The base version of S UGILITE instruments GUIs by passively listening for the user’s actions
through the Android accessibility service, and popping up a disambiguation dialog after an action if clarification of the data description is needed (see Section 3.4). This approach allows
PBD on unmodified third-party apps without access to their internal data, which is constrained
by working with Android apps (unlike web pages, where run-time interface modification is possible [33, 75, 271]). However, at the time when the dialog shows up, the context of the underlying
app may have already changed as a result of the action, making it difficult for users to refer back
to the previous context to specify the data description for the action. For example, after the user
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taps on a restaurant, the screen changes to the next step, and the choice of restaurant is no longer
visible. This approach also has problems processing non-standard GUIs whose widgets do not use
the standard onClick() listeners for handling clicks.
To address these issues, we implemented an interaction proxy [304] in A PPINITE to add an
interactive overlay on top of third-party GUIs. This mechanism replaced the old recording handler
discussed in Section 3.4. It can run on any phone running Android 6.0 or above, without requiring
root access. The full-screen overlay can intercept all touch events (including gestures) before
deciding whether, or when to send them to the underlying app, allowing A PPINITE to engage in
the disambiguation process while preventing the demonstrated action from switching the app away
from the current context. Users can refine data descriptions through multi-turn conversations,
try out different natural language instructions, and review the state of the underlying app when
demonstrating an action without invoking the action.
The overlay is also used for conveying the state of A PPINITE in the mixed-initiative disambiguation to improve transparency. An interactive visualization highlights the target UI object in
the demonstration, and matched UI objects in the natural language instruction when the user’s instruction matches multiple UI objects (Figure 4.1d), or the wrong object (Figure 4.2a). This helps
users to focus on the differences between the highlighted objects of confusion, assisting them to
come up with additional differentiating criteria in follow-up instructions to further refine data descriptions. In the “verbal-first” mode where no demonstration grounding is available, A PPINITE
also uses similar overlay highlighting to allow users to preview the matched object results for the
current data description query on the underlying app GUI.

4.4

User Study

We conducted a lab usability study. Participants were asked to use A PPINITE to specify data
descriptions in 20 example scenarios. The purpose of the study was to evaluate the usability of
A PPINITE on combining natural language instructions and demonstrations.

4.4.1

Participants

We recruited 6 participants (1 identified as female and 5 identified as male, average age = 26.2)
at Carnegie Mellon University. All but one of the participants were graduate students in technical
fields. All participants were active smartphone users, but none had used A PPINITE or S UGILITE
prior to the study. Each participant was paid $15 for an 1-hour user study session.
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Although the programming literacy of our participants is not representative of A PPINITE’s target users, this was not a goal of this study. The primary goal was to evaluate the usability of
A PPINITE’s interaction design on combining natural language instructions and demonstrations.
The demonstration part of this usability study was based on the earlier S UGILITE study (see Section 3.5), which found no significant difference in PBD task performances among groups with different programming expertise. The formative study (Section 4.2) showed that non-programmers
were able to provide adequate natural language instructions from which A PPINITE can generate
generalizable data descriptions.

4.4.2

Tasks

From the top free apps in Google Play, we picked 8 sample apps (OpenTable, Kayak, Amtrak,
Walmart, Hotel Tonight, Fly Delta, Trulia and Airbnb) where we identified data description challenges. Within these apps, we designed 20 scenarios. Each scenario required the participant to
demonstrate choosing an UI object from a collection of options. All the target UI objects had
multiple possible and reasonable data descriptions where the correct ones (that reflect user intentions) could not be inferred from demonstrations alone, or using heuristic rules without semantic
understanding of the context. The tasks required participants to specify data descriptions using
A PPINITE. For each scenario, the intended feature for the data description was communicated to
the participant by pointing at the feature on the screen. Spoken instructions from the experimenter
were minimized, and carefully chosen to avoid biasing what the participant would say. Four out
of the 20 scenarios were set up in a way that multi-turn conversations for disambiguation (e.g.,
Figure 4.1c and Figure 4.1d) were needed. The chosen sample scenarios used a variety of different
domains, GUI layouts, data description features, and types of expressions in target queries (i.e.
joins, conjunctions and superlatives).

4.4.3

Procedure

After obtaining consent, the experimenter first gave each participant a 5-minute tutorial on how to
use A PPINITE. During the tutorial, the experimenter showed a video2 as an example to explain
A PPINITE’s features.
Following the tutorial, each participant was shown the 8 sample apps in random order on a
Nexus 5X phone. For each scenario within each app, the experimenter navigated the app to the
designated state before handing the phone to the participant. The experimenter pointed to the UI
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2GqMUiPvidU
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object which the participant should demonstrate clicking on, and pointed to the on-screen feature
which the participant should use for verbally describing the intention. For each scenario, the participant was asked to demonstrate the action, provide the natural language description of intention,
and complete the disambiguation conversation if prompted by A PPINITE. The participant could
retry if the speech recognition was incorrect, and try a different instruction if the parsing result was
different from expected. A PPINITE recorded participants’ instructions as well as the corresponding
UI snapshot graphs, the demonstrations, and the parsing results.
After completing the tasks, each participant was asked to complete a short survey, where they
rated statements about their experience with A PPINITE on a 7-point Likert scale. The experimenter
also had a short informal interview with each participant to solicit their comments and feedback.

4.4.4

Results

Overall, our participants had a good task completion rate. Among all 120 scenario instances across
the 6 participants, 106 (87%) were successful in producing the intended target data description
query on the first try. Note that we did not count retries caused by speech recognition errors, as
it was not a focus of this study. Failed scenarios were all caused by incorrect or failed parsing of
natural language instructions, which can be fixed by having a more robust natural language understanding mechanism. Participants successfully completed all initially failed scenarios in retries by
rewording their verbal instructions after being prompted by A PPINITE. Among all the 120 scenario
instances, 24 instances required participants to have multi-turn conversations for disambiguation.
22 of these 24 (92%) were successful on the first try, and the rest were fixed by rewording.
In a survey on a 7-point Likert scale from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”, our 6 participants found A PPINITE “helpful in programming by demonstration” (mean = 7), “allowed them to
express their intentions naturally” (mean = 6.8, σ = 0.4), and “easy to use” (mean = 7). They also
agreed that “the multi-modal interface of A PPINITE is helpful” (mean = 6.8, σ = 0.4), “the realtime visualization is helpful for disambiguation” (mean = 6.7, σ = 0.5), and “the error messages
are helpful” (mean = 6.8, σ = 0.4).

4.4.5

Discussion

The study results suggested that A PPINITE has good usability, and also that it has adequate performance for generating correct formal executable data description queries from demonstrations and
natural language instructions in the sample scenarios.
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Participants praised A PPINITE’s usefulness and ease of use. A participant reported that he
found sample tasks very useful to have done by an intelligent agent. Participants also noted that
without A PPINITE, it would be almost impossible for end users without programming expertise to
create automation scripts for these tasks, and it would also take considerable effort for experienced
programmers to do so.
Our results illustrate the effectiveness of combining two input modalities, each with its own different of ambiguities, to more accurately infer user’s intentions in EUD. A major challenge in EUD
is that end users are unable to precisely specify their intended behaviors in formal language. Thus,
easier-to-use but ambiguous alternative programming techniques like PBD and natural language
programming are adopted. Our results suggest that end users can effectively clarify their intentions
in a complementary technique with adequate guidance from the system when the initial input was
ambiguous. Further research is needed on how users naturally select modalities in multi-modal
environments, and on how interfaces can support more fluid transition between modalities.
Another insight from A PPINITE is to leverage app GUIs as a shared grounding for EUD. By
asking users to describe intentions in natural language referring to GUI contents, A PPINITE’s approach constrains the scope of instructions to a limited space, making semantic parsing feasible.
Since users are already familiar with app GUIs, they do not have to learn new symbols or mechanisms as in scripting or visual languages. The knowledge graph extraction further provides users
with greater expressive power by abstracting higher-level semantics from platform-specific implementations, enabling users to talk about semantic relations for the items such as “the cheapest
restaurant” and “the score for Minnesota.”

4.5

Chapter Conclusion

Natural language is a natural and expressive medium for end users to specify their intentions and
can provide useful complementary information about user intentions when used in conjunction
with other end user development approaches, such as programming by demonstration. This chapter
described the new multi-modal A PPINITE interface. It combines natural language instructions with
demonstrations to provide end users with greater expressive power to create more generalized GUI
automation scripts in S UGILITE, while retaining the usability and transparency.
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Chapter 5
Learning Task Conditionals and Concepts
5.1

Introduction

Although the core S UGILITE system was effective in supporting end user development for task
automation (as discussed in Section 3.5), a major challenge remains — the system needs to help
non-programmers to specify conditional structures in programs. Many common tasks involve conditional structures, yet they are difficult for non-programmers to correctly specify using existing
EUD techniques due to the great distance between how end users think about the conditional structures, and how they are represented in programming languages [224].
Another problem in programming conditionals is supporting the instruction of concepts. In our
study (details in Section 5.2), we found that end users often refer to ambiguous or vague concepts
(e.g., cold weather, heavy traffic) when naturally instructing conditionals in a task. Moreover, even
if a concept may seem clear to a human, an agent may still not understand it due to the limitations
in its natural language understanding techniques and pre-defined ontology.
This chapter will describe our work on enabling end users to augment task automation scripts
with conditional structures and new concepts through a combination of natural language programming and programming by demonstration (PBD). We took a user-centered design approach, first
studying how end users naturally describe tasks with conditionals in natural language in the context
of mobile apps, and what types of tasks they are interested in automating.
This chapter is modified from the conference paper: Toby Jia-Jun Li, Marissa Radensky, Justin Jia, Kirielle
Singarajah, Tom M. Mitchell, and Brad A. Myers. PUMICE: A Multi-Modal Agent that Learns Concepts and Conditionals from Natural Language and Demonstrations. In Proceedings of the 32nd Annual ACM Symposium on User
Interface Software and Technology (UIST 2019).
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5.1. INTRODUCTION
Based on insights from the formative study (Section 5.2), we designed and implemented a
new multi-modal conversational framework for S UGILITE named P UMICE1 that allows end users
to program tasks with flexible conditional structures and new concepts across diverse domains
through spoken natural language instructions and demonstrations.
P UMICE extends the S UGILITE [159] system. A key novel aspect of P UMICE’s design is that
it allows users to first describe the desired program behaviors and conditional structures naturally
in natural language at a high level, and then collaborate with an intelligent agent through multiturn conversations to explain and to define any ambiguities, concepts, and procedures in the initial
description as needed in a top-down fashion. Users can explain new concepts by referring to
either previously defined concepts, or to the contents of the GUIs of third-party mobile apps.
Users can also define new procedures by demonstrating using third-party apps, as described in
previous sections. This approach facilitates effective program reuse in automation authoring, and
provides support for a wide range of application domains, which are two major challenges in prior
EUD systems. The results from the motivating study (Section 5.2) suggest that this paradigm is
not only feasible but also natural for end users, which was supported by our lab usability study
(Section 5.4.1).
This work builds upon recent advances in natural language processing to allow P UMICE’s semantic parser to learn from users’ flexible verbal expressions when describing desired program
behaviors. Through P UMICE’s mixed-initiative conversations with users, an underlying persistent knowledge graph is dynamically updated with new procedural (i.e., actions) and declarative
(i.e., concepts and facts) knowledge introduced by users, allowing the semantic parser to improve
its understanding of user utterances over time. This structure also allows for effective reuse of
user-defined procedures and concepts at a fine granularity, reducing user effort in EUD.
P UMICE presents a multi-modal interface, through which users interact with the system using
a combination of demonstrations, pointing, and spoken commands. Users may use any modality
that they choose, so they can leverage their prior experience to minimize necessary training [188].
This interface also provides users with guidance through a mix of visual aids and verbal directions
through various stages in the process to help users overcome common challenges and pitfalls identified in the formative study, such as the omission of else statements, the difficulty in finding correct
GUI objects for defining new concepts, and the confusion in specifying proper data descriptions for
target GUI objects. A summative lab usability study (Section 5.4.1) with 10 participants showed
that users with little or no prior programming expertise could use P UMICE to program automation
1 P UMICE

is a type of volcanic rock. It is also an acronym for Programming in a User-friendly Multimodal Interface
through Conversations and Examples
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scripts for 4 tasks derived from real-world scenarios. Participants also found P UMICE easy and
natural to use.

5.2

Formative Study

As with the other parts of the system, we took a user-centered approach [210] for designing a
natural end-user development system [211]. We first studied how end users naturally communicate
tasks with declarative concepts and control structures in natural language for various tasks in the
mobile app context through a formative study on Amazon Mechanical Turk with 58 participants
(41 of whom were non-programmers; 38 identified as male, 19 identified as female, 1 identified as
non-binary).
Each participant was presented with a graphical description of an everyday task for a conversational agent to complete in the context of mobile apps. All tasks had distinct conditions for a
given task so that each task should be performed differently under different conditions, such as
playing different genres of music based on the time of the day. Each participant was assigned to
one of 9 tasks. To avoid biasing the language used in the responses, we used the Natural Programming Elicitation method [210] by showing graphical representations of the tasks with limited text
in the prompts. Participants were asked how they would verbally instruct the agent to perform the
tasks so that the system could understand the differences among the conditions and what to do in
each condition. Each participant was first trained using an example scenario and the corresponding
example verbal instructions.
To study whether having mobile app GUIs can affect users’ verbal instructions, we randomly
assigned participants into one of two groups. For the experimental group, participants instructed
agents to perform the tasks while looking at relevant app GUIs. Each participant was presented
with a mobile app screenshot with arrows pointing to the screen component that contained the
information pertinent to the task condition. Participants in the control group were not shown app
GUIs. At the end of each study session, we also asked the participants to come up with another
task scenario of their own where an agent should perform differently in different conditions.
The participants’ responses were analyzed by two independent coders using open coding [260].
The inter-rater agreement [61] was κ = 0.87, suggesting good agreement. 19% of responses were
excluded from the analysis for quality control due to the lack of effort in the responses, question
misunderstandings, and blank responses.
Here are the most relevant findings which motivated the design of P UMICE.
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5.2.1

App GUI Grounding Reduces Unclear Concept Usage

We analyzed whether each user’s verbal instruction for the task provided a clear definition of the
conditions in the task. In the control group (instructing without seeing app screenshots), 33% of the
participants used ambiguous, unclear or vague concepts in the instructions, such as “If it is daytime,
play upbeat music...” which is ambiguous as to when the user considers it to be “daytime.” This is
despite the fact that the example instructions they saw had clearly defined conditions.
Interestingly, for the experimental group, where each participant was provided an app screenshot displaying specific information relevant to the task’s condition, fewer participants (9%) used
ambiguous or vague concepts (this difference is statistically significant with p < 0.05), while the
rest clearly defined the condition (e.g., “If the current time is before 7 pm...”). These results suggest
that end users naturally use ambiguous and vague concepts when verbally instructing task logic,
but showing users relevant mobile app GUIs with concrete instances of the values can help them
ground the concepts, leading to fewer ambiguities and vagueness in their descriptions. The implication is that a potentially effective approach to avoiding unclear utterances for agents is to guide
users to explain them in the context of app GUIs.

5.2.2

Unmet User Expectation of Common Sense Reasoning

We observed that participants often expected and assumed the agent to have the capability of
understanding and reasoning with common sense knowledge when instructing tasks. For example,
one user said, “if the day is a weekend”. The agent would therefore need to understand the concept
of “weekend” (i.e., how to know today’s day of the week, and what days count as “weekend”) to
resolve this condition. Similarly when a user talked about “sunset time”, he expected the agent to
know what it meant, and how to find out its value.
However, the capability for common sense knowledge and reasoning is very limited in current
agents, especially across many diverse domains, due to the spotty coverage and unreliable inference
of existing common sense knowledge systems. Managing user expectations and communicating
the agent’s capability is also a long-standing unsolved challenge in building interactive intelligent
systems [177]. A feasible workaround is to enable the agent to ask users to ground new concepts
to existing contents in apps when they come up, and to build up knowledge of concepts over time
through its interaction with users.
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Figure 5.1: Example structure of how P UMICE learns the concepts and procedures in the command “If it’s
hot, order a cup of Iced Cappuccino.” The numbers indicate the order of utterances. The screenshot on
the right shows the conversational interface of P UMICE. In this interactive parsing process, the agent learns
how to query the current temperature, how to order any kind of drink from Starbucks, and the generalized
concept of “hot” as “a temperature (of something) is greater than another temperature”.

5.2.3

Frequent Omission of Else Statements

In the study, despite all provided example responses containing else statements, 18% of the 39
descriptions from users omitted an else statement when it was expected. “Play upbeat music until
8pm every day,” for instance, may imply that the user desires an alternative genre of music to
be played at other times. Furthermore, 33% omitted an else statement when a person would be
expected to infer an else statement, such as: “If a public transportation access point is more than
half a mile away, then request an Uber,” which implies using public transportation otherwise.
This might be a result of the user’s expectation of common sense reasoning capabilities. The user
omits what they expect the agent can infer to avoid prolixity, similar to patterns in human-human
conversations [101].
These findings suggest that end users will often omit appropriate else statements in their natural
language instructions for conditionals. Therefore, the agent should proactively ask users about
alternative situations in conditionals when appropriate.
Motivated by the formative study results, we designed the P UMICE interface that supports
understanding ambiguous natural language instructions for task automation by allowing users to
recursively define any new, ambiguous or vague concepts in a multi-level top-down process.
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Figure 5.2: The conversational interface of P UMICE for the concept learning process shown in Figure 5.1.
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5.3

P UMICE’s Design

5.3.1

Example Usage Scenario

This section shows an example scenario to illustrate how P UMICE works2 . Suppose a user starts
teaching S UGILITE agent a new task automation rule through P UMICE interface by saying, “If it’s
hot, order a cup of Iced Cappuccino.” We also assume that the agent has no prior knowledge about
the relevant task domains (weather and coffee ordering). Due to the lack of domain knowledge,
the agent does not understand “it’s hot” and “order a cup of Iced Cappuccino”. However, the agent
can recognize the conditional structure in the utterance (the parse for Utterance 0 in Figure 5.1)
and can identify that “it’s hot” should represent a Boolean expression while “order a cup of Iced
Cappuccino” represents the action to perform if the condition is true.
P UMICE’s semantic parser can mark unknown parts in the user-provided utterances using typed
resolve...() functions, as marked in the yellow highlights in the parse for Utterance 0 in
Figure 5.1. It then proceeds to ask the user to further explain these concepts. It asks, “How do I tell
whether it’s hot?” since it has already figured out that “it’s hot” should be a function that returns a
Boolean value. The user answers “It is hot when the temperature is above 85 degrees Fahrenheit.”,
as shown in Utterance 2 in Figure 5.1. The system understands the comparison (as shown in the
parse for Utterance 2 in Figure 5.1), but does not know the concept of “temperature”, only knowing
that it should be a numeric value comparable to 85 degrees Fahrenheit. Hence it asks, “How do I
find out the value for temperature?”, to which the user responds, “Let me demonstrate for you.”
Here the user can demonstrate the procedure of finding the current temperature by opening the
weather app on the phone, and pointing at the current reading of the weather. To assist the user,
P UMICE uses a visualization overlay to highlight any GUI objects on the screen that fit into the
comparison (i.e., those that display a value comparable to 85 degrees Fahrenheit). The user can
choose from these highlighted objects (see Figure 5.3 for an example). Through this demonstration,
P UMICE learns a reusable procedure query Temperature() for getting the current value for
the new concept temperature, and stores it in a persistent knowledge graph so that it can be used
in other tasks. P UMICE confirms with the user every time it learns a new concept or a new rule, so
that the user is aware of the current state of the system, and can correct any errors.
For the next phase, P UMICE has already determined that “order a cup of Iced Cappuccino”
should be an action triggered when the condition “it’s hot” is true, but does not know how to
perform this action (also known as intent fulfillment in chatbots [168]). To learn how to perform
this action, it asks, “How do I order a cup of Iced Cappuccino?”, to which the user responds, “I
2A

demo video is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BAC2ZuJGY4M
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can demonstrate.” The user then proceeds to demonstrate the procedure of ordering a cup of Iced
Cappuccino using the existing app for Starbucks (a coffee chain). From the user’s demonstration,
P UMICE can figure out that “Iced Cappuccino” is a task parameter, and can learn the generalized
procedure order Starbucks() for ordering any item displayed in the Starbucks app, as well
as a list of available items to order in the Starbucks app by looking through the Starbucks app’s
menus, using the underlying S UGILITE framework (see Sections 3.4 and 4.3.3) for processing the
task recording.
Finally, P UMICE asks the user about the else condition by saying, “What should I do if it’s not
hot?” Suppose the user says “Order a cup of Hot Latte,” then the user will not need to demonstrate again, because P UMICE can recognize “Hot Latte” as an available parameter option for the
previously learned order Starbucks() procedure.

5.3.2

Design Features

In this section, we discuss several of P UMICE’s key design features in its user interactions, and
how they were motivated by the results of the formative study.
Support for Concept Learning
In the formative study, we identified two main challenges with regard to concept learning. First,
users often naturally use intrinsically unclear or ambiguous concepts when instructing intelligent
agents (e.g., “register for easy courses”, where the definition of “easy” depends on the context and
the user’s preference). Second, users expect agents to understand common-sense concepts that the
agents may not know. To address these challenges, we designed and implemented the support for
concept learning in P UMICE. P UMICE can detect and learn three kinds of unknown components
in user utterances: procedures, Boolean concepts, and value concepts. Because P UMICE’s support
for procedure learning is unchanged from the underlying S UGILITE mechanisms (see Sections 3.4
and 4.3.3), we focus in this section on discussing how P UMICE learns Boolean concepts and value
concepts.
When encountering an unknown or unclear concept in the utterance parsing result, P UMICE
first determines the concept type based on the context. If the concept is used as a condition (e.g.,
“if it is hot”), then it should be of Boolean type. Similarly, if a concept is used where a value is
expected (e.g., “if the current temperature is above 70°F” or “set the AC to the current temperature”), then it will be marked as a value concept. Both kinds of concepts are represented as typed
resolve() functions in the parsing result (shown in Figure 5.1), indicating that they need to be
further resolved down the line. This process is flexible. For example, if the user clearly defines
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a condition without introducing unknown or unclear concepts, then P UMICE will not need to ask
follow-up questions for concept resolution. This process uses a lazy-evaluation strategy, where the
system waits for all unknown or unclear concepts to be defined before evaluating the expressions.
P UMICE recursively executes each resolve() function in the parsing result in a depth-first
fashion. After a concept is fully resolved (i.e., all concepts used for defining it have been resolved),
it is added to a persistent knowledge graph (details in Secion 5.4.2), and a link to it replaces the
resolve() function. From the user’s perspective, when a resolve() function is executed, the
agent asks a question to prompt the user to further explain the concept. When resolving a Boolean
concept, P UMICE asks, “How do I know whether [concept name]?” For resolving a value concept,
P UMICE asks, “How do I find out the value of [concept name]?”
To explain a new Boolean concept, the user may verbally refer to another Boolean concept (e.g.,
“traffic is heavy” means “commute takes a long time”) or may describe a Boolean expression (e.g.,
“the commute time is longer than 30 minutes”). When describing the Boolean expression, the user
can use flexible words (e.g., colder, further, more expensive) to describe the relation (i.e., greater
than, less than, and equal to). As explained previously, if any new Boolean or value concepts are
used in the explanation, P UMICE will recursively resolve them. The user can also use more than
one unknown value concepts, such as “if the price of a Uber is greater than the price of a Lyft”
(Uber and Lyft are both popular ridesharing apps).
Similar to Boolean concepts, the user can refer to another value concept when explaining a
value concept. When a value concept is concrete and available in a mobile app, the user can also
demonstrate how to query the value through app GUIs. The formative study has suggested that
this multi-modal approach is effective and feasible for end users. After users indicate that they
want to demonstrate, P UMICE switches to the home screen of the phone, and prompts the user to
demonstrate how to find out the value of the concept.
To help the user with value concept demonstrations, P UMICE highlights possible items on the
current app GUI if the type of the target concept can be inferred from the type of the constant value,
or using the type of value concept to which it is being compared (see Figure 5.3). For example,
in the aforementioned “commute time” example, P UMICE knows that “commute time” should be
a duration, because it is comparable to the constant value “30 minutes”. Once the user finds the
target value in an app, they can long press on the target value to select it and indicate it as the
target value. P UMICE uses an interaction proxy overlay [304] for recording, so that it can record
all values visible on the screen, not limited to the selectable or clickable ones. P UMICE can extract
these values from the GUI using the screen scraping mechanism. Once the target value is selected,
P UMICE stores the procedure of navigating to the screen where the target value is displayed and
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finding the target value on the screen into its persistent knowledge graph as a value query, so
that this query can be used whenever the underlying value is needed. After the value concept
demonstration, P UMICE switches back to the conversational interface and continues to resolve the
next concept if needed.
Concept Generalization and Reuse
Once concepts are learned, another major challenge is to generalize them so that they can be reused
correctly in different contexts and task domains. This is a key design goal of P UMICE. It should be
able to learn concepts at a fine granularity, and reuse parts of existing concepts as much as possible
to avoid asking users to make redundant demonstrations. In the previous chapters, we focused on
generalizing procedures, specifically learning parameters (Section 3.3.2) and intents for underlying
operations (Chapter 4). In P UMICE, we explored the generalization of Boolean concepts and value
concepts.
When generalizing Boolean concepts, P UMICE assumes that the Boolean operation stays the
same, but the arguments may differ. For example, for the concept “hot” in Figure 5.1, it should
still mean that a temperature (of something) is greater than another temperature. But the two
in comparison can be different constants, or from different value queries. For example, suppose
after the interactions in Figure 5.1, the user instructs a new rule “if the oven is hot, start the cook
timer.” P UMICE can recognize that “hot” is a concept that has been instructed before in a different
context, so it asks “I already know how to tell whether it is hot when determining whether to order
a cup of Iced Cappuccino. Is it the same here when determining whether to start the cook timer?”
After responding “No”, the user can instruct how to find out the temperature of the oven, and the
new threshold value for the condition “hot” either by instructing a new value concept, or using a
constant value.
The generalization mechanism for value concepts works similarly. P UMICE supports value
concepts that share the same name to have different query implementations for different task contexts. For example, following the “if the oven is hot, start the cook timer” example, suppose the
user defines “hot” for this new context as “The temperature is above 400 degrees.” P UMICE realizes that there is already a value concept named “temperature”, so it will ask “I already know
how to find out the value for temperature using the Weather app. Should I use that for determining whether the oven is hot?”, to which the user can say “No” and then demonstrate querying the
temperature of the oven using the corresponding app (assuming the user has a smart oven with an
in-app display of its temperature).
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Figure 5.3: The user teaches the value concept “commute time” by demonstrating querying the value in
Google Maps. The red overlays highlight all durations P UMICE was able to identify on the Google Maps
GUI.
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This mechanism allows concepts like “hot” to be reused at three different levels: (i) exactly
the same (e.g., the temperature of the weather is greater than 85°F); (ii) with a different threshold
(e.g., the temperature of the weather is greater than x); and (iii) with a different value query (e.g.,
the temperature of something else is greater than x).
Error Recovery and Backtracking
Like all other interactive EUD systems, it is crucial for P UMICE to properly handle errors, and to
backtrack from errors in speech recognition, semantic parsing, generalizations, and inferences of
intent. We iteratively tested early prototypes of P UMICE with users through early usability testing,
and developed the following mechanisms to support error recovery and backtracking in P UMICE.
To mitigate semantic parsing errors, we implemented a mixed-initiative mechanism where
P UMICE can ask users about components within the parsed expression if the parsing result is
considered incorrect by the user. Because parsing result candidates are all typed expressions in
P UMICE’s internal functional domain-specific language (DSL) as a conditional, Boolean, value, or
procedure, P UMICE can identify components in a parsing result that it is less confident about by
comparing the top candidate with the alternatives and confidence scores, and ask the user about
them.
For example, suppose the user defines a Boolean concept “good restaurant” with the utterance
“the rating is better than 2”. The parser is uncertain about the comparison operator in this Boolean
expression, since “better” can mean either “greater than” or “less than” depending on the context.
It will ask the user “I understand you are trying to compare the value concept ‘rating’ and the
value ‘2’, should ‘rating’ be greater than, or less than ‘2’?” The same technique can also be used
to disambiguate other parts of the parsing results, such as the argument of resolve() functions
(e.g., determining whether the unknown procedure should be “order a cup of Iced Cappuccino” or
“order a cup” for Utterance 0 in Figure 5.1).
P UMICE also provides an “undo” function to allow the user to backtrack to a previous conversational state in case of incorrect speech recognition, incorrect generalization, or when the user
wants to modify a previous input. Users can either say that they want to go back to the previous
state, or click on an “undo” option in P UMICE’s menu (this option can be activated from the option
icon on the top right corner on the screen shown in Figure 5.2).
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5.4
5.4.1

System Implementation
Semantic Parsing

We extended the semantic parser for P UMICE from the A PPINITE parser (see Section 4.3.2) using
the S EMPRE framework [24] to support the new lazy-evaluation top-down conversational framework for handling unknown concepts. The parser runs on a remote Linux server, and communicates with the P UMICE client through an HTTP RESTful interface. It uses the Floating Parser
architecture, which is a grammar-based approach that provides more flexibility without requiring
hand-engineering of lexicalized rules like synchronous CFG or CCG based semantic parsers [227].
This approach also provides more interpretable results and requires less training data than neural
network approaches (e.g., [300, 301]). The parser parses user utterances into expressions in a
simple functional DSL we created for P UMICE.
A key feature we added to P UMICE’s parser is allowing typed resolve() functions in the
parsing results to indicate unknown or unclear concepts and procedures. This feature adds interactivity to the traditional semantic parsing process. When this resolve() function is called at
runtime, the front-end P UMICE agent asks the user to verbally explain, or to demonstrate how to
fulfill this resolve() function. If an unknown concept or procedure is resolved through verbal
explanation, the parser can parse the new explanation into an expression of its original type in the
target DSL (e.g., an explanation for a Boolean concept is parsed into a Boolean expression), and
replace the original resolve() function with the new expression. The parser also adds relevant
utterances for existing concepts and procedures, and visible text labels from demonstrations on
third-party app GUIs to its set of lexicons, so that it can understand user references to those existing knowledge and in-app contents. P UMICE’s parser was trained on rich features that associate
lexical and syntactic patterns (e.g., unigrams, bigrams, skipgrams, part-of-speech tags, named entity tags) of user utterances with semantics and structures of the target DSL over a small number
of training data (n = 905) that were mostly collected and enriched from the formative study.

5.4.2

Knowledge Representations

P UMICE maintains two kinds of knowledge representations: a continuously refreshing UI snapshot
graph representing third-party app contexts for demonstration, and a persistent knowledge base for
storing learned procedures and concepts.
The purpose of the UI snapshot graph is to support understanding the user’s references to app
GUI contents in their verbal instructions. The UI snapshot graph mechanism used in P UMICE
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Figure 5.4: An example showing how P UMICE parses the user’s demonstrated action and verbal reference to
an app’s GUI content into a SET VALUE statement with a query over the UI snapshot graph when resolving
a new value concept “current temperature.”

was extended from A PPINITE (see Section 4.3.1). For every state of an app’s GUI, a UI snapshot
graph is constructed to represent all visible and invisible GUI objects on the screen, including their
types, positions, accessibility labels, text labels, various properties, and spatial relations among
them. We used a lightweight semantic parser from the Stanford CoreNLP [191] to extract types
of structured data (e.g., temperature, time, date, phone number) and named entities (e.g., city
names, people’s names). When handling the user’s references to app GUI contents, P UMICE parses
the original utterances into queries over the current UI snapshot graph (example in Figure 5.4).
This approach allows P UMICE to generate flexible queries for value concepts and procedures that
accurately reflect user intents, and which can be reliably executed in future contexts.
The persistent knowledge base is an add-on to the original S UGILITE system. It stores all procedures, concepts, and facts P UMICE has learned from the user. Procedures are stored as S UGILITE
scripts, with the corresponding trigger utterances, parameters, and possible alternatives for each
parameter. Each Boolean concept is represented as a set of trigger utterances, Boolean expressions
with references to the value concepts or constants involved, and contexts (i.e., the apps and actions
used) for each Boolean expression. Similarly, the structure for each stored value concept includes
its triggering utterances, demonstrated value queries for extracting target values from app GUIs,
and contexts for each value query.

5.5

User Study

We conducted a lab study to evaluate the usability of P UMICE. In each session, a user completed 4
tasks. For each task, the user instructed P UMICE to create a new task automation, with the required
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conditionals and new concepts. We used a task-based method to specifically test the usability of
P UMICE’s design, since the motivation for the design derives from the formative study results. We
did not use a control condition, as we could not find other tools that can feasibly support users with
little programming expertise to complete the target tasks.

5.5.1

Participants

We recruited 10 participants (5 identified as female, 5 identified as male, ages 19 to 35) for this
study. Each study session lasted 40 to 60 minutes. We compensated each participant $15 for
their time. 6 participants were students in two local universities, and the other 4 worked different
technical, administrative, or managerial jobs. All participants were experienced smartphone users
who had been using smartphones for at least 3 years. 8 out of 10 participants had some prior
experience of interacting with conversational agents like Siri, Alexa and Google Assistant.
We asked the participants to report their programming experience on a five-point scale from
“never programmed” to “experienced programmer”. Among our participants, there were 1 who
had never programmed, 5 who had only used end-user programming tools (e.g., Excel functions,
Office macros), 1 novice programmer with experience equivalent to 1-2 college-level programming
classes, 1 programmer with 1-2 years of experience, and 2 programmers with more than 3 years
of experience. In our analysis, we will label the first two groups “non-programmers” and the last
three groups “programmers”.

5.5.2

Procedure

At the beginning of each session, the participant received a 5-minute tutorial on how to use
P UMICE. In the tutorial, the experimenter demonstrated an example of teaching P UMICE to check
the bus schedule when “it is late”, and “late” was defined as “current time is after 8pm” through a
conversation with P UMICE. The experimenter then showed how to demonstrate to P UMICE finding
out the current time using the Clock app.
Following the tutorial, the participant was provided a Google Pixel 2 phone with P UMICE and
relevant third-party apps installed. The experimenter showed the participant the available apps,
and made sure that the participant understood the functionality of each third-party app. We did
this because the underlying assumption of the study (and the design of P UMICE) is that users are
familiar with the third-party apps, so we are testing whether they can successfully use P UMICE,
not the apps. Then, the participant received 4 tasks in random order. We asked participants to
keep trying until they were able to correctly execute the automation, and that they were happy with
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Figure 5.5: The graphical prompt used for Task 1 – A possible user command can be “Order Iced coffee
when it’s hot outside, otherwise order hot coffee when the weather is cold.”

the resulting actions of the agent. We also checked the scripts at the end of each study session to
evaluate their correctness.
After completing the tasks, the participant filled out a post-survey to report the perceived usefulness, ease of use, and naturalness of interactions with P UMICE. We ended each session with a
short informal interview with the participant on their experiences with P UMICE.

5.5.3

Tasks

We assigned 4 tasks to each participant. These tasks were designed by combining common themes
observed in users’ proposed scenarios from the formative study. We ensured that these tasks
(i) covered key P UMICE features (i.e., concept learning, value query demonstration, procedure
demonstration, concept generalization, procedure generalization and “else” condition handling);
(ii) involved only app interfaces that most users are familiar with; and (iii) used conditions that we
can control so we can test the correctness of the scripts (we controlled the temperature, the traffic
conditions, and the room price by manipulating the GPS location of the phone).
In order to minimize biasing users’ utterances, we used the Natural Programming Elicitation
method [210]. Task descriptions were provided in the form of graphics, with minimal text descriptions that could not be directly used in user instructions (see Figure 5.5 for an example).
Task 1 In this task, the user instructs P UMICE to order iced coffee when the weather is hot, and
order hot coffee otherwise (Figure 5.5). We pre-taught P UMICE the concept of “hot” in the task
domain of turning on the air conditioner. So the user needs to utilize the concept generalization
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feature to generalize the existing concept “hot” to the new domain of coffee ordering. The user
also needs to demonstrate ordering iced coffee using the Starbucks app, and to provide “order hot
coffee” as the alternative for the “else” operation. The user does not need to demonstrate again
for ordering hot coffee, as it can be automatically generalized from the previous demonstration of
ordering iced coffee.
Task 2

In this task, the user instructs P UMICE to set an alarm for 7am if the traffic is heavy

on their commuting route. We pre-stored “home” and “work” locations in Google Maps. The
user needs to define “heavy traffic” as prompted by P UMICE by demonstrating how to find out the
estimated commute time, and explaining that “heavy traffic” means that the commute takes more
than 30 minutes. The user then needs to demonstrate setting a 7am alarm using the built-in Clock
app.
Task 3 In this task, the user instructs P UMICE to choose between making a hotel reservation and
requesting a Uber to go home depending on whether the hotel price is cheap. The user should
verbally define “cheap” as “room price is below $100”, and demonstrate how to find out the hotel
price using the Marriott (a hotel chain) app. The user also needs to demonstrate making the hotel
reservation using the Marriott app, specify “request an Uber” as the action for the “else” condition,
and demonstrate how to request an Uber using the Uber app.
Task 4 In this task, the user instructs P UMICE to order a pepperoni pizza if there is enough money
left in the food budget. The user needs to define the concept of “enough budget”, demonstrate
finding out the balance of the budget using the Spending Tracker app, and demonstrate ordering a
pepperoni pizza using the Papa Johns (a pizza chain) app.

5.5.4

Results

All participants were able to complete all 4 tasks. The total time for tasks ranged from 19.4
minutes to 25 minutes for the 10 participants. Figure 5.6 shows the overall average task completion
time of each task, as well as the comparison between the non-programmers and the programmers.
The average total time-on-task for programmers (22.12 minutes, SD=2.40) was slightly shorter
than that for non-programmers (23.06 minutes, SD=1.57), but the difference was not statistically
significant.
Most of the issues encountered by participants were actually from the Google Cloud speech
recognition system used in P UMICE. It would sometimes misrecognize the user’s voice input, or
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Figure 5.6: The average task completion times for each task. The error bars show one standard deviation in
each direction.

cut off the user early. These errors were handled by the participants using the “undo” feature in
P UMICE. Some participants also had parsing errors. P UMICE’s current semantic parser has limited
capabilities in understanding references of pronouns (e.g., for an utterance “it takes longer than
30 minutes to get to work”, the parser would recognize it as “it” instead of “the time it takes to
get to work” is greater than 30 minutes). Those errors were also handled by participants through
undoing and rephrasing. One participant ran into the “confusion of Boolean operator” problem in
Task 2 when she used the phrase “commute [time is] worse than 30 minutes”, for which the parser
initially recognized incorrectly as “commute is less than 30 minutes.” She was able to correct this
error by specifying that she meant “greater than” for the word “worse” using the error recovery
mechanism discussed in Section 5.3.2.
Overall, no participant had major problems with the multi-modal interaction approach and the
top-down recursive concept resolution conversational structure, which was encouraging. However,
all participants had received a tutorial with an example task demonstrated. We also emphasized in
the tutorial that they should try to use concepts that can be found in mobile apps in their explanations of new concepts. These factors might contributed to the success of our participants.
In a post survey, we asked our participants to rate statements about the usability, naturalness,
and usefulness of P UMICE on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly
agree”. P UMICE scored on average 6.2 on “I feel P UMICE is easy to use”, 6.1 on “I find my
interactions with P UMICE natural”, and 6.9 on “I think P UMICE is a useful tool for automating
tasks on smartphones,”. The results indicated that our participants were generally satisfied with
their experience using P UMICE.
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5.5.5

Discussion

In the informal interview after completing the tasks, participants praised P UMICE for its naturalness and low learning barriers. Non-programmers were particularly impressed by the multi-modal
interface. For example, P7 (who was a non-programmer) said: “Teaching P UMICE feels similar
to explaining tasks to another person...[Pumice’s] support for demonstration is very easy to use
since I’m already familiar with how to use those apps.” Participants also considered P UMICE’s
top-down interactive concept resolution approach very useful, as it does not require them to define
everything clearly upfront.
Participants were excited about the usefulness of P UMICE. P6 said, “I have an Alexa assistant
at home, but I only use them for tasks like playing music and setting alarms. I tried some more
complicated commands before, but they all failed. If it had the capability of P UMICE, I would
definitely use it to teach Alexa more tasks.” They also proposed many usage scenarios based on
their own needs in the interview, such as paying off credit card balance early when it has reached a
certain amount, automatically closing background apps when the available phone memory is low,
monitoring promotions for gifts saved in the wish list when approaching anniversaries, and setting
reminders for events in mobile games.
Several concerns were also raised by our participants. P4 commented that P UMICE should
“just know” how to find out weather conditions without requiring her to teach it since “all other
bots know how to do it”, indicating the need for a hybrid approach that combines EUD with preprogrammed common functionalities. P5 said that teaching the agent could be too time-consuming
unless the task was very repetitive since he could just “do it with 5 taps.” Several users also expressed privacy concerns after learning that P UMICE can see all screen contents during demonstrations, while one user, on the other hand, suggested having P UMICE observe him at all times so that
it can learn things in the background.

5.6

Chapter Conclusion

This chapter presented P UMICE, a new multi-modal conversational framework for S UGILITE that
allows it to learn task conditionals and relevant concepts from conversational natural language
instructions and demonstrations. The design of P UMICE showcased the idea of using multi-modal
interactions to support the learning of unknown, ambiguous, or vague concepts in users’ verbal
commands, which was shown to be common in the formative study.
In P UMICE’s approach, users can explain abstract concepts in task conditions using more concrete smaller concepts, and ground them by demonstrating with third-party mobile apps. More
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broadly, this work demonstrates how combining conversational interfaces and demonstrational interfaces can create easy-to-use and natural end user development experiences.
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Chapter 6
Applications in Smart Home Scenarios
6.1

Introduction

In recent years, the rapid growth of Internet of Things (IoT) has surrounded users with various
smart appliances, sensors, and devices. Through their connections, these smart objects can understand and react to their environment, enabling novel computing applications [239]. A past study
has shown that users have highly diverse and personalized desired behaviors for their smart home
automation, and, as a result, they need end-user tools to enable them to program their environment [273]. Especially with the growing number of devices, the complexity of the systems, and
their importance in everyday life, it is increasingly important to enable end users to create the
programs themselves for those devices to achieve the desired user experience [198, 244].
Many manufacturers of smart devices have provided their customers with tools for creating
their own automation. For example, LG has the SmartThinQ app, where the user can author
schedules and rules for their supported LG smart appliances such as fridges, washers, and ovens.
Similar software is also provided by companies like Samsung (SmartThings), Home Depot (Wink),
and WeMo. However, a major limitation for all of these is the lack of interoperability and compatibility with devices from other manufacturers. They all only support the limited set of devices
manufactured by their own companies or their partners. Therefore, users are restricted to creating automation using devices within the same “ecosystem” and are unable to, for instance, create
automation to adjust the setting of an LG air conditioner based on the reading from a Samsung
sensor.
This chapter is modified from the conference paper: Toby Jia-Jun Li, Yuanchun Li, Fanglin Chen, and Brad
A. Myers. Programming IoT Devices by Demonstration Using Mobile Apps. In Proceedings of the International
Symposium on End User Development (IS-EUD 2017).
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Some platforms partially address this problem. For example, IFTTT1 is a popular service that
enables end users to program in the form of “if trigger, then action” for hundreds of popular
web services, apps, and IoT devices. With the help of IFTTT, the user can create automation
across supported devices like a GE dishwasher, a WeMo coffeemaker, and a Fitbit fitness tracker.
However, the applicability of IFTTT is still limited to devices and services offered by its partners,
or those that provide open APIs which can connect to IFTTT. Even for the supported devices and
services, often only a subset of the most commonly used functions is made available due to the
required engineering effort. Other platforms like Apple HomeKit and Google Home also suffer
from the same limitations. Because of the lack of a standard interface or a standard protocol,
many existing tools and systems cannot support the heterogeneity of IoT devices [94, 103]. While
generalized architectures for programming IoT devices and higher-level representations of IoT
automation rules and scripts have been proposed (e.g., [84, 89, 103, 103, 231]), they have not yet
been widely adopted in the most popular commercial IoT products, and there is some reason for
pessimism that such an agreement will ever happen.
To address these problems, we have created an extension to the base version of S UGILITE
named E PIDOSITE2 . E PIDOSITE enables the creation of automation for IoT devices from different ecosystems by demonstration through manipulating their corresponding mobile apps using
S UGILITE. Our system particularly targets the development of automation scripts for consumer
IoT devices in the smart home environment by end users with little or no programming expertise.
Thanks to the ubiquity of smartphones, for the majority of consumer IoT devices, there are corresponding smartphone apps available for remote controlling them, and these apps often have access
to the full capabilities of the devices. A smartphone loaded with these apps is an ideal universal
interface for monitoring and controlling the smart home environment [308]. Thus, by leveraging
the smartphone as a hub, we can both read the status of the IoT sensors by scraping information
from the user interfaces of their apps, and control the IoT actuators by manipulating their apps.
To our knowledge, E PIDOSITE is the first end user development system for IoT devices using this
approach.

6.2

E PIDOSITE’s Advantages

E PIDOSITE’s approach has the following three major advantages:
1 https://ifttt.com/
2 E PIDOSITE

is a type of rock. The acronym stands for Enabling Programming of IoT Devices On Smartphone
Interfaces for The End-users
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• Compatibility: Unlike other EUD tools for consumer IoT devices, which can only support
programming devices from the same company, within the same ecosystem, or which provide
open access to their APIs, E PIDOSITE can support programming for most of the available
consumer IoT devices if they provide Android apps for remote control. For selected phones
with IR blasters (e.g., LG G5, Samsung Galaxy S6, HTC One) and the corresponding IR
remote apps, E PIDOSITE can even control “non-smart” appliances such as TVs, DVRs, home
theaters, and air conditioners that support IR remote control (but this obviously only works
when the phone is aimed at the device).
• Interoperability: E PIDOSITE can support creating automation across multiple IoT devices,
even if they are from different manufacturers. Besides IoT devices, E PIDOSITE can also
support the incorporation of arbitrary third-party mobile apps and hundreds of external web
services into the scripts. The exchange of information between devices is also supported by
demonstration. The user can extract values of the readings and status of IoT devices using
gestures on one mobile app, and use the values later as input for other apps. This approach
addresses the challenge of supporting impromptu interoperability [76], a vision that devices
acquired at different times, from different vendors and created under different design constraints and considerations should interconnect with no advance planning or implementation.
• Usability: We believe that E PIDOSITE should be easy to use, even for end users with little or no prior programming experience. Since the users are already familiar with how to
use the mobile apps to monitor and to control IoT devices, E PIDOSITE minimizes the learning barrier by enabling users to use those familiar app interfaces to develop automation by
demonstrating the procedures to control the IoT devices to perform the desired behaviors.
A major advantage of PBD is that it can empower users while minimizing learning of programming concepts [65,175]. The evaluation of the core S UGILITE system (see Section 3.5)
has shown that most end users can successfully automate their tasks by demonstration using
mobile apps on smartphones.

6.3

Example Usage Scenario

In this section, we use an example scenario to illustrate the procedure of creating an automation
script with E PIDOSITE. For the scenario, we will create a script that turns on the TV set top box
and turns off the light when someone enters the TV room. We will use a Verizon TV set-top box,
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Figure 6.1: Screenshots of E PIDOSITE: (a) the main screen of E PIDOSITE showing a list of available
scripts; (b) the confirmation dialog for an operation; (c) the data description editing panel for one operation.
Note that in the latest version, the data description editing panel (c) has been replaced with A PPINITE (see
Chapter 4).

a Philips Hue Go light, and a D-Link DCH-S150 Wi-Fi motion sensor in this script. To our best
knowledge, there exists no other EUD solution that can support all the above three devices.
First, the user starts E PIDOSITE (Figure 6.1a), creates a new script, and gives it a name. The
phone then switches back to the home screen, and prompts the user to start demonstrating. The
user now starts demonstrating how to turn off the light using the Philips Hue app — tapping on the
Philips Hue icon on the home screen, choosing “Living Room”, clicking on the “SCENES” tab,
and selecting “OFF”, which are the exact same steps as when the user turns off the light manually
using the same app. After each action, the user can see a confirmation dialog from E PIDOSITE
(Figure 6.1b). Running in the background as an Android accessibility service, E PIDOSITE can
automatically detect the user’s action and determine the features to use to identify the element
using a set of heuristics, but the user can also manually edit the details of each recorded action
in an editing panel (Figure 6.1c). Figure 6.2a shows the textual representation of the E PIDOSITE
script created for turning off the light. Next, the user demonstrates turning on the TV set-top box
using the SURE Universal Remote app on the phone (or other IR remote apps that support the
Verizon TV set-top box), and E PIDOSITE records the procedure for that as well.
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Figure 6.2: Screenshots of E PIDOSITE’s script view and trigger creation interfaces: (a) the script view
showing the script from the example usage scenario; (b) the window for creating an app notification trigger;
(c) the window for creating an app launch trigger.

The user ends the demonstration recording and goes back to the E PIDOSITE app. She then
clicks on the menu, and chooses “Add a Script Trigger”. In the pop-up window (Figure 6.2b), she
gives the trigger a name, selects “Notification” as the type of the trigger, specifies “mydlink Home”
(the mobile app for the D-Link motion sensor) as the source app, chooses the script she just created
as the script to trigger, enters “Motion detected by TV room” as the activation string, and finally,
clicks on “OK” to save the trigger. This trigger will execute the script every time that the “mydlink
Home” app sends a notification that contains the string “Motion detected by TV room”.
The steps shown above are the whole process to create this automation. Once the trigger is
enabled, the background Android accessibility service waits for the activation of the trigger. When
the motion sensor detects a motion, an Android notification is generated and displayed by the
mydlink Home app. Then E PIDOSITE intercepts this notification, activates the trigger, executes
the script, and manipulates the UI of the Philips Hue app and the SURE Universal Remote app to
turn off the lights and to turn on the TV set-top box.
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6.4

E PIDOSITE’s Key Features

6.4.1

Notification and App Launch Triggers

The most common context-aware applications in the smart home are naturally described using
rule-based conditions in the model of trigger-action programming, where a trigger describes a
condition, an event, or a scenario, and an action specifies the desired behavior when its associated
trigger is activated [70, 273]. In E PIDOSITE, scripts can be triggered by the content of Android
notifications, or as a result of the launch of a specified app on the phone.3
E PIDOSITE keeps a background Android accessibility service running at all times. Through the
Android accessibility API, the service is notified about the system notifications and app launches.
If the content of a new notification contains the activation string of a stored notification trigger (as
shown in the example usage scenario using the interface shown in Figure 6.2), or an app associated
with an app launch trigger has just launched, the corresponding automation script for the trigger
will be executed. Figure 6.2c shows the interface with which the user can create an automation
that turns off the light when the YouTube app launches, after first creating the “Turn off the living
room light” script by demonstration.
These features allow scripts to be triggered not only by mobile apps for IoT devices, as shown
in the example usage scenario, but also by other third-party Android apps. Prior research has shown
that the usage of smartphone apps is highly contextual [42, 123] and also varies [307] for different
groups of users. By allowing the launching of apps and the notifications from apps to trigger
IoT scripts, the user can create highly context-aware automation with E PIDOSITE, for example, to
change the color of the ambient lighting when the Music Player is launched, to adjust the thermostat
when the Sleep Monitor app is launched, or even to warm up the car when the Alarm app rings
(and sends the notification) on winter mornings.
Using the above two types of triggers, along with the external service trigger introduced in the
next section, user-demonstrated scripts for smartphone apps can also be triggered by readings and
status of IoT sensors and devices.

6.4.2

External Service Triggers

To expand the capabilities of E PIDOSITE to leverage all of the available resources, we implemented
an optional server application that allows E PIDOSITE to integrate with the popular automation service IFTTT. Through this integration, an E PIDOSITE script can be triggered by over 360 web ser3 The

notification-based and app launch-based trigger mechanisms have not been integrated with the app interfacebased conditional mechanism described in Chapter 5.
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Figure 6.3: The architecture of E PIDOSITE’s external service trigger mechanism.

Figure 6.4: Creating an IFTTT applet that triggers an E PIDOSITE script: (a) creating the trigger condition “sleep duration below 6 hours” using the Fitbit activity tracker; (b) creating the action of running the
E PIDOSITE script “coffeemachine” using the URL generated by E PIDOSITE; (c) the IFTTT applet created.
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vices supported by IFTTT, including social networks (e.g., Facebook, Twitter), news (e.g., ESPN,
Feedly), email, calendar management, weather and supported devices like smart hubs (e.g., Google
Home, Amazon Echo), smart appliances, fitness trackers, home monitors, and smart speakers. An
E PIDOSITE script can also be used to trigger actions for IFTTT-supported services. Figure 6.3
shows the overall architecture for supporting external service triggers, consisting of the client-side,
the server-side, the IFTTT service, and how they communicate.
An IFTTT applet consists of two parts: a trigger and an action., in which either part can be an
E PIDOSITE script. If an E PIDOSITE script is used as the trigger, then an HTTP request will be sent
out to IFTTT via the E PIDOSITE server to execute the corresponding IFTTT action when the trigger
is activated. Similarly, if an E PIDOSITE script is used as the action, then it will be executed on the
corresponding client smartphone upon the client application receiving a Google Cloud Messaging
(GCM) message sent by the E PIDOSITE server when the associated IFTTT trigger is activated.
The E PIDOSITE server communicates with IFTTT through the IFTTT Maker channel, which can
receive and make RESTful HTTP web requests. The E PIDOSITE server-side application is also
highly scalable and can handle multiple clients at the same time.
To create an IFTTT triggered script, the user first creates an E PIDOSITE script for the “action”
part by demonstration, where the user records the procedure of performing the desired task by
manipulating the phone apps. Then, the user goes to IFTTT, chooses “New Applet,” and chooses a
trigger for the script. After this, the user chooses the Maker channel as the action. For the address
for the web request, the E PIDOSITE app on the phone will automatically generate a URL which
the user can just paste into this field. The auto-generated URL is in the format of:
http://[SERVER ADDRESS]/client=[CLIENT NAME]&scriptname=[SCRIPT NAME]

where [SERVER ADDRESS] is the address of the E PIDOSITE server, [CLIENT NAME] is the
name of the E PIDOSITE client (which by default is the combination of the phone owner’s name
and the phone model. e.g., “Amy’s Nexus 6”) and [SCRIPT NAME] is the name of the E PIDOSITE
script to trigger. The user can just paste this URL into the IFTTT field (see Figure 6.4).
The procedure to create an E PIDOSITE-triggered IFTTT applet is similar, except that the user
needs to add “trigger an IFTTT applet” as an operation when demonstrating the E PIDOSITE script,
and then use the Maker channel as the trigger.

6.4.3

Cross-app Interoperability

Interoperability among IoT devices has been a long-time important challenge [76]. Sharing data
across devices from different “ecosystems” often requires the user to manually setup the connec-
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Figure 6.5: Extracting the time of the last detection from a D-link motion sensor in the Mydlink Home app
using a circle gesture in E PIDOSITE.

tion using techniques like HTTP requests, which require careful planning and extensive technical expertise [68]. Middleware like [29, 89, 131, 255] supports IoT interoperation and provides a
high-level representation model for common IoT devices, but these also require the user to have
sophisticated programming skills.
E PIDOSITE supports the user in extracting the value of a TextView object in the user interface
of an app by using a gesture during the demonstration, storing the value in a variable, and then
using the values saved in these variables later in the script. All the user needs to do to save a
value is to click on the “Get a Text Element on the Screen” option from the recording menu while
demonstrating, circle the desired element on the screen using a finger gesture (the yellow stroke
shown in Figure 6.5), and select the element in a pop-up menu (see Figure 6.5). Later, when the
user needs to enter a string in a script, the user can instead choose to use the value from a previously
created variable. Eventually, this value selection and extraction mechanism should be connected
with the concept learning mechanism described in Section 5.3.2.
When a script that contains a value extraction operation is executed, E PIDOSITE will automatically navigate as demonstrated to the user interface where the desired value is located, and then
dynamically extract the value using the appropriate data description query (see Chapter 4). This
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approach does not require the involved app to have an API or other data export mechanism. As
long as the desired value is displayed as a text string in the app, the value can be extracted and used
in other parts of the script.

6.5

System Implementation and Technical Limitations

The client component of E PIDOSITE is an Android app extension to the base version of S UGILITE
(see Chapter 3). The client component is standalone. There is also an optional server application
available for supporting automation triggered by external web services through IFTTT. The server
application is implemented in Java with Jersey4 and Grizzly.5
On top of the base version of S UGILITE, E PIDOSITE added new features and mechanisms to
support the programming of IoT devices in the smart home setting, including new ways for triggering scripts, new ways for scripts to trigger external services, and devices, and new mechanisms
for sharing information among devices. To better meet the needs of developing for IoT devices,
E PIDOSITE also supported programming for different devices in separated subscripts, and reusing
the subscripts in new scripts. For example, the user can demonstrate the two scripts for “turning
off the light” and “turning on the TV”, and then create a new script of “if ..., turn off the light and
turn on the TV”) without having to demonstrate the procedures for performing the two tasks again.
The current version of E PIDOSITE has several technical limitations. First, for executing automation, the phone must be powered on and concurrently connected to all the devices involved in
the automation. If the phone is powered off, or disconnected from the involved IoT devices, the
automation will fail to execute. This limitation will particularly affect E PIDOSITE’s applicability
for devices that are connected to the phone via a local network or through a short-range wireless
communication technology (e.g., Bluetooth, ZigBee, IR), since with these devices, the phone is restricted to be connected to the local network, or physically within range of the wireless connection
for the automation to work. Second, E PIDOSITE automation needs to run in the foreground on the
main UI thread of the phone. Thus, if automation is triggered when the user is actively operating
the phone at the same time (e.g., if the user is on a phone call), then the user’s interaction with the
phone will be interrupted. The automation execution may also fail if it is interrupted by a phone
event (e.g., an incoming phone call) or by the user’s action.
For the above limitations, an approach is to use a separate phone as the hub for IoT automation,
and to run E PIDOSITE on that phone instead of using the user’s primary smartphone. By doing this,
4 https://jersey.java.net/
5 https://grizzly.java.net/
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the separate phone can be consistently plugged in and stay connected with the IoT devices to ensure
that the automation can be triggered and executed properly. Currently, a compatible Android phone
can be purchased for less than $50, which makes this approach affordable.

6.6

Chapter Conclusion

In this chapter, we described E PIDOSITE, a S UGILITE extension that makes it possible for end users
to create automation for consumer IoT devices on their smartphones. It supports programming
across multiple IoT devices and exchanging information among them without requiring the devices
to be of the same brand or within the same “ecosystem”. The programming by demonstration
approach minimizes the necessity to learn programming concepts. E PIDOSITE also supports using
arbitrary third-party Android mobile apps and hundreds of available web services in the scripts to
create highly context-aware and responsive automation.
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Breakdown Repairs in Task-Oriented
Dialogues
7.1

Introduction

Conversational user interfaces have become increasingly popular and ubiquitous in our everyday
lives, assisting users with tasks from diverse domains. However, despite the advances in their natural language understanding capabilities, prevailing conversational systems, including S UGILITE,
are still far from being able to understand the wide range of flexible user utterances and engage
in complex dialog flows [102]. Existing agents employ rigid communication patterns, requiring
that users adapt their communication patterns to the needs of the system instead of the other way
around [19, 124]. As a result, conversational breakdowns, defined as failures of the system to correctly understand the intended meaning of the user’s communication, often occur. Conversational
breakdowns decrease users’ satisfaction, trust, and willingness to continue using a conversational
system [22, 64, 121, 122, 185], and may cause users to abandon the current task [8]. In this chapter, we study repair strategies for such conversational breakdowns, specifically in the context of
spoken task-oriented conversations with a mobile device, grounded in the apps and the display of
that mobile device. The new approach described in this chapter enables S UGILITE to better support users to effectively discover, identify the causes of, and repair breakdowns caused by certain
natural language understanding errors.
Prior breakdown repair methods in human-agent conversations mainly have used only the natural language modality. Code-switching [283], which refers to the act of adjusting the speaking
This chapter is modified from the conference paper: Toby Jia-Jun Li, Jingya Chen, Haijun Xia, Tom M. Mitchell,
and Brad A. Myers. Multi-Modal Repairs of Conversational Breakdowns in Task-Oriented Dialogs. In Proceedings of
the ACM Symposium on User Interface Software and Technology (UIST 2020).
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Figure 7.1: The interface of S OVITE: (a) S OVITE shows an app GUI screenshot to communicate its state
of understanding. The yellow highlight overlay specifies the task slot value. The user can drag the overlay
to fix slot value errors. (b) To fix intent detection errors, the user can refer to an app that represents their
desired task. S OVITE will match the utterance to an app on the phone (with its icon shown), and look for
intents that use or are relevant to this app. (c) If the intent is still ambiguous after referring to an app, the
user can show a specific app screen relevant to the desired task.
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style to accommodate the listener [19] in the context of conversational agents, is commonly found
in users’ breakdown repair attempts. Many repair strategies are used in these adjustments, depending on the user’s understanding of the cause of the breakdown [19, 214]. For example, when the
user suspects that the system has misheard the utterance, they might apply prosodic changes (adjust the rhythm or cadence of speech), overarticulation (exaggerating sounds), increased volume,
or simply repetitions of the original utterance [19]. They might make syntactical adjustments to
the original utterance if they thought the system did not understand its syntactic structure [19].
Similarly, they might perform semantic adjustments and modifications, such as replacing a word
with its synonym, defining a concept, or breaking down a procedure, if they suspected the incorrect
semantic understanding to be the cause of the breakdown [19, 214].
However, these strategies are often ineffective for two reasons: First, users often lack an accurate understanding of the cause of the breakdown because current conversational agents do not
provide sufficient transparency into the system’s state of understanding [19]. Understanding why
a breakdown happens is crucial for the user to repair it [8]. In current agents, breakdowns are often discovered by users only after the system has acted incorrectly based on its misunderstanding
(i.e., performing the wrong action) or from a generic error response (e.g., ”Sorry I don’t understand”) [19]. Thus, little useful information is available for users to infer the cause of the breakdown. The system will provide a task-specific clarification response only in the small portion of
cases where a developer has explicitly programmed an error handling conversation flow for the
specific breakdown scenario.
Second, even when users correctly identify the causes of the breakdowns, their repairs in natural
language are often ineffective [19]. This is especially problematic in breakdowns caused by natural
language understanding errors, where the user needs to make semantic and syntactic adjustments
such as verbally defining a keyword, explaining a procedure, replacing a word with its synonym,
or restructuring the sentence instead of simply repeating the utterances with exaggerating sounds.
The user usually needs to guess the right strategy to use due to the lack of transparency into
the system’s natural language understanding models. Existing conversational systems also often
have problems understanding these repairs due to the system’s limited capability of reasoning with
natural language instructions and common sense knowledge [167]. This is part of the reason why
commercial systems like Siri and Alexa rarely ask users to try to repair the conversation, but just
immediately perform generic fallback actions such as searching the web.
Visualizing the agent’s understanding of user intent is a promising way to address these challenges. Some existing agents support displaying visual responses (known as cards1 in Google
1 https://developers.google.com/assistant/conversational/rich-responses
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Assistant) within natural language conversations. These cards allow the user to see the agent’s
state, and to interact with the agent visually to complement speech commands. However, these
cards must be hard-coded by the developers, require significant effort to create, and therefore have
limited adoption across task domains. In this chapter, we propose a new approach to address these
challenges leveraging the graphical user interfaces (GUIs) of existing apps. This approach can be
applied on devices with screens and access to app GUIs, such as smartphones and smart display
devices (e.g., Amazon Echo Show, Google Home Hub). Our approach helps the user discover
breakdowns and identify their causes by showing the system’s state of understanding using GUI
screenshots of the underlying apps for the task domain. It subsequently allows the users to repair the breakdowns by using direct manipulation on the screenshots and by making references to
relevant apps and screens in the conversation.
The use of app GUIs has many advantages. GUIs and conversational agents are two different
types of interfaces to mostly the same set of underlying computing services, since most, if not all,
supported task domains in task-oriented conversational agents have corresponding mobile apps.
The GUIs of these apps encapsulate rich knowledge about the flows of the tasks and the properties
and relations of relevant entities [168]. The majority of users are also familiar with the app GUIs,
the way to interact with them, and their general design patterns [163], which makes them ideal
mediums through which the agent and the user can communicate in a supplementary modality
during natural language conversations.
This chapter introduces S OVITE2 , a new interface for S UGILITE that helps users discover, identify the causes of, and recover from conversational breakdowns using a app-grounded multi-modal
approach (Figure 7.1). A remote user study of 10 participants using S OVITE in 7 conversational
breakdown scenarios showed that end users were able to successfully use S OVITE to fix common
types of breakdowns caused by natural language understanding errors. The participants also found
S OVITE easy and natural to use.
This chapter describes the following research contributions:
1. A new multi-modal approach that allows users to discover, identify the causes of, and repair
conversational breakdowns caused by natural language understanding errors in task-oriented
agents using the GUIs of existing mobile apps.
2. The S OVITE interface: an implementation of the above approach on S UGILITE, along with
a user study evaluating its effectiveness and usability.
2 S OVITE

is named after a type of rock. It is also an acronym for System for Optimizing Voice Interfaces to Tackle

Errors.
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7.2
7.2.1

Problem Setting
Frame-Based Task-Oriented Conversational Agents

S OVITE is designed for handling natural language understanding errors in task-oriented conversational agents that use the frame-based architecture for dialog management [30]. This is the most
popular architecture used by the majority of existing commercial task-oriented agents [127]. It is
based on a set of frames (also known as intents). Each frame represents a kind of intent that the
system can extract from user utterances. A frame often contains slots whose values are needed
for fulfilling the underlying task intent. For a user utterance, the system first determines the frame
to use (e.g., finding a flight), and then tries to fill the slots (e.g., date, departure airport, and arrival airport) through the dialog. Frames can ensure the necessary structures and constraints for
task completion [127], which are lacking in statistical dialog approaches (e.g., deep reinforcement
learning for response generation [156, 157, 246] and information retrieval-based structures [290])
often used in social chatbots that converse with human users on open domain topics without explicit task completion goals.
A typical pipeline for a frame-based dialog architecture consists of multiple steps, including:
(1) speech recognition, (2) natural language understanding, (3) natural language generation, and
(4) speech synthesis [127]. Among those, (2) natural language understanding causes most of the
critical breakdowns, as reported in Myers et al.’s study [214] on how users overcome obstacles in
voice user interfaces. For the (1) speech recognition step, state-of-art algorithms have reached human parity [292]. For screen-based systems like what we use, the user can easily read and edit the
transcription from the speech recognition step. Further, users’ natural repair strategies such as repetition, prosodic changes, and overarticulation are effective for speech recognition errors [19]. The
(3) natural language generation step in frame-based agents is typically rule-based with manually
created templates, therefore less prone to errors compared with statistical approaches commonly
used in social chatbots. Finally, the latest techniques for the (4) speech synthesis step reliably
produce clear and easy-to-understand synthetic speech from text.
Problem Scope
This work, therefore, focuses on the breakdowns caused by (2) natural language understanding
errors. There are two key components in the natural language understanding step: intent detection
and slot value extraction. Intent detection errors are those where the system misrecognizes the
intent in the user’s utterance, and subsequently invokes the wrong dialog frame (e.g., responding
“what kind of cuisine would you like” for the command “find me a place in Chicago tonight”
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when the user intends to book a hotel room.) In slot value extraction errors, the system either
extracts the wrong parts in the input as slot values (e.g., extracting “Singapore” as the departure
city in “Show me Singapore Airlines flights to London.”) or links the extracted phrase to incorrect
entities (e.g., resolving “apple” in “What’s the price of an apple?” to the entity “Apple company”
and therefore incorrectly invoking the stock price lookup frame). As illustrated in the examples,
slot value extraction errors can cause either the wrong slot match in the dialog frame (the airline
example) or the wrong dialog frame (the apple example).
Note that there are other types of breakdowns in task-oriented agents that S OVITE does not
handle. It does not address (1) speech recognition errors, as discussed previously. It also does not
address breakdowns caused by errors in task fulfillment (i.e., exceptions when executing the task),
errors in generating agent response ((3) and (4)), or the user’s lack of familiarity with intents (e.g.,
the user does not know what intents the system can support).
Instructable Agents
An instructable agent like S UGILITE is a promising new type of frame-based agent that can learn
intents for new tasks interactively from the end user’s natural language instructions [10,258] and/or
demonstrations [211], as discussed in previous Chapters. However, supporting effective breakdown repair is even more challenging for instructable agents. The user-instructed task domains
have many fewer example utterances (usually only one) for training the underlying natural language understanding model. As a result, breakdowns caused by natural language understanding
errors occur more frequently.
Further, when encountering breakdowns, the instructable agents seldom have task-specific error
handling mechanisms for user-instructed task domains. In agents with professionally-developed
task domains, developers can explicitly program error handling conversation flows for domainspecific breakdowns [5, 197]. However, end users with little programming expertise seldom create
such error handlers for user-taught tasks due to the lack of tool support, and more importantly, the
lack of expertise to consider and to handle possible future breakdown situations in advance.
We support instructable agents in S OVITE by (1) supporting user-instructed task domains by
not requiring existing domain knowledge, hard-coded error handling mechanisms, or large corpus
in the task domains, and (2) supporting the easy transition to user instruction when a breakdown
turns out to be caused by out-of-domain errors rather than natural language understanding errors.

7.2.2

Design Goals

We have the following design goals:
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1. The system should enable users to effectively discover, identify the causes of, and repair
conversational breakdowns in intent detection and slot value extraction of frame-based taskoriented conversational agents.
2. The system should handle conversational breakdowns in various task domains, including
user-instructed ones, without requiring existing domain knowledge or manually-created
domain-specific error handling mechanisms.

7.3
7.3.1

Background
Studies of Breakdowns in Conversational Interfaces

The design of S OVITE is informed by insights from previous studies of breakdowns. As reported
in Beneteau et al.’s 2019 deployment study [19] of Alexa, all study participants experienced breakdowns when conversing with the agent. The participants used a variety of repair strategies based
on their understandings of the causes of the breakdowns, but those repairs were often not effective
since their understandings were frequently inaccurate. Repairing breakdowns caused by natural
language understanding errors (compared with speech recognition errors) was particularly problematic, as the natural repair strategies used by users such as semantic adjustments and defining
unclear concepts were not well-supported by the agents. Other studies [8, 32, 56, 124, 214, 233]
reported similar findings of the types of breakdowns encountered by users and the common repair
strategies.
In a 2020 study conducted by Cho et al. [56], more than half of the responses given by Google
Home in a user study with five information-seeking tasks were “cannot help” error responses (40%)
or “unrelated” responses (24%) that were not useful for the user’s request. In most cases, the
“cannot help” messages did not provide useful information about the causes of the breakdowns to
help the users with breakdown repairs. The participants were sometimes able to infer the causes of
the breakdowns from “unrelated” responses, but this process was often unreliable and confusing.
The 2018 study by Myers et al. [214] identified “Rely on GUI” as a strategy that users naturally use
when they encounter obstacles in conversational interfaces, where they looked at the corresponding
app’s GUIs to look for cues on what to say for task intents.
Motivated by these insights, S OVITE helps the users identify the causes of breakdowns by
visualizing the system’s state of understanding of user intent using the app GUI screenshots.
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7.3.2

Multi-Modal Mixed-Initiative Disambiguation Interfaces

S OVITE uses a multi-modal approach [222] that visually displays the system states and enables
direct manipulation inputs from users in addition to spoken instructions to repair breakdowns,
unlike prior systems that use only the natural language inputs and outputs [5, 8, 197]. S OVITE’s
design uses the mutual disambiguation pattern [221], where inputs from one modality are used to
disambiguate inputs for the same concept from a different modality. Similar patterns have been
previously used for handling errors in other recognition-based interfaces [190], such as speech
recognition [263] and pen-based handwriting [141]. Visually-grounded language instructions were
also used in interactive task learning for robots [248] and performing web tasks [3, 243].
The design of S OVITE also applies the principles of mixed-initiative interfaces [111]. Specifically, it considers breakdown repairing as a human-agent collaboration process, where the user’s
goals and inputs come with uncertainty. The system shows guesses of user goals, assists the user
to provide more effective inputs and engages in multi-turn dialogs with the user to resolve any uncertainties and ambiguities. This combination of multi-modal and mixed-initiative approaches has
been previously applied in the interactive task learning process in systems such as [3,137,163,167].
S OVITE bridges an important gap in these systems, as they focus on the ambiguities, uncertainties,
and vagueness embedded in the user instructions of new tasks, while S OVITE addresses the conversational breakdowns caused by the natural language understanding problems when users invoke
already-supported tasks.
In terms of the technique used, S OVITE extracts the semantics of app GUIs [53,183] for grounding natural language conversations. Compared with the previous systems that used the semantics
of app GUIs for learning new tasks [163, 165, 247], extracting task flows [168], and supporting
invoking individual GUI widgets with voice commands [269], a new idea in S OVITE is that it encodes app GUIs into the same vector space as natural language utterances, allowing the system to
look up semantically relevant task intents when the user refers to apps and app GUI screens in the
dialogues for repairing intent detection errors (details in Section 7.5).

7.4
7.4.1

The Design of SOVITE
Communicating System State with App GUI Screenshots

The first step for S OVITE in supporting the users in repairing conversational breakdowns is to
provide transparency into the state of understanding in the system, allowing the users to discover
breakdowns and identify their causes. S OVITE leverages the GUI screenshots of mobile apps for
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this purpose. As shown in Figure 7.1a, for the user command, S OVITE displays one or more
(when there are multiple slots spanning many screens) screenshots from an app that correspond to
the detected user intent (details of how S OVITE extracts the screenshots and creates the highlight
overlays are discussed in Section 7.5). For intents with slots, it shows screens that contain the GUI
widgets corresponding to where the slots would be filled if the task was performed manually using
the app GUI. S OVITE also adds a highlight overlay, shown in yellow in Figure 7.1a, on top of the
app’s GUI, which indicates the current slot value. If the slot represents selecting an item from a
menu in the GUI, then the corresponding menu item will be highlighted on the screenshot. For
an intent without a slot, S OVITE displays the last GUI screen from the procedure of performing
the task manually, which usually shows the result of the task. After displaying the screenshot(s),
S OVITE asks the user to confirm if this is indeed the correct understanding of the user’s intent by
asking, ”I will. . . [the task], is this correct?”, to which the user can verbally respond.
For example, as shown in Figure 7.1a, S OVITE uses the screenshot of the “Order” screen in
Starbucks app to represent the detected intent “buy a [drink type] from Starbucks”, and highlights the value “Espresso” for the slot drink type on the screenshot.
Design Rationale
S OVITE’s references to app GUIs help with grounding in human-agent interactions. In communication theory, the concept of grounding describes the conversation as a form of collaborative action
to come up with common ground or mutual knowledge [60]. For conversations with computing
systems, when the user provides an utterance, the system should provide evidence of understanding so that the user can evaluate the progress toward their goal [39]. As described in the gulf of
evaluation and gulf of execution framework [117, 219] and shown in prior studies of conversational agents [8, 19], execution and evaluation are interdependent—in order to choose an effective
strategy for repairing a conversational breakdown, the user needs to first know the current state of
understanding in the system and be able to understand the cause of the breakdown.
The app GUI screenshots can be ideal mediums for communicating the state of understanding
of the system. They show users the evidence of grounding [56] through their familiar app GUIs.
This approach highlights that the agent performs tasks on the user’s behalf, showing the key steps of
navigating app screens, selecting menu items, and entering text through GUIs based on slot values
as if a human agent was to perform the task using the underlying app. We believe this approach
should help users to more effectively identify the understanding errors because it provides better
closeness of mapping [99] to how the user would naturally approach this task. Prior studies showed
that references to existing app GUIs were effective in other aspects of conversational interface
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designs, such as enabling users to explain unknown concepts [167] and helping users come up
with the language to use to invoke app functionalities [214]. Showing the screenshots of GUIs is
also a useful way to present the context of a piece of information, making the content easier to
understand [182].

7.4.2

Intent Detection Repair with App GUI References

When an intent detection result is incorrect, as evidenced by the wrong app or the wrong functionality of app shown in a confirmation screenshot, or when the agent fails to detect an intent from
the user’s initial utterance at all (i.e., the system responds “I don’t understand the command.”), the
user can fix the error by indicating the correct apps and app screens for their desired task.
References to Apps
After the user says that the detected intent is incorrect after seeing the app GUI screenshots, or
when the system fails to detect an intent, S OVITE asks the user ”What app should I use to perform. . . [the task]?”, for which the user can say the name of an app for the intended task
(shown in Figure 7.1b). S OVITE looks up the collection of all supported task intents for not only
the intents that use this underlying app, but also intents that are semantically related to the supplied
app (we will discuss how S OVITE finds semantically relevant task intents in Section 7.5).
For example, suppose the agent displays the screenshots of the OpenTable app for the utterance
“find a place for tonight” because it classifies the intent as “book restaurant” when the user’s actual
intent is ”book hotel”. The user notices that the app is wrong from the screenshot and responds
“No” when the agent asks, “Is this correct?” The agent then asks which app to use instead, to which
the user answers “Booking.com”, which is an app for booking hotel rooms. If there was indeed a
supported “book a hotel room” intent using the Booking.com app, S OVITE would respond “OK, I
know how to book a hotel room using Booking.com”, and then show the screenshots of booking
hotel rooms in Booking.com for confirmation. If no such intent was available, but there was an
intent semantically related to the Booking.com app, such as a ‘book a hotel room” intent using the
Hilton app, S OVITE would respond “I don’t know how to find a place for tonight in Booking.com,
but I know how to book a hotel room using Hilton” and show the corresponding screenshots. The
user can verbally confirm performing the task using the Hilton app instead, or indicate that they still
wish to use the Booking.com app and teach the agent how to perform this task using Booking.com
by demonstration.
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References to App Screens
In certain situations, the user’s intent can still be ambiguous after the user indicates the name of an
app; there can be multiple intents associated with the app (for example, if the user specifies “Expedia” which can be used for booking flights, cruises, or rental cars), or there can be no supported task
intent in the user-provided app and no intent that meets the threshold of being sufficiently “related”
to the user-provided app. In these situations, S OVITE will ask the user a follow-up question “Can
you show me which screen in. . . [the app]] is most relevant to. . . [the task]?” (shown in
Figure 7.1c). S OVITE then launches the app and asks the user to navigate to the target screen in the
app. (The user may also say “no” and start over.) After the user reaches the target screen, they can
click on a floating S OVITE icon (the duck) to provide this screen as an input to S OVITE. S OVITE
then finds intents that are the most semantically related to this app screen among the ambiguous
ones (technical details in Section 7.5), or asks the user to teach it a new one by demonstration.
Ease of Transition to Out-of-Domain Task Instructions
An important advantage of S OVITE’s intent disambiguation approach is that it supports the easy
transition to the user instructing how to perform a new task if the intent disambiguation attempt
fails when the user’s intended task is out of scope (i.e., there is no existing intent that supports the
task). S OVITE’s approach can directly connect to the user instruction mode in S UGILITE. Since at
this point in the overall process, S OVITE already knows the most relevant app and app screen for
the user’s intended task and how to navigate to this screen in the app, it can simply ask the user
“Can you teach me how to. . . [the task] using. . . [the app] in this screen”, switch back to
this screen, and have the user to continue demonstrating the intended task to teach the agent how to
fulfill the previously out-of-scope task intent. The user may also start over and demonstrate from
scratch if they do not want to start the instruction from this screen.
Design Rationale
The main design rationale of supporting intent detection repairs with app GUI references is to
make S OVITE’s mechanism of fixing intent detection errors consistent with how users discover the
errors from S OVITE’s display of intent detection results. When users discover the intent detection
errors by seeing the wrong apps or the wrong screens displayed in the confirmation screenshots,
the most intuitive way for them to fix these errors is to indicate the correct apps and screens that
should be used for the intended tasks. Their references to the apps and the screens also allow
S OVITE to extract richer semantic context (e.g., the app store descriptions and the text labels found
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on app GUI screens) than having the user simply rephrase their utterances, helping with finding
semantically related task intents (technical details in Section 7.5).

7.4.3

Slot Value Extraction Repair with Direct Manipulation

If the user finds that the intent is correct (i.e., the displayed app and app screen correctly match
the user’s intended task), but there are errors in the extracted task slot values (i.e., the highlighted
textboxes, the values in the highlighted textboxes, or the highlighted menu items on the confirmation screenshots are wrong), the user can fix these errors using direct manipulation on the screenshots.
All the highlight overlays for task slots can be dragged-and-dropped (Figures 7.1a and 7.2).
For slots represented by GUI menu selections, the user can simply drag the highlight overlay to
select a different item. For example, assuming the agent incorrectly selects the item ”Espresso” for
the utterance ”order a cold espresso” due to an error in entity recognition, as shown in Figure 7.1a,
the user can drag the highlight overlay to ”Iced Espresso” on the screenshot to specify a different
slot value. (If the user’s desired slot value is not on the screen, the user can say “no” and indicate
the correct screen to use, as discussed in the previous section.) The same interaction technique
also works for fixing mismatches in the text-input type slot values. For example, if the agent swaps
the order between starting location and destination in a “requesting Uber ride” intent, the user can
drag these overlays with location names to move them to the right fields in the app GUI screenshot
(Figure 7.2). When a field is dragged to another field that already has a value, S OVITE performs a
swap rather than a replacement so as not to lose any user-supplied data.
Alternatively, when the value for a text-input type slot is incorrect, the user can repair it using
the popup dialog shown in Figure 7.2. After the user clicks on the highlight overlay for a text-input
slot, a dialog will pop up, showing the slot’s current value in the user’s original utterance. The user
can adjust the text selection by dragging the highlight boundaries in the identified entities (e.g., the
system recognizes the slot value as ”The Lego” when the user says ”find showtimes for The Lego
Movie.”) The same dialog alternatively allows the user to just enter a new slot value by speech or
typing.
Design Rationale
We believe these direct manipulation interactions in S OVITE are intuitive to the users—this is also
supported by the results reported in Section 7.6. The positions and the contents of the highlight
overlays represent where and what slot values would be entered if the task was performed using
the GUI of the corresponding app. Therefore, if what S OVITE identified does not match what the
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Figure 7.2: S OVITE provides multiple ways to fix text-input slot value errors: LEFT: the user can click
the corresponding highlight overlay and change its value by adjusting the selection in the original utterance,
speaking a new value, or just typing in a new value. RIGHT: the user can drag the overlays on the screenshot
to move a value to a new slot, or swap the values between two slots.

users would do for the intended task, the users can directly fix these inconsistencies through simple
physical actions such as drag-and-drop and text selection gestures, and see immediate feedback on
the screenshots, which are major advantages of direct manipulation [251].

7.5

Implementation

We implemented S OVITE in Java as an Android app. S OVITE was developed and tested on a
Google Pixel 2 XL phone running Android 8.0. It does not require root access to the phone and
should run on any phone with Android 6.0 or higher.
The implementation of S OVITE builds on the S UGILITE system described in this dissertation.
We summarize S UGILITE’s key characteristics relevant to S OVITE below. You can refer to Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 for more details.
S UGILITE uses a standard frame-based dialog management architecture with intents, slots, and
slot values. Its natural language model uses a SEMPRE [24]-based Floating Parser [227] that can
parse the user’s utterance into a corresponding expression that invokes an intent and sets the respective slot values. The model was trained on the lexical (e.g., unigrams, bigrams, skip-grams),
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syntactic (e.g., part-of-speech tags, named-entity tags), and semantic (e.g., word embeddings) features extracted from the training utterances for each task intent, including when users teach new
tasks for an utterance (details in Chapters 4 and 5). Because the task fulfillment in S UGILITE
is instructed by end users, there are usually only a very small number of sample training utterances (often only one) for each task intent. As a result, conversational breakdowns are common in
S UGILITE’s interaction with users when they use utterances with diverse vocabulary, structures, or
expressions that are not covered in the training corpus.
While we implemented S OVITE with our S UGILITE agent, we believe the approach used in
S OVITE should generalize to other frame-based task-oriented conversational agents as well. The
only major part of S OVITE’s implementation that is specific to S UGILITE is its mechanism for
generating app GUI screenshot confirmations. However, there are other practical ways to generate
these app GUI screenshot confirmations without relying on the programming by demonstration
scripts in S UGILITE (details in the next section).

7.5.1

Generating the App GUI Screenshot Confirmations

In S UGILITE, each supported task intent corresponds to an automation script created from user
demonstrations of performing the task manually using the GUIs of the underlying app. Therefore,
S OVITE can extract app GUI screenshots for these intents by instrumenting the demonstration
process.
When the user starts demonstrating a task, S OVITE creates a virtual display device in the background that mirrors the main display that the user sees for capturing the screenshots. For each GUI
action demonstrated by the user, S OVITE takes a screenshot that captures this action. At the end
of the demonstration process, S OVITE compares the task slot values with the demonstrated actions
to identify actions that correspond to the task slots and saves these screenshots to be used as the
confirmation for this demonstration’s underlying task intent. For example, assuming the user’s
demonstration for the task “order an Espresso” contains an action “click on the item ‘Espresso”’
from a menu on the GUI of Starbucks app, S OVITE will use the screenshot taken from the user
demonstrating this action as a confirmation for the intent. The same mechanism also works for slot
values from text inputs (e.g., the user demonstrates typing “Chicago” into a textbox for a command
“book a hotel room in Chicago”).
Although the implementation of generating app GUI screenshot confirmations used in S O VITE , as described above, only applies to programming-by-demonstration instructable agents such

as S UGILITE [159], P LOW [3], and VASTA [247], there are other feasible approaches for generating
app GUI screenshot confirmations in other types of agents. For example, recent advances in ma-
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chine learning have been shown to support directly matching natural language commands to specific GUI elements [226] and generating semantic labels for GUI elements from screenshots [53].
For agents that use web API calls to fulfill the task intents, it is also feasible to compare the agent
API calls to the API calls made by apps by analyzing the code of the apps (e.g., CHABADA [97]),
or to the network traffic collected from the apps (e.g., MobiPurpose [125]). These techniques
should allow associating slots with their corresponding app GUI widgets without relying on user
demonstrations.

7.5.2

Finding Relevant Intents from Apps and App Screens

When the user refers to an app name or an app screen for their desired task for disambiguating
task intents, S OVITE first looks for intents that use exactly this app or this app screen. If none
of the supported task intents uses the exact app or app screen that the user refers to, S OVITE can
recommend relevant task intents. For example, if the user refers to the app ”Booking.com” or the
page for ”List hotels near [location]]” in Google Maps to explain the utterance ”find a place
for tonight”, S OVITE can prompt ”I know how to book a hotel room using the Hilton app, is this
what you want to do?” (assuming that the underlying S UGILITE agent has been previously taught
the skill of “book a hotel room” using the Hilton app)
The technical challenge here is to identify semantically relevant task intents based on the userprovided app names and app screens. An effective way to match the user’s task intent with natural
language descriptions of goals (e.g., book hotel) to apps (e.g., Booking.com) is to leverage the app
descriptions in the app stores. For example, MessageOnTap [52] uses word embeddings to represent the semantic meanings of individual words in the user utterances and app store descriptions
and calculates the cosine similarity between the word embedding centroids of each app description
and the conversation to recommend relevant apps in human-human conversations (e.g., recommending the Calendar app and the OpenTable app when one party in the conversation says “let’s
schedule a dinner.”) S OVITE uses a similar approach but recommends task intents from the user
references to apps instead of recommending apps from the user expressions of task intents as in
MessageOnTap.
Specifically, for each app reference made by the user, a remote S OVITE server retrieves its
description from the Google Play store and calculates the sentence embeddings for the app store
description and the sample utterances of each supported task intent using a state-of-art pre-trained
Sentence-BERT model [238], which is a modified BERT network [69] that can derive semantically
meaningful sentence embeddings for calculating semantic relatedness. S OVITE is then able to
identify the most relevant task intent for the app by finding the task intent whose centroid of
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#

Breakdown Type

Example Scenario

User Repair Method with S O VITE

1

No error

Make a call to Amazon (in the
Phone app)

Not applicable

2

Intent: no intent matched (did
not understand the command)

Find something to eat (should
order food for delivery in Doordash)

Provide a reference to the correct app to use (and the screen
if needed)

3

Intent: wrong app used

Find a place for tonight (recognized as using OpenTable for
restaurant booking instead of
using Hilton for hotel booking

Provide a reference to the correct app to use (and the screen
if needed)

4

Intent: correct app, wrong
screen used

Book a ticket to New York
(recognized as booking a hotel room in Expedia instead of
booking a flight)

Provide a reference to the correct screen in Expedia to use

5

Slot: wrong item selected in a
menu

Buy an Iced Espresso from
Starbucks (the slot value recognized as “Espresso”)

Drag the highlight on the
screenshot to select the correct
item

6

Slot: wrong value extracted for
text input

Find the showtimes of The
Lego Movie (the slot value recognized as “The Lego”)

Click on the highlight on the
screenshot to modify the slot
value

7

Slot: slot value mismatched

Book an Uber ride to airport
from home (the starting location and the destination are
swapped)

Drag the highlight on the
screenshot to swap slot values

Table 7.1: The 6 breakdown types and a ”no error” type covered in the user study, an example scenario for
each type, and their corresponding user repair methods using S OVITE. All participants saw all 7 in random
order.

sentence embeddings of all its sample utterances has the highest cosine similarity with the sentence
embedding of the target app’s app store description. All this can be done in real-time as the user is
interacting with S OVITE.
When the user refers to a specific app screen, S OVITE uses a similar technique for finding
semantically relevant task intents. The only difference is that instead of using the sentence embeddings of app store descriptions, it uses the embeddings of all the text labels shown on the screen,
and computes their semantic relatedness with each supported task intent to find the most relevant
one.
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7.6

User Study

We conducted a remote user study3 to evaluate S OVITE. The study examined the following two
research questions:
RQ1: Can users understand and use S OVITE’s new features for identifying and repairing conversational breakdowns?
RQ2: Is S OVITE effective for fixing conversational breakdowns caused by natural language understanding errors in task-oriented agents?

7.6.1

Participants

We recruited 10 participants (2 identified as female, 8 identified as male, ages 25-41) for our study.
5 participants were graduate students in two local universities, and the other 5 worked at different
technical, administrative, or managerial jobs. All of our participants were experienced smartphone
users with more than 3 years of experience of using smartphones. 8 of the 10 participants (80%)
were active users of intelligent conversational agents such as Alexa, Siri, or Google Assistant.
Each participant was compensated $15 for an hour of their time.

7.6.2

Study Design

The remote study session with each participant lasted 30–40 minutes. After agreeing to the consent
form presented online and filling out a demographic survey, each participant received a short tutorial on S OVITE, which explained the S OVITE features discussed above. The participant was then
presented with the 7 tasks in random order. In each task, the participant saw an example conversation scenario that contained a user voice command and S OVITE’s response (i.e., each scenario tells
the participant “Assume you have said [utterance], and here is the agent’s response. You need
to identify whether the system’s understanding of the intent was correct and fix the breakdown using S OVITE when the understanding was incorrect”). The 7 tasks include one “no error” scenario
(Scenario 1), and 6 breakdown scenarios that cover different types of intent detection and slot value
extraction errors (Table 7.1). The participant then filled out a post-study questionnaire about their
experiences with S OVITE, and ended the study with a short interview with the experimenter.
The study was performed remotely using the Zoom video conference software. S OVITE ran on
a Pixel 2 XL phone running Android 8.0 with relevant third-party apps pre-installed. We streamed
3 The

study protocol was approved by the IRB at our institution.
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the screen display of the phone through a camera pointing at its screen, so that the remote participant could see and hear the output of the phone. The participant was able to control the phone
indirectly through the relay of the experimenter: the participant could point to a GUI widget on the
phone screencast with the mouse cursor, and ask the experimenter to click on the widget or enter
text into the widget on their behalf. The participant could also ask the experimenter to say something by speech to the phone, and the experimenter repeated the participant’s utterance exactly.
Since speech recognition errors were not a concern for this study, repeating the utterance was not
a confound.
Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic
This study was conducted in April 2020 in the midst of the COVID-19 global pandemic. Due
to health concerns, we were unable to conduct an in-person lab study as originally planned. Although in the remote study the participants were not able to directly control and speak to S OVITE,
we believe the results were still valid for the two research questions we asked. Specifically, the
study measured whether the users could come up with what to do in S OVITE when presented with
breakdown situations and whether these inputs were effective for breakdown repairs. We tried a
few third-party software tools for directly screencasting and remote controlling Android phones
but ran into stability and performance issues with them when sharing with remote participants;
therefore we used the camera method described above.
Note that this is not a Wizard-of-Oz study because the system was actually operating on the
participants’ utterances and actions—the experimenter just served as an intermediary since we
could not have the participants use the actual phone.

7.6.3

Results

Among the 70 scenario instances (10 participants × 7 scenarios), including 10 “no error” scenarios,
the participants correctly identified all 10 “no error” scenarios and discovered 57 out of 60 errors
(95%). Among the discovered errors, they successfully fixed all of them using S OVITE. The
participants failed to notice the error in two instances of Scenario 7 and one instance of Scenario
6. When asked to reflect upon their experience, the participants attributed all of these failure cases
to the “expectation of capabilities” problem, which we will describe in Section 7.7 below.
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Subjective Results
In a questionnaire after the study, we asked each participant to rate statements about S OVITE’s usability and usefulness on a 7-point Likert scale from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”. S O VITE

scored on average 6.1 (SD = 0.83) on “I find S OVITE helpful for fixing understanding errors

in conversational agents”, 6.4 (SD = 0.8) on “I feel S OVITE is easy to use”, and 6.3 (SD = 0.9) on
“I’m satisfied with my experience with S OVITE” Specifically for S OVITE’s individual features, the
participants rated 6.5 (SD = 0.81) on “The highlights on screenshots for task parameter values are
clear” and 6.2 (SD = 1.54) on “Dragging the highlights to fix parameter errors is natural.” These
results suggest that our participants were positive about the usability and usefulness of S OVITE.

7.7

Discussion

We observed some confusion over the highlight overlays in screenshot confirmations in the participants’ interactions with S OVITE. A few participants tried to interact with the other GUI components on the screenshots when they first encountered them. For example, in Scenario 4, P1 tried to
use the back button on the screenshot to switch to the “book flight” page. In Scenario 7, P2 was
looking for a “swap” button on the screenshot. However, after trying to interact with these GUI
components and receiving no response, they quickly realized that only the highlight overlays were
interactive on the screenshots and successfully repaired the breakdowns thereafter. The overlay
is not a common metaphor in interfaces—users are more familiar with static screenshots where
nothing is interactive, and actual GUIs where every element can be directly interacted with. The
overlay (also known as interaction proxy [304]) sits in between, where the user can specify actions
about an underlying GUI element (e.g., the value that should go into a textbox or the menu item
that should be selected) using direct manipulation, but not directly interact with these GUI elements. A future direction is to explore the design space of overlay interfaces to make them more
intuitive to use.
The “expectation of capabilities” problems [8, 19, 214] impacted the user’s capability to discover errors in S OVITE in some cases. For example, the visual clue for Scenario 7 was rather subtle
on the screenshot (i.e., the highlights for starting location and destination in Uber were swapped,
as shown in Figure 7.2). P7 missed this error and went with “OK” when S OVITE asked for confirmation. When asked about this instance after the study, P7 said “I didn’t expect it [the system] to
make this error. . . I thought the original utterance was clear, so when I saw two highlights saying
“home” and “airport” I didn’t carefully check the order since I assumed that the system would
get it right. . . I was more looking at if this was indeed the request ride screen in Uber.” Users may
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look more carefully at places where they expect errors to appear, but their expectations might not
always match the system’s behaviors. However, with S OVITE, once the user discovers an error,
it is straightforward what the cause of the error is and how to fix it, which is a significant improvement from the prevailing systems where the user needs to guess the cause of the error (which
is often inaccurate) and come up with the repair strategy to use (which is often ineffective as a
result) [19, 214].
Efficiency wise, we did not measure the time-on-task in the study due to the delays and overheads from running the study remotely. But from our observations, while adding some overhead to
the conversation, using S OVITE should still be more efficient than completing the tasks manually
in most cases. For example, completing the “order coffee“ task in Starbucks requires up to 14
clicks on 8 screens. In comparison, the user reads one GUI screenshot confirmation (and fixes the
errors, if any) in addition to speaking the initial utterance when using S OVITE for the same task.
Design Implications
S OVITE illustrates the effectiveness of presenting the system’s state of understanding in a way
closely matched to how the user would otherwise (i.e., not using speech) naturally approach the
problem to help with error discovery. While speech is a natural modality for interacting with
task-oriented agents, the technical limitations in natural language understanding and reasoning
capabilities limit its effectiveness in handling conversational breakdowns. App GUI screenshots
can serve as a good complement to natural language in this context.
An important underlying assumption in S OVITE’s strategy of using app GUI screenshots is that
users are familiar with the app GUIs. This is also the assumption of many prior interactive task
learning systems like [3,152,159,247]. S OVITE requires the user to have a mental model of “apps”
so that they understand how to complete their intended tasks through existing app GUIs. Today,
this assumption seems reasonable, given the high adoption rate of smartphones [45]. Most app
GUIs are designed to be easy-to-use with common design patterns [67], so users are likely able to
understand the screens even if they have never used the particular app before. Using app GUIs is
still by far the most common means through which the users access computing services. However,
it would be interesting to think about how this may change for certain user groups in some task
domains in the future. For example, are we going to see the conversational agents become “the
native interface” for some tasks and some user groups in the future, just as how GUIs replaced
command-line interfaces? In our opinion, the app-GUI-based approach used in S OVITE can be
a stepping stone to a more integrated speech-oriented agent in the future, which may eventually
transcend the app-oriented design of current smartphones.
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S OVITE’s design highlights the importance of consistency between how users fix the errors and
how they discover the errors. Once the users discover the errors (e.g., the wrong app was used, the
wrong screen was shown, the highlights are at wrong places, the slot values use the wrong parts
of the initial utterances, etc.), the ways to fix them are rather intuitive and obvious (e.g., saying
the correct app, pointing to the correct screen, dragging the highlights to the correct places, and
selecting the right parts of the initial utterances to be used in the slot values). This was noticed
and praised by many participants in our study. With S OVITE, the user no longer needs to guess the
strategy to fix the error (e.g., explain a word, replace words with synonyms, restructure the syntax)
like with prevailing systems when the error message was the generic “Sorry I didn’t understand”.

7.8

Limitations and Future Work

S OVITE currently does not handle task intents that span multiple apps (even though the underlying S UGILITE system does). Those intents are often higher-level intents that involve multiple
smaller sub-intents within individual apps and information exchange between them (e.g., “plan
a dinner party” can involve “find time availability for [people] in Calendar”, “make a restaurant reservation at [time]”, and “notify the [people] about the [reservation info]”.
An interesting future challenge is to design a new confirmation mechanism to clearly show the
system’s state of understanding for such cross-domain intents with increased complexity.
As discussed previously in Section 7.2.1, S OVITE only handles intent detection and slot value
extraction errors in natural language understanding. We hope to integrate S OVITE with the existing
mechanisms that handle other kinds of errors, such as voice recognition errors, task execution
errors (described in Section 3.3.3), and feedback generation errors.
S OVITE currently displays the full app GUI screenshots as a part of the conversation. As a
result, the screenshots are displayed in about half of their original size, making them harder to
read for the users. The highlight overlays for smaller GUI elements are also prone to the “fat finger” problem. To address this issue, one approach is to extend our model for extracting app GUI
screenshots so that it only displays parts of the screens that are most relevant to the underlying task
intents. This might be feasible as we already have a mechanism to determine the semantic relatedness between GUI screens and task intents, but it risks making it harder for users to understand the
context of the displayed portions. Another approach is to add support for zooming and panning
using familiar gestures such as pinch-to-zoom on the screenshots.
Another challenge is to better encode the semantics of app GUI screens for assisting natural
language understanding. S OVITE’s current mechanism only takes the text labels shown on GUIs
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into consideration. We can capture more comprehensive semantics of app GUI screens by leveraging the GUI layouts (e.g., the distance between elements [169] and design patterns [67, 183]),
control flows among GUI screens [168], and large collections of user interaction traces. The availability of large-scale GUI datasets like RICO [66] makes future experiments in this area feasible.
Chapter 9 discusses some of my work in this direction.
Lastly, the user-provided repairs in S OVITE only apply locally to the current dialog session.
In the future, we plan to develop mechanisms that allow the conversational agent to learn from
the user-provided repairs to improve its performance. The user’s expression of the actual intent
for their natural language command collected through S OVITE can be a highly valuable resource
for applying online learning (a machine learning approach that supports incremental learning using small batches of data) to improve the accuracy of the agent’s natural language understanding
models on the fly.

7.9

Chapter Conclusion

Conversational breakdown repairing in task-oriented dialogues is surprisingly little studied or handled by research or commercial intelligent agents. The lack of effective and robust breakdown
repair mechanisms significantly affects the adoption of these agents. By incorporating the S OVITE
interface, the S UGILITE system is able to better support users to effectively discover, identify the
causes of, and repair breakdowns caused by intent detection errors and slot value extraction errors.
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Chapter 8
Privacy in Sharing Demonstrated Scripts
8.1

Introduction

An important focus of this dissertation is on end-user development (EUD). The concept of EUD,
according to a popular definition, refers to programming activities to achieve results primarily
intended for personal, rather than public use [138]. It allows individual users to develop and
adapt systems according to their own needs and preferences [179]. Despite the “for-self-use” main
intention, sharing of the program artifacts is common in EUD (e.g., [186]). However, when sharing
EUD artifacts, users are often concerned about privacy: they do not want to leak any personal
information that may be embedded in the shared artifacts [152, 155].
This concern is particularly important in graphical user interface (GUI) based programming
by demonstration (PBD) systems such as S UGILITE. In such systems, end-user developers do
not directly author the programs, but instead, demonstrate one or more examples of the desired
system behaviors using the GUIs of target applications. From the demonstrations, the system
synthesizes a program that can invoke and control the target applications to perform tasks. As a
result, end-user developers have little knowledge or control about what has been included in the
resulting program, and therefore are hesitant about sharing them [31, 152, 155]. In the recent GUIbased PBD agents for task automation (e.g., S UGILITE [159] and VASTA [247]), the system not
only collects information about the exact demonstrated actions but also records rich contextual
information (e.g., the contents of the screens including the app’s responses) in order to better
infer the users’ intents from the demonstrations and to further generalize the resulting programs.
While these new mechanisms make the PBD more powerful, flexible and robust, they also increase
This chapter is modified from the conference paper: Toby Jia-Jun Li, Jingya Chen, Brandon Canfield, and Brad
A. Myers. Privacy-Preserving Script Sharing in GUI-based Programming-by-Demonstration Systems. In Proceedings
of the ACM on Human-Computer Interaction (CSCW 2020).
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Figure 8.1: Some examples of potential information leaks from the app GUIs. The red circles highlight
personal information directly displayed (e.g., name, point balance, order history, current address). The blue
circles highlight information that can be used for re-identification attacks (e.g., the user’s favorite teams and
the name of a nearby Starbucks location can be used for inferring the user’s location).

the likelihood of inappropriately including personal information in program artifacts, and make it
infeasible for end-user developers to manually scrutinize the program artifacts before sharing them,
since the collected contextual meta information is large in amount (averaging over 100 strings per
script in our tests) and not generally shown to users. Many information fields displayed in app
GUIs are dynamically generated based on the user’s personal information. Figure 8.1 shows some
examples of personal information displayed in app GUIs that may be included in PBD scripts.
Another constraint in removing personal information from program artifacts created from GUI
demonstrations is to preserve the scripts’ transparency, readability, robustness, and generalizability.
In task automation, it is important to enable users who plan to use a script shared by others to be
able to fully understand its behavior, so that they can (1) validate if the script actually fulfills their
needs, (2) identify any potentially dangerous or malicious operations in the script, and (3) modify
or extend the script when needed. As a result, the system should avoid unnecessary obfuscation
of the shared scripts that hinders transparency and readability. The system should also preserve
as much meta information from demonstrations as possible in shared scripts, since such metainformation is very useful for recovering from script execution errors, extending existing scripts,
and supporting effective parameterization in scripts (see more details in Section 8.3.2).
There is also the emerging challenge of preventing re-identification attacks [21, 77] when protecting identifiable personal information. In many cases, user identities and private information can
be re-identified by combining multiple seemingly innocent data sources. For example, knowing
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seemingly non-private information like the user’s local sports teams, the default Starbucks store,
and the estimated wait time for food delivery, one can infer the user’s location fairly accurately
(Figure 8.1 shows some examples). This is also known as a record linkage attack [278]. Prior approaches that mask only pre-specified types of explicit personal information (e.g., [62, 152, 285])
are not sufficient when dealing with re-identification attacks.
In this chapter, we present a new mechanism named P INALITE1 for privacy-preserving sharing
of GUI-based PBD task automation scripts in S UGILITE. P INALITE’s approach can identify and
obfuscate possible personal information at the time of sharing with minimal user intervention. This
approach collects and aggregates hashed text strings from app GUIs on users’ phones in everyday
use. This aggregated data allows our system to identify fields in end-user-developed scripts with
potentially personal information, and obfuscate their values by hashing. Unlike prior systems,
P INALITE works with third-party apps from any task domain without prior knowledge about the
app or the domain, and can process broad types of personal information beyond explicitly prespecified ones to protect against re-identification attacks. At runtime, the obfuscated fields can
be rebuilt locally using the script consumer’s app GUIs, which helps preserve the shared scripts’
transparency, readability, robustness, and generalizability.

8.2
8.2.1

Related Work
Sharing and Cooperations in End User Development

The sharing of PBD scripts has been discussed in prior work. Leshed et al. outlined two main
motivations for sharing end-user-developed PBD task automation scripts in CoScripter [152]: (i)
for tasks that are tedious and are performed frequently by many users, the main motivation is efficiency; and (ii) for tasks that are complex or hard to remember, the shared scripts are also used
as the medium for sharing how-to knowledge among users. A later field study of CoScripter
scripts [31] revealed that users had shared CoScripter scripts for automating a wide range of
work-related and non-work-related tasks, which affirmed the need for sharing end-user-developed
scripts. The same study also confirmed that making scripts that were mainly intended for self-use
be publicly available can lead to serendipitous reuse by others [31].
The privacy concern in PBD script sharing has been reported by several studies. Email and interview studies for CoScripter [152] showed that the privacy concern was a main barrier to sharing.
Participants reported that they decided to make scripts private because they worried about having
1 P INALITE

is named after a type of rock. It is also an acronym for Personal Information Nicely Anonymized
Leveraging Interface Trace Examples.
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personal information embedded in scripts. Studies and discussions for other PBD systems such as
ActionShot [155], RePlay [86], and S UGILITE [159] also identified similar privacy concerns. Another prior study investigated the privacy risks of running trigger-action EUD scripts for the script
users [267]. Our work focuses on the privacy risks of sharing PBD scripts for the script authors.
A few prior approaches have tried to address the privacy issue in sharing PBD scripts. CoScripter [152] used a “personal database” where end user developers could manually enter their
personal information such as name, phone number and email address. Whenever these entries
appear in the recorded scripts during demonstrations, they are replaced with named variables.
During execution, these named variables are populated with data from the script consumer’s personal database. A significant drawback of this approach is that it requires users to manually create
personal databases, which requires significant effort. Personal databases also only cover the most
common and the most obvious types of personal information, and only handle situations where
database entries show up as exact string matches in the shared scripts. Another approach is to
display operations in a script as a list of textual steps (e.g., ActionShot [155]) or in visual programming blocks (e.g., Rousillon [50] and Helena [49]) before sharing, and have users check if any
personal information is included. This approach also requires manual intervention from users, and
is not scalable to recent PBD systems [159, 164, 167, 247] that collect a large amount of contextual information along with the operations. In contrast, P INALITE seeks to minimize user effort, to
cover a wide range of explicit and implicit personal data, and to support processing GUI contextual
meta information embedded in automation scripts.
The tailoring of software artifacts is another important aspect of cooperative EUD. Some prior
work in this area focused on the cooperation between end users, and sometimes professional developers or “local experts” during the development process (e.g., [90, 186, 216, 291]), which we do
not consider in this chapter. In the scope of this chapter, we assume the development is done individually. Pipek and Kahler proposed three levels of intensity of user ties in collaborative tailoring
(“shared use”, “shared context”, and “shared tool”) [232]. The scenarios discussed in this chapter
fall into the “shared use” level, where “the common denominator for cooperation” is the tool usage
itself [232]. Each shared script can automate a type of task by invoking and controlling an app (or
multiple apps) that both the script author and the script consumer have. The script author and the
script consumers do not share the same task instances, the same workspace, or the same context,
nor is there any data exchange between them besides the script itself.
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8.2.2

Identifying Personal & Private Information in Data Sharing

Our approach is also related to prior literature from the privacy and security research communities on detecting personal information leaks in shared data. For example, systems like PrivacyProxy [257], Agrigento [62], MobiPurpose [125], and LeakDoctor [285] detect leaks of personal
information by analyzing the contents of outbound network packets. Agrigento [62] and LeakDoctor [285] used black-box differential analysis, where they test if the outbound network traffic
changes when values for personal information of interest (e.g., user id, location) are changed. This
approach will work with any app, but can only protect a list of pre-specified common types of
personal information (e.g., location, user id), not the non-obvious ones we discussed in Section 8.1
(e.g., the user’s reward point balance and the user’s order history as shown in Figure 8.1). TaintDroid [78] labels data from privacy-sensitive sources (e.g., GPS, contacts) and tracks how they
flow within apps and leave the system, which also only works with limited pre-specified common
types of personal information. Systems like SUPOR [114] detect sensitive information from user
text inputs in mobile apps using natural language processing (NLP) techniques. This approach also
only deals with pre-specified common types of personal information. Those methods are limited
when dealing with the long-tail of uncommon types of personal information, and can be prone
to re-identification attacks [21, 77]—the way to identify the user by combining multiple pieces of
seemingly less-sensitive information.
P INALITE’s approach for identifying personal information leaks is similar to the approach used
in PrivacyProxy [257] – both systems identify potential personal and private information based
on the uniqueness of the data. This approach does not limit the types of personal information
that can be detected, providing coverage for more types of personal information. Compared with
PrivacyProxy, which identifies private information in network traffic packets, P INALITE uses a
new approach of estimating uniqueness for information shown on app GUIs (more details in Section 8.4.4). P INALITE also rebuilds obfuscated information at runtime on the script consumer’s
side using GUI information from the script consumer’s local apps (see Section 8.4.6).
Another way to protect personal information is to monitor when, how, and what granularity
of personal information is accessed and shared by apps [170]. This approach requires instrumenting each individual app, which is not scalable for our use case because we want to handle PBD
scripts made with any arbitrary third-party app. In contrast, since P INALITE focuses on information extracted from the GUIs of apps, it does not require any special modification on target apps,
and should work with most native Android apps (with a few exceptions, such as apps with custom
graphic engines like games).
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Figure 8.2: A simple example GUI, its corresponding UI snapshot graph, and some example possible data
description queries for button 1 on the graph (highlighted in red).

8.3

Background

The implementation of P INALITE builds on the S UGILITE system described in this dissertation.
This section summarizes the key characteristics of S UGILITE scripts and their corresponding metadata, and the possible types of privacy leaks in them, providing the background for the design,
development, and evaluation of our approach.

8.3.1

S UGILITE Scripts

S UGILITE scripts support task automation using the GUIs of Android mobile apps (e.g., to automate ordering coffee using the Starbucks app). Each script consists of a collection of operations,
conditionals, and their corresponding metadata. In most cases, an operation represents an action to
be performed on the GUI of an app, such as CLICK (click on a GUI element X) and SET TEXT
(set the value of the text field of a GUI element X to Y). For those operations, the first arguments
(X in the previous two examples) are used for identifying the target GUI elements from current
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screens for performing the actions (more details in Section 8.3.2). Some operations also have additional arguments (e.g., the second argument of a SET TEXT operation specifies the String content
that the value of the target GUI element’s text field should be set to). There are also a few types
of special operations that do not represent actions on the GUI, such as READ OUT (read the text
field of a GUI element out loud), EXTRACT VALUE (assign a variable using the value of the text
field of a GUI element), and PAUSE (pause for X seconds or until the user signals to continue).
A script can have parameters (e.g., the size of coffee and the type of coffee for a coffee-ordering
script). Each parameter may have a list of possible values (e.g., “tall”, “grande” and “venti” for size
in the Starbucks app). The parameters and their possible values are extracted from GUIs during
the demonstrations, as explained in Chapter 3.
Operations are linked and executed sequentially unless there is a conditional. A conditional IF
includes one or two (with an ELSE clause) branches and a Boolean expression. At runtime, the
execution depends on the evaluation result of the Boolean expression, which can involve constants
or variables. The values of variables can be either provided before the script execution, during the
script execution through extracting values from GUIs, or from the result of executing a subscript.
(see Chapter 5 for full details on conditionals and variables in S UGILITE scripts)

8.3.2

Data Descriptions and GUI Snapshot Graphs

In programming by demonstration, the main challenge is to infer the user’s intent as explained in
Chapter 4. From a recorded action, the system needs to determine the user’s intent in performing
that action so that the system can perform the desired action in a different context in the future.
This process is known as creating a data description [65, 175]. For GUI-based PBD systems, data
descriptions are often queries that can identify the correct target GUI element on which to perform
the actions from all of the screen contents [163]. In our case, S UGILITE uses graphs to represent
the GUI screen contents, and represents data descriptions as graph queries. Such graphs are called
UI snapshot graphs in S UGILITE. A main challenge for P INALITE is to identify and anonymize
personal information in the UI Snapshot graphs. This section summarizes the characteristics and
design rationale of UI Snapshot graphs. More details can be found in Chapter 4.
Figure 8.2 shows a simple example GUI, its corresponding UI snapshot graph, and a few different example queries for describing the same button in the GUI. Each graph consists of a collection
of edges represented as triples denoted as (s, p, o). The subject s and the object o are two entities, and the predicate p is a directed edge from s to o representing a relation. Each GUI element
(known as a view in Android) is represented as an entity in the graph. They are connected to
entities that represent the properties of the GUI elements, such as class types (e.g., button, check-
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Figure 8.3: An example S UGILITE script for paying off the credit card balance using the American Express
app. The screenshot (a) shows the user-readable descriptions for the operations, and the screenshot (b)
shows the raw source of the script. The red triangles point to data description queries that include the user’s
bank account information. The screenshot (c) shows the corresponding app screen for the data description
query.
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box, textbox—called HAS CLASS NAME), on-screen bounding box coordinates (HAS SCREEN LOCATION), text labels (HAS TEXT), whether the elements are clickable, scrollable or focused
(IS CLICKABLE, IS SCROLLABLE, and IS FOCUSED), and app-developer-assigned view IDs
(HAS VIEW ID). The entities for GUI elements are also connected to each other based on their hierarchical relationship (i.e., HAS PARENT and HAS CHILD) and spatial relationship (e.g., ABOVE,
BELOW, LEFT) in the current GUI layout. S UGILITE also extracts some basic semantic relations
for String entities in the graph that have easily identifiable structures (e.g., CONTAINS PRICE,
CONTAINS DATE). S UGILITE’s UI snapshot graphs are generated from the hierarchical UI trees
provided by Android’s Accessibility API, but this approach should also apply to other types of
hierarchical mobile, desktop, or web GUI representations (e.g., the DOM tree in HTML).
The UI snapshot graphs at the time of demonstrations are saved and stored with their corresponding operations and data description queries in S UGILITE scripts for a few reasons: first, they
are needed to support the parameterization of scripts. In S UGILITE, parameters and their possible
values are identified using a combination of the user’s natural language utterance and the app GUIs
during the demonstration. For example, suppose the user selects an option with text “venti” from
a menu during a demonstration for a task with a spoken command “order a venti cappuccino.”
S UGILITE would identify “venti” as a parameter in the utterance, link it to the corresponding GUI
action in the demonstration, and extract other items in the same menu (e.g., “grande” and “tall”)
as alternative possible values for this parameter from the UI snapshot graph.
Second, UI snapshot graphs are used to help with modifying and extending existing scripts.
When the user needs to, for example, switch a data description query in use (e.g., Figure 8.2 shows
three different data description queries that can be used to refer to the same UI element, the user
may want to switch from one to another in an existing script), the original UI snapshot graph can be
used to generate possible alternative data description queries, and validate the new data description
query to ensure that it matches the user’s intended target UI element for the action (described in
detail in Chapter 4).
Third, UI snapshot graphs are also used for error recovery in case of execution errors. During
the automation execution, when the system cannot find the target UI element for the next operation
using the original data description query, the system will verify if the phone is on the correct
screen of the app by comparing the current UI snapshot with the saved UI snapshot from the
original demonstration. If the phone is at a different screen, it indicates a previously unseen new
app state (or the app’s UI has changed), so the system will prompt the user to demonstrate what to
do in this new situation. For example, the Uber app will show a confirmation screen during price
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surges. If this new screen was not seen during the demonstration (as determined by comparing the
UI snapshot graphs), the user can show how to handle this new situation by demonstration.

8.3.3

Sources of Personal Information Leaks

This section explains possible sources of potential information leaks in shared S UGILITE scripts
and their embedded UI snapshot graphs using examples.
Data Description Queries
HAS TEXT and HAS CONTENT DESCRIPTION queries used in data descriptions may contain
personal information of the script author. HAS TEXT is used when the target UI element for an
operation is identified using its displayed text string (the text field), and HAS CONTENT DESCRIPTION is used when the target UI element is identified using its contentDescription
field, which is often used as the accessibility alt-text label for graphical UI elements. In many
app GUIs, the contents for these fields are dynamically generated with the script author’s personal
information (e.g., account number, name, address—Figure 8.1 shows a few examples). Therefore,
when data description queries containing them used in the operations are subsequently shared with
other users, the personal information is leaked. Figure 8.3 shows an example data description
query that leaks a script author’s personal information. The data description queries include the
last four digits of the user’s bank account number, therefore the system needs to obfuscate personal
information used in data description queries prior to sharing the script.
Parameter Values
Another possible source of personal information leaks is the list of possible values for parameters.
As explained in Section 8.3.2, S UGILITE infers the possible values for parameters from app GUIs
when the script author chooses an item from a menu by extracting the alternative items that the
script author could have chosen from the same menu. Therefore, personal information can be
leaked when these items are personal to the script author. For example, when a script author records
the “pay off the credit card balance” script (shown in Figure 8.3), an operation can be choosing the
bank account. The PBD system can infer “bank account” as a parameter, and include all the stored
accounts, which are private to the script author, as possible values for this parameter in the script.
To prepare the script for sharing, the system needs to obfuscate such personal information from all
parameters’ list of possible values.
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UI Snapshot Graph Texts
As explained in Section 8.3.2, the UI snapshot graph for an app screen contains all the text strings
visible on the screen. Even when the corresponding UI elements are not operated on, the text
strings can still get included in the shared script to support future script modification and error
handling. Although the UI snapshot graph is usually hidden from the script consumer, we do not
want there to be the possibility that a script consumer could extract it. Therefore, the system also
needs to examine the stored UI snapshot for each operation and obfuscate all potential personal
information before sharing a script.

8.3.4

Threat Model

We assume the authors of shared scripts are anonymized, and the main goal of the attackers is to
obtain enough personal information about the script authors to identify them. We assume the developers of the underlying apps used for demonstrations are generally honest and well-intentioned.
The local storage of P INALITE, the client-server communication, and the server storage are all
encrypted using state-of-art techniques. The attackers are able to access all the shared scripts, as
well as upload a small number of scripts each with a small number of text fields to the server for
the server-computed hash values before the server-side anomaly detection mechanism blocks them
(see discussions in Sections 8.4.4 and 8.6).

8.4

Our Approach

In order to preserve user privacy in sharing end-user-developed scripts in GUI-based PBD systems,
we present a new mechanism that can identify and mask potential personal and private information.
To achieve this, we identified the following design goals:
1. The approach should require minimal user effort and intervention. In particular, it should not
require script authors to manually tag personal information from a large amount of collected
data.
2. The approach should retain the transparency, readability, robustness, and generalizability of
the original scripts wherever possible.
3. The approach needs to detect and protect a wide range of common and uncommon, explicit
and implicit types of personal information. Some of personal information may be previously
unknown to the system, and dynamically generated by third-party apps.
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Figure 8.4: The diagram shows the pipeline of how our approach collects and aggregates information entries
in an example third party app, uses those to compute the uniqueness for information entries before sharing
a script, and obfuscates potential personal information in the shared script.

4. The approach should work with PBD scripts on general task domains on existing nonmodified third-party app GUIs without the system having prior knowledge about the task
domain or the underlying apps.
5. To ensure data security, sensitive personal information should not leave the user’s device
(that is, the private data should stay on the phone and not be sent to the server storing scripts
or, even worse, to another person’s phone).

8.4.1

Overview

Figure 8.4 illustrates the pipeline of our approach. On a high level, P INALITE identifies potential
information in a PBD script based on the uniqueness of the information among app users. Intuitively, if a piece of information has been seen by most users, it is likely to be public, otherwise,
it is possibly personal. In GUI-based PBD systems, we consider an “information entry” to be a
combination of a content (i.e., a string), and its app context (i.e., the context in the app where this
string appeared). Section 8.4.2 will discuss more why we define an information entry this way, and
how we extract them from apps.
To determine the uniqueness of information entries, P INALITE collects and aggregates information entries in third-party mobile apps from many users in the background (Step 1 in Figure 8.4).
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Potential personal information on GUIs should be different for different users (e.g., everyone
should have different balance, account numbers, addresses, etc. in the Amex app), but other information should stay the same (e.g., the ”next” button and the ”contact us” phone number in an
app). To protect user privacy, P INALITE only collects the hashes of information entries, which
are sufficient for determining their uniqueness. The details of this process and the definition of
“uniqueness” used in our approach are described in Section 8.4.4.
Before sharing a script, P INALITE uploads the hashes of all information entries in the script
(Step 2 in Figure 8.4). The server computes and returns the uniqueness of all these information
entries (Step 3 in Figure 8.4). The information entries that are more unique are considered likely
personal, and therefore obfuscated using hashes by default. But the script author can also manually
label and unlabeled personal information through an interactive interface. Once the author confirms
that all personal information is correctly obfuscated, they can go ahead and share the script (step 4
in Figure 8.4).
After a different user, who we will call the script consumer, downloads a script to their personal device, P INALITE supports rebuilding obfuscated fields in the script locally using the GUI
contents from the corresponding target apps on the script consumer’s phone. This improves the
transparency, readability, and robustness of shared scripts, and allows the script consumer to take
advantage of the existing parameterization in the script. Section 8.4.6 will discuss this topic in
more detail.

8.4.2

Information Entries as App Context-Content Pairs

In GUI-based PBD systems, the personal information in the scripts comes from the GUIs of the
target apps. Potential personal information displayed on app GUIs can get included in the data description queries, the possible parameter values, and the UI snapshot graphs during the demonstration, as discussed in Section 8.3.3. While some kinds of GUI-displayed information are explicitly
private on their own (e.g., user phone numbers), others are only private when accompanied by the
contexts of app GUIs. For example, the string “New York” showing up on the checkout screen of
the Starbucks app can be personal and private information since it gives away the user’s location,
but the same string showing up on the home screen of NYC Transit app is not personal because
the app would display the string “New York” for all of its users. Even a phone number might not
be private information when it belongs to a business. For example, every user will see the same
phone number when visiting the “Contact Us” page in the Amex app.
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Therefore, in P INALITE, we consider an information entry as a combination of a content and
its app context, and use the uniqueness of such information entries to determine whether they are
likely personal information.
In the implementation, the collected app context contains the unique identifier of an app: package name and the unique identifier of a screen within an app: activity name. During the background
data collection and the recording of a script, P INALITE’s client-side software collects all text strings
visible on the screen along with their app contexts as app context-content pairs. That is, an app
context-content pair denotes “the information X is displayed on the screen Y in the app Z.”

8.4.3

Background Data Collection

After P INALITE’s client-side software is installed on a user’s phone, and given the appropriate
permissions, it begins collecting information in the background, which it sends to the server (Step
1 in Figure 8.4). On each user’s phone, when not recording, the client-side software collects app
context-content pairs (defined in Section 8.4.2) in the background for the current app running on
the phone, and uploads the hash values of them to the server (the hashes are computed locally).
Our implementation uses the SHA-512 hash algorithm for all our hash functions. It is a one-way
hash function, which means that is practically infeasible to derive the original string from the
hash value. The uploaded data are labeled with the user’s Android Advertising ID [96], which
is an anonymous, user-specific, unique, and resettable user ID. The server keeps a count of the
number of unique users with identical information entries (i.e., how many users have seen the
same information on the same screen of an app) and the number of unique users with the same app
context (i.e., how many users have visited the same screen of an app).
To preserve user privacy, the user only sends out the hashes of the app context and the contents
in information entries, so neither any app content nor the app usage can be recovered from the
uploaded data. For an information entry, the user only uploads hash(app context, content) to the
server, so that the plain values of private information do not leave the user device. When receiving
the user-uploaded hashes of information entries, the server applies another level of server-side hash
with an encrypted salt before storing them (i.e., the data stored on the server for an information
entry is hash0 (hash(app context, content), salt). This prevents dictionary attacks [230] (i.e., the
attacker enumerates the hashes of all possible content values—for example, if the attacker guesses
that one of the hash values in an uploaded app UI snapshot may represent the user’s city, they
can enumerate the hashes for all possible city names, and compare if any matches a hash in the
uploaded app UI snapshot) and rainbow table attacks [220] (similar to the dictionary attack, but the
attacker looks up a pre-computed table of hash values for strings up to a certain length consisting
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of a certain set of characters), because even the attackers got access to the hashes, they would not
be able to decrypt the data because they cannot compute hashes offline without the encrypted salt.

8.4.4

Identifying Personal Information for PBD Script Sharing

The next step is to identify personal information in scripts. P INALITE uses the uniqueness of
an information entry among all users of the same to determine if it is likely to be personal. As
described in Section 8.4.3, the server collects and aggregates hashed information entries from
app GUIs of many users. Information entries that only appear on one or a very small number
of users’ devices are likely personal, while entries that appear across devices of many users are
likely not. An advantage of this approach is that it makes re-identification attacks difficult. It not
only protects common types of explicit personal information, but also identifies and masks any
information entries that are non-common among users. As a result, information entries that are
classified as non-personal are those shared by the majority of users. Therefore it would be very
difficult to re-identify a user using these information entries.
Before sharing a script, P INALITE’s client-side software for the script author first queries for
the uniqueness of each information entry in the script (Step 2 in Figure 8.4). For each entry, it sends
out hash(app context, content) in the query to the server. The server then computes the salted hash
value hash0 (hash(app context, content), salt) using the encrypted salt, and counts the number of
unique users with the identical information entries (i.e., the number of users who have seen this
information on this screen in this app) and the number of unique users who have had the same app
context (i.e., the number of users who have been to this screen in this app).
With these counts, the server computes the uniqueness of each information entry by estimating
the probability of a user has seen the same content given the user has been in the same app context.
The details of the process are described below:
Let’s define the observed number of unique users F(E,U, a, c) as the number of users in a
dataset of information entries E who have had the identical app context-content pair (a, c) from
the user set U of all the users that have contributed to E:
F(E,U, a, c) =

∑ [∃e ∈ E : (usere = u) ∧ (app contexte = a) ∧ (contente = c)]

u∈U

Similarly, we define the observed number of unique users G(E,U, a) as the number of users in
a dataset of information entries E who have had the same app context a from the user set U of all
the users that have contributed to E:
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G(E,U, a) =

∑ [∃e ∈ E : (usere = u) ∧ (app contexte = a)]

u∈U

Therefore, for an app context-content pair (a, c), the server can calculate the observed frequency H(E,U, a, c) of the users who had the app context-content pair (a, c) in all the users who
have had the app context a:
H(E,U, a, c) =

F(E,U, a, c)
G(E,U, a)

The result of H(E,U, a, c) estimates the probability that a user has seen the content c given that
the user has been in the app context a. The server uses this estimated probability to indicate the
uniqueness of the content c in the app context a.
Lastly, the server tests if this probability meets a pre-specified threshold t using the one-tailed
exact test of goodness-of-fit [196]. The null hypothesis is that (a, c) does not meet the uniqueness
threshold t—the probability of a user has seen the content c when the user has been in the app
context a is greater than t, and the alternative hypothesis is that the probability of a user has seen
the content c when the user has been in the app context a is less than or equal to t.
If the result indicates that the probability is less than or equal to t with statistical significance2 ,
we consider the app context-content pair (a, c) to potentially contain user personal information that
needs to be obfuscated. Specifying a smaller t lowers the risk of false negatives (i.e., classifying
personal information as non-personal) in the shared script, especially when the sample population
is skewed (see Section 8.6 for the detailed discussion). However, it increases the likelihood of false
positives (i.e., classifying non-personal information as personal), and specifically, requires a larger
number of users to collect UI snapshots from before non-personal information can be confidently
identified.
For example, at t = 0.5 (which means that for an information entry to be non-personal, at least
a half of users who have been to this screen of this app should have seen the same information), our
approach requires collected UI snapshots from 5 unique users (with the threshold of significance
p < 0.05) that all have seen the same information before it can label this information entry as
non-public. Before that, it would classify everything as potentially personal.

8.4.5

The Interactive Interface

When the script author chooses to share a script, P INALITE first identifies personal information
in the script using the method described above in Section 8.4.4, and then displays the result in an
2 We

used p < 0.05 in our implementation.
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Figure 8.5: The result of processing the script shown in Figure 8.3. The left side shows the review interface
for the script author, where the identified personal information is highlighted in red. The right side shows
the source of the processed script, where the content of identified personal information is replaced by its
hash.
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interactive interface (shown in Figure 8.5a). For information entries that have been classified as
public, the interface displays them in plain text, and highlights them in blue. Those that have been
classified as potentially personal are marked as “hidden text” and highlighted in red. The script
author can review the script to be uploaded, and manually label or unlabel private information as
needed by clicking on them.
If an information entry is labeled as public, it will be included in the shared script in plain text,
otherwise, the shared script will include its encrypted salted hash (hash0 (hash(app context,
content), salt)). Server-computed salted hashes are used for obfuscating the shared scripts in order
to prevent dictionary attacks and rainbow table attacks, as discussed in Section 8.4.3. Once the
script author confirms the script, P INALITE will upload the obfuscated script to the server for
sharing.

8.4.6

Rebuilding Scripts with Obfuscated Information by Script Consumers

For S UGILITE scripts, obfuscating string values in data description queries or parameter values by
hashing does not necessarily prevent executing scripts with hash values in data descriptions. Data
description queries in S UGILITE compare the equality of string references in the query (e.g., click
on the button that has text “next”) with text labels of GUI elements on the screen. With hashed
values, the comparison can still be done on the server-side, because the hash values in the scripts
are originally computed by the server using the encrypted salt. P INALITE’s client-side software
can send the hashed UI snapshot to the server during the script execution, from which the server
can return which, if any, of the elements on the current UI snapshot matches the hashed query.
However, in practice, the script execution using only equality checks often fails for the consumers of shared scripts when the data description queries contain the hash values of string contents
that are personal to the original script author. When S UGILITE executes an action, it will not be
able to find the target UI element because the string content used in the data description query can
match anything in the app on the script consumer’s phone. For example, the script in Figure 8.3
will not work with a different user, because the new user presumably does not have an account with
the same account number. Therefore the system needs to rebuild the obfuscated data descriptions
using the script user’s local information.
There are some additional motivations for rebuilding obfuscated data descriptions: first, it
helps improve script transparency. It allows script consumers to understand script behaviors, to
check to see if the script fits the script consumer’s needs, and allows the script consumer to modify
and extend the scripts when needed. Second, as discussed earlier, comparing salted hash values
can only be done on the server-side. Rebuilding the obfuscated fields in scripts allows the script
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consumer to execute them on the consumer’s phone without help from the server. Lastly, when the
script parameter values are personal to the script author, rebuilding them on the script consumer’s
side allows the script consumers to take advantage of the parameterization with their own personal
options. For example, a script consumer can replace the data description query in the highlight
operation in the screen shown in Figure 8.3 with their own account numbers, and use them as
possible parameter values for the parameter “account number” so that this script can be used for
all of the script consumer’s bank accounts.
Rebuilding Obfuscated Fields
Here we explain how P INALITE rebuilds the obfuscated fields in shared scripts locally on the
consumer’s phone. In the earlier example shown in Figure 8.3, when a script author records a
script that pays off the credit card balance using the Amex app, one step is to choose an account
to pay from. This action is recorded as “Click on the LinearLayout that has the text ‘Checking
Account ...1234 in Amex”. Since the author chooses this account from a menu that also contains
options for the author’s other accounts, the PBD system can recognize “account” as a parameter,
and save the other account options as possible values for this parameter so that this script can later
be used for paying off the credit card balance using the other accounts (see more details about the
script parameterization process in Chapter 3). However, when P INALITE prepares the script for
sharing, both the original data description text (“Checking Account ...1234”) and the alternative
options will be obfuscated because these information entries are all personal to the script author.
When script consumers download this script, all they can see is “Click on the LinearLayout that
has hidden text in Amex” (shown in Figure 8.5a). Under the hood, the hidden text represents a
salted hash of the original text in the source, as shown in Figure 8.5b. This script will not execute
correctly, because the script consumer would not have an account whose text label matches the
hash of the original account text label of the script author. The parameter mechanism would be
broken too for the same reason.
A prerequisite to our solution is to add a step in the script recording mechanism on the script
author’s side. Each time the script author demonstrates an operation, in addition to generating the
main data description that best reflects the script author’s intention, the recording mechanism also
extracts an alternative data description query that uses no potential personal information on app
GUIs. As explained in Section 8.3.2, each app screen is represented as a GUI snapshot graph.
Therefore, the alternative data description needs to be a graph query that (1) uniquely identifies the
target UI element in the graph, and (2) does not use the (HAS TEXT) relation on strings containing
any potential personal information. For the credit card payment example used above, an alterna-
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tive to the original data description “Click on the TextView that has the text ‘Checking Account
(...1234) in Amex” can be “Click on the first TextView in the ListView below the TextView that
has the text “Choose Bank account” in Amex.” In this alternative query, the text “Choose Bank
account” is not personal, because everyone who has visited the account selection screen in the
Amex app can see the same text on the screen.
On the script consumer’s phone, P INALITE rebuilds the script at the runtime using the script
consumer’s local app GUI information. When executing a script, when S UGILITE reaches the
account selection menu, it cannot find any screen element with text that matches the hash value in
the script. At this time, the system uses the previously generated alternative data description query
to locate the account selection menu on the screen, replaces the “hidden text” data description with
the new value (e.g., “Checking Account (...2345)” found locally on the consumer’s phone from
the matched UI element, and extracts other menu options from the GUI (e.g., “Saving Account
(...3456)”) to be used as the new possible parameter values for this specific script consumer. This
allows the script consumer to see the data description queries revealed in the script (e.g., the script
consumer’s own account information for the script in Figure 8.5 instead of “hidden text”), and to
take advantage of the parameterization in the script using their own personal information.
An underlying assumption of this approach is that the S UGILITE operates on the script consumer’s personal device, and the script consumer does not share the device with others. Our
approach assumes that the script consumer should have access to any information the system sees
in app GUIs locally on their phone, and therefore the information can be safely used to rebuild the
script consumer’s personal copy of the automation script. Similarly, other people should not have
access to the script consumer’s personal copy of the script stored locally on the phone, since it may
contain the script consumer’s personal information.

8.5

Evaluation

We evaluated our approach on three research questions:
RQ1 How accurate is P INALITE’s approach in identifying personal information in GUI-based
PBD scripts?
RQ2 How well can script consumers understand the shared scripts after they are obfuscated using
P INALITE?
RQ3 How comfortable do script authors feel about sharing their scripts with P INALITE?
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We investigated the first question through an accuracy evaluation, and the last two questions
through a lab user study.

8.5.1

Accuracy of Identifying Potential Personal Information

Method
We selected 15 popular Android apps from various task domains in the Google Play Store. For each
app, we came up a task that (1) reflects the main purpose of the app, (2) is reasonable to be automated using an agent, and (3) interacts with some personal information of the user. We performed
each task with 5 different “simulated users”, and collected the corresponding information entries
from these UI snapshots. For each simulated user, We created a new app account using different a
profile, and spoofed a new GPS location. (Note that we did not select, for example, banking apps
and medical apps in this evaluation because it was difficult to create new accounts for simulated
users in these apps.) We then created a S UGILITE script for each target task by demonstration, and
used P INALITE to identify personal information in the script with the uniqueness threshold t = 0.5.
For each script, we extracted all of the information entries contained in its data description
queries, parameter values, and UI snapshots. We evaluated the performance of our approach on
these scripts in terms of precision (the fraction of information entries that contain personal information among the ones classified as “potentially personal”), recall (the fraction of information
entries that contain personal information that were correctly classified as “potentially personal”),
and accuracy (the fraction of information entries that were correctly classified) of identifying personal information by comparing the result against expert human judgments. We used two experts to independently label whether each information entry contains any personal information.
The two judges reached substantial agreement [144], with the percent of agreement = 87.8% and
Cohen0 s κ = 0.63.
Results and Discussion
Table 8.1 reports the result of the evaluation. First of all, note the large number of strings in each
script (column n), ranging from 42 to 193 strings—too many for script authors to comfortably
review manually. All 15 scripts included some personal information of the script author (column
npersonal ). Our approach achieved a perfect recall—that is, all personal information entries were
indeed correctly identified as potentially personal, and therefore obfuscated. No personal information was leaked in the processed scripts in our evaluation. This result suggests that our approach is
adequate in preserving the script author’s personal information in end-user developed PBD scripts.
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App

Task

n

npersonal

Recall

Prec.

Accu.

Starbucks

Order a cup of coffee for pick up

58

11

1

0.38

0.83

Uber

Request a ride

128

35

1

0.74

0.69

Marriott

Book a hotel room

140

8

1

0.44

0.93

Papa John’s

Order a pizza for delivery

142

5

1

0.19

0.85

AccuWeather

Check the current weather

59

3

1

0.17

0.75

OpenTable

Make a restaurant reservation

116

12

1

0.26

0.71

Kayak

Book a flight

89

21

1

0.51

0.78

AMC Theatres

Buy a movie ticket

91

6

1

0.12

0.53

Zillow

Check the homes for sale in the area

42

4

1

0.25

0.71

Lyft

Request a ride

68

37

1

0.86

0.85

Cinemark Theatres

Buy a movie ticket

193

9

1

0.11

0.60

Chipotle

Order food for pickup

136

34

1

0.89

0.94

Yahoo! Sports

Check sports scores

86

13

1

0.34

0.71

Dunkin’

Order a drink for pick up

76

19

1

0.83

0.95

Uber Eats

Order food for delivery

63

13

1

0.41

0.73

Table 8.1: The result of the evaluation, showing the app name, the task, the number of information entries
collected (n), the number of information entries that contained personal information (npersonal ), the recall,
the precision, and the accuracy for each script.

On the other hand, the precision of our approach was lower in some task domains. That is,
our approach sometimes classifies non-personal information as personal information. This tradeoff was a deliberate design decision we made—our approach seeks to minimize false negatives
by not limiting to pre-specified common types of personal information such as phone numbers,
email addresses, and birthdays. Instead, it by default obfuscates all “unique” information, defined
as information that is not seen by most people who have visited the same screen in the same app.
This approach ensures a higher degree of privacy for users. A trade-off of this approach is that it
may introduce false positives by obfuscating information that people might not consider private.
When we looked into the false positives in our evaluation, they were mostly (1) personalized
recommendations and advertisements—fields that show different contents for different users such
as movie recommendations in AMC and Cinemark apps; and (2) dynamic information that depends
on the time and location, such as the temperature readings in AccuWeather, the available timeslots
for restaurants in OpenTable, the date selections in Marriott, and the latest sports news in Yahoo!
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Sports. It is also worth noting that these kinds of false positives are unlikely to impact the function
and the usability of the shared PBD scripts. These fields are almost never used in data descriptions
for script actions, and are rarely useful for script generalization and error handling because they
are not consistent across multiple instances of script execution.
Our approach successfully identified many kinds of uncommon and seemingly innocent personal information that may be combined for re-identification attacks, such as the address of and
the distance to nearby locations in Starbucks, Papa John’s, and AMC Theatres, the addresses of
nearby real estate properties in Zillow, the amount of reward points in Starbucks and Marriott, the
names of local sports teams in Yahoo! Sports, and the past order history of the script author in
Uber Eats. This was in addition to the common types of explicit personal information identified in
the scripts such as the script author’s name in greetings (“Good morning, Bob”), the stored script
author’s home address, and the script author’s account name. When labeling the ground truth for
personal information, we did not count information entries that may only reveal the script author’s
personal information with some prior domain knowledge, such as a product offering that is only
available to users in a certain region, and a menu option that only shows up for users with certain
reward status. In our metric, those were counted as false positives, but they were protected using
our approach nevertheless.

8.5.2

User Study

Participants
We recruited 16 participants (5 identified as female, 11 identified as male, ages 21–32) for our
user study. The user study session for each user lasted around 30-40 minutes. We compensated
the participants $15 for their time. Most (75%) participants were students at local universities.
The others worked different technical, administrative, or managerial jobs. Among the participants, there were 4 (25%) non-programmers (i.e., those who have done none or only very light
programming such as writing Excel functions), 5 (31.3%) novice programmers (i.e., those who
have taken 1-2 college-level computer science classes, or with equivalent expertise, but have little
“real-world” programming experience), and 7 (44%) more experienced programmers. 5 (31.3%)
participants had some prior experiences with PBD systems (e.g., macro recorders in MS Office and
Adobe software), while the other 11 participants (68.7%) had no prior experience with PBD.
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Methods
For each study session, after obtaining the proper consent and having the participant fill out a demographic survey, we gave the participant a short tutorial on the general concept of GUI-based
PBD, and how S UGILITE works using its published tutorial video3 . After the tutorial, we investigated RQ2: How well can script consumers understand the obfuscated scripts?
We gave each participant 3 tasks in random order. The goal of the tasks was to simulate the
experience of understanding a shared script for a script consumer. For each task, the participants
saw an obfuscated script like in Figure 8.5a. We used the Amex example shown in Figure 8.5,
and the Uber and Dunkin’ scripts that were also used in the accuracy evaluation (Table 8.1). The
participants saw screens of running the script on the phone of a simulated user different from the
script author (so that the screens would show different contents in the personal information fields).
The user experience in this process should be identical to that when a script user downloads and
executes a shared script using P INALITE. We used a simulated user profile instead of having
the participants create new user profiles in the study in order to avoid accidentally collecting any
actual personal information from the participants. We then asked the participant to tell us what
the purpose of the script was, and what the “hidden text” represented in the script. Finally, each
participant rated if it was easy for them to understand what each script does.
Following the tasks, we moved to answering RQ3 (How comfortable do script authors feel
about sharing their scripts with P INALITE?) using a questionnaire. We first described the concept of uniqueness in our approach, explained the guarantee that our approach provides (for an
information entry to be non-personal, at least a half users who have been to this screen of this app
should have seen the same information), and showed the review interface using the Amex script
example. We did not have the participants demonstrate new scripts because (1) we wanted to exclude the factor of the usability of S UGILITE’s recording mechanism (which has been evaluated in
Chapter 3) from this study; and (2) we wanted to avoid accidentally collecting any actual personal
information from the participants. Each participant then filled out a questionnaire on how much
they trusted the system as a script author, how comfortable they were with sharing scripts in our
system, and whether the review interface was clear about what information is hidden and what
information is revealed in shared scripts. Finally, we ended the session with an informal interview
on their thoughts about our approach. We specifically asked if they had any privacy concerns with
our approach, and whether they could think of any scenarios where they would not be comfortable
sharing scripts processed with our approach.
3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KMx7Ea6W6AQ
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Results and Discussion
The results for RQ2 are encouraging. Our participants found the obfuscated scripts easy to understand. After completing the 3 tasks of understanding obfuscated shared scripts, they on average
rated 4.69 out of 5 (standard error of the mean σx̄ = ±0.12) on a 5-point Likert scale for the
statement “I find it easy to understand what each script does”, and on average rated 4.44 out of 5
(σx̄ = ±0.19) for the statement “The script representation is useful for me to determine if the script
serves my needs” in the questionnaire.
In the interview, the participants confirmed our hypothesis that script consumers would like to
review the scripts from others before executing them. For example, P9 agreed they “were concerned about using others’ scripts, [and they wanted to check] whether that contains the virus or
other unwanted hidden procedures.” However, several participants, although finding the current
representation clear and easy-to-understand, also thought it to be too difficult to go through the
entire script. P15 said, “...there must be some easier way to do it.” P3 and P12 also worried
that some words used in the script representation (e.g., “TextView” and “LinearLayout”) were too
technical for end users (both P3 and P12 were experienced programmers). These findings identified the research opportunity of designing an easier-to-use script representation of PBD scripts
specifically for script consumers. But overall, participants did not have much of a problem with
the transparency of the scripts with obfuscated fields. They found it easy to understand the purpose
of each script and what each “hidden text” might represent as a script consumer, with the help of
referencing the GUIs of the underlying third-party apps.
The results for RQ3 are also generally positive. 14 (87.5%) participants reported that they felt
comfortable sharing their personal scripts with others using our approach in the study. 14 (87.5%)
participants found the script review interface (shown in Figure 8.5a) clear about what information
was private and what information was public in the scripts. However, there were 2 participants
who reported that they could not trust P INALITE to protect their personal information.
Some of the distrust originated from the sensitivity of certain task domains. For example, in
the interview, P1 reported, “I might not let a virtual agent do the task related to my bank account.”
but was comfortable sharing scripts in other task domains with P INALITE. Another participant
who reported distrust in our system, P6, said, “It is not about this mechanism or app, I just don’t
trust technology in general,” and later added, “but sharing with friends is acceptable.” A few
other participants, while comfortable with sharing scripts with the public using P INALITE, also
mentioned that scripts shared only with friends can have different standards for privacy. P4 and
P7 wanted to include more personalizations in their scripts to make them more effective for their
friends to use. P4 said, “I want to share with my friends about ...(some customization of coffee)
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since I think my recipe is delicious. But that information would be definitely hidden with your
mechanism.” Lastly, a few participants reported non-privacy-related concerns about script sharing.
P4 was not sure if his scripts are effective enough for other people to use, and P13 said “... I don’t
want to be responsible for the performance of my scripts.”

8.6

Limitations

Our current approach has some limitations. First, the current version of P INALITE only processes
textual information. It can not identify and obfuscate personal information from visual information
in images, or other multimedia forms. This limitation does not pose a problem when working
with the current version of the underlying S UGILITE PBD system. S UGILITE, like many other
GUI-based PBD systems such as CoScripter [152], PLOW [3], and ActionShot [155] do not use
information about the contents of images and other multimedia forms in scripts. So they do not
collect any visual information in their scripts. But for our approach to work with vision-based PBD
systems (e.g., Sikuli [299] and HILC [120]), it would need to be able to identify and obfuscate
visual information as well.
Second, P INALITE also does not consider situations where the layout of an app encodes personal information. For example, suppose a layout structure in an app only shows up for users in
a specific user group (e.g., the entire “loan” menu in a banking app only shows up for users with
outstanding loans), then the presence of references to this GUI layout structure in the alternative
queries used for rebuilding scripts may reveal personal information about the script author.
Third, when testing whether the uniqueness of an information entry meets the threshold t, we
assume that the population of sample users is independent. This assumption can be a problem
when the sample population is very significantly skewed. Let’s look back at the example in Section 8.4.2, the string “New York” on the checkout screen of the Starbucks app should be identified
as potential personal information, as it gives away the script author’s current city. However, if the
system encounters a skewed sample population where the vast majority of users are actually from
New York, the system may classify it as a non-personal information entry, and therefore reveal
it by default in future shared scripts. One way to mitigate this problem is to impose more strict
thresholds for t and for the p value used in the statistical test. But this comes with the trade-off
of having more false negatives (non-personal information classified as personal information). It is
worth noting that this limitation only affects “less differentiating” personal information such as the
current city, gender, and country when the sample population is significantly skewed. More sen-
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sitive information such as names, exact addresses, account numbers will not be impacted because
these are more likely to be unique among the users.
Fourth, P INALITE uses a server-side salted hash approach (see Section 8.4.4) to prevent dictionary attacks. The attackers cannot decrypt obfuscated personal information by comparing the
hashes appeared in scripts against offline-computed hashes for a large number of possible values
because computing hashes requires access to the encrypted salt. The server can control the access
to the salted hash function and block abnormal requests (e.g., those with abnormally large numbers
of strings, or from clients with too many requests). However, for fields with only a few possible
values (e.g., gender), it is still possible for an attacker to enumerate all possible values in the server
requests without being detected and blocked. But this problem will not affect more sensitive personal information fields like names, exact addresses, and account numbers, which have larger numbers of possible values. In our threat model (Section 8.3.4), we assume that the authors of shared
scripts are anonymized, and the main goal of the attackers is to obtain enough personal information about the script authors to identify them. Therefore, fields with only a few possible values are
not very useful (e.g., knowing a script author is a female Starbucks app user between 25-39 is not
sufficient for identifying her). Since shared scripts are anonymized, and hashes are computed with
app contexts (i.e., the same string will result in different hash values when appearing in different
apps, or different screens within the same app), the attackers are not able to link information across
multiple scripts to further deanonymize the script author either. However, when the identity of the
script author is known, such as when a script author directly shares a P INALITE-obfuscated script
with others, potential sensitive information with a small number of possible values (e.g., gender
and age group) may get compromised when the attackers try enumerating the possible options with
the P INALITE server to obtain their hashes.
In practice, P INALITE can also be combined with other methods to support identifying potential
personal information at a finer granularity. For example, one can use the “personal database”
method used in CoScripter [152] to manually blacklist specific fields known to contain personal
information (e.g., gender), and use regular expressions to explicitly identify personal information
with fixed structures like email addresses and phone numbers. This would allow the system to
obfuscate these fields using named types like “hidden email address” and “hidden user name”
instead of the generic “hidden information”, further improving the readability and generalizability
of shared scripts.
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8.7

Future Work

The current version of P INALITE addresses the privacy-preserving sharing of individual scripts.
For the future, it would be interesting to explore aggregating scripts for similar tasks from multiple
users. This would allow us to collect data about task automation procedures on different phones
in various environments, and create more robust scripts that can handle differences in target app
versions, screen layouts, phone usage contexts, and task parameters. Prior to the introduction of
an effective privacy-preserving mechanism, we cannot collect runtime data of GUI-based PBD
systems which contain actual script contents in the background, since the contents may contain the
script author’s personal information. With P INALITE, it may be feasible to extract runtime data of
GUI-based PBD systems in the background, which would allow the PBD system to collect more
data for aggregation purposes.
Another interesting future research direction is to better communicate with the script authors
and the script users about the data they may share and the privacy expectations associated with
sharing these data. This should help users become more comfortable with participating in the
background data collection and sharing their scripts, while making informed decisions on whether
to share a script and whether to mask/unmask a field in a shared script at the script review stage.

8.8

Chapter Conclusion

This chapter presents a new mechanism, called P INALITE, for identifying and obfuscating possible
personal information in S UGILITE scripts based on the uniqueness of information entries in app
GUIs. By collecting hashed samples of GUI screens from users, P INALITE is able to determine
if a piece of information is likely personal by estimating the probability that a user has seen this
information when that the user has visited this screen in the app. P INALITE’s approach can also replace the obfuscated fields in a shared script locally using the script consumer’s app GUI contents,
preserving the transparency, readability, robustness, and generalizability of the original script.
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Chapter 9
The Semantic Representation of GUIs
9.1

Introduction

With the rise of data-driven computational methods for modeling user interactions with graphical
user interfaces (GUIs), the GUI screens have become not only interfaces for human users to interact
with the underlying computing services, but also valuable data sources that encode the underlying
task flow, the supported user interactions, and the design patterns of the corresponding apps, which
have proven useful for AI-powered applications. For example, programming-by-demonstration
(PBD) intelligent agents such as S UGILITE and others (e.g. [247]) use task-relevant entities and
hierarchical structures extracted from GUIs to parameterize, disambiguate, and handle errors in
user-demonstrated task automation scripts. E RICA [67] mines a large repository of mobile app
GUIs to enable user interface (UI) designers to search for example design patterns to inform their
own design. Kite [168] extracts task flows from mobile app GUIs to bootstrap conversational
agents.
Semantic representations of GUI screens and components, where each screen and component
is encoded as a vector (known as the embedding), are highly useful in these applications. The
representations of GUI screens and components can be used to also represent other entities of
interest. For example, a task in an app can be modeled as a sequence of GUI actions, where each
action can be represented as a GUI screen, a type of interaction (e.g., click), and the component
that is interacted with on the screen. An app can be modeled as a collection of all its screens,
or a large collection of user interaction traces of using the app. Voice shortcuts in mobile app
deeplinks [11] can be modeled as matching the user’s intent expressed in natural language to the
This chapter is modified from the conference paper: Toby Jia-Jun Li, Lindsay Popowski, Tom M. Mitchell, and
Brad A. Myers. Screen2Vec: Semantic Embedding of GUI Screens and GUI Components. In Proceedings of the 2021
CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI 2021).
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target GUI screens. The representation of the screen that the user is viewing or has previously
viewed can also be used as the context to help infer the user’s intents and activities in predictive
intelligent interfaces. The semantic embedding approach represents GUI screens and components
in a distributed form [20] (i.e., an item is represented across multiple dimensions) as continuousvalued vectors, making it especially suitable for use in popular machine learning models.
However, existing approaches of representing GUI screens and components are limited. One
type of approach solely focuses on capturing the text on the screen, treating the screen as a bag of
words or phrases. For example, the original S UGILITE system (Chapter 3) uses exact matches of
text labels on the screen to generalize the user demonstrated tasks. The S OVITE interface (Chapter 7) uses the average of individual word embedding vectors for all the text labels on the screen to
represent the screen for retrieving relevant task intents. This approach can capture the semantics
of the screen’s textual content, but misses out the information encoded in the layout and the design
pattern of the screen, and the task context encoded in the interactivity and meta-data of the screen
components.
Another type of approach focuses on the visual design patterns and GUI layouts. E RICA [67]
uses an unsupervised clustering method to create semantic clusters of visually similar GUI components. Liu et al.’s approach [183] leverages the hierarchical GUI structures, the class names of GUI
components, and the visual classifications of icons to annotate the design semantics of GUIs. This
type of approach has been shown to be able to determine the category of a GUI component (e.g.,
list items, tab labels, navigation buttons), the “UX concept” semantics of buttons (e.g., “back”,
“delete”, “save”, and “share”), and the overall type of flow of screens (e.g., “searching”, “promoting”, and “onboarding”). However, it does not capture the content in the GUIs—two structurally
and visually similar screens with different content (e.g., the search results screen in a restaurant
app and a hotel booking app) will yield similar results.
There have been prior approaches that combine the textual content and the visual design patterns [171,226]. However, these approaches use supervised learning with large datasets for specific
task objectives. Therefore they require significant task-specific manual data labeling efforts, and
their resulting models cannot be used in different downstream tasks. For example, Pasupat et
al. [226] create an embedding-based model that can map the user’s natural language commands to
web GUI elements based on the text content, attributes, and spatial context of the GUI elements.
Li et al.’s work [171] describes a model that predicts sequences of mobile GUI action sequences
based on step-by-step natural language descriptions of actions. Both models are trained using large
manually-annotated corpora of natural language utterances and the corresponding GUI actions.
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We present a new self-supervised technique (i.e., the type of machine learning approach that
trains a model without human-labeled data by withholding some part of the data, and tasking the
network with predicting it), called Screen2Vec, for generating more comprehensive semantic
representations of GUI screens and components using their textual content, visual design and layout patterns, and app context meta-data. Screen2Vec’s approach is inspired by the popular
word embedding method Word2Vec [202], where the embedding vector representations of GUI
screens and components are generated through the process of training a prediction model. But
unlike Word2Vec, Screen2Vec uses a two-layer pipeline informed by the structures of GUIs
and GUI interaction traces and incorporates screen- and app-specific metadata.
The embedding vector representations produced by Screen2Vec can be used in a variety
of useful downstream tasks such as nearest neighbor retrieval, composability-based retrieval, and
representing mobile tasks. The self-supervised nature of Screen2Vec allows its model to be
trained without any manual data labeling efforts—it can be trained with a large collection of GUI
screens and the user interaction traces on these screens such as the R ICO [66] dataset.
Along with this chapter, we also release the open-source1 code of Screen2Vec as well as a
pre-computed Screen2Vec model trained on the R ICO dataset [66] (more in Section 9.2.1). The
pre-computed model can encode the GUI screens of Android apps into embedding vectors off-theshelf. The open-source code can be used to train models for other platforms given the appropriate
dataset of user interaction traces.
Screen2Vec addresses an important gap in prior work about computational HCI research.
The lack of comprehensive semantic representations of GUI screens and components has been
identified as a major limitation in prior work in GUI-based interactive task learning (e.g., [167,
247]), intelligent suggestive interfaces (e.g., [52]), assistive tools (e.g., [27]), and GUI design aids
(e.g., [149, 268]). Screen2Vec embeddings can encode the semantics, contexts, layouts, and
patterns of GUIs, providing representations of these types of information in a form that can be
easily and effectively incorporated into popular modern machine learning models,
This chapter makes the following contributions:
1. Screen2Vec: a new self-supervised technique for generating more comprehensive semantic embeddings of GUI screens and components using their textual content, visual design,
layout patterns, and app meta-data.
2. An open-sourced GUI embedding model trained using the Screen2Vec technique on the
R ICO [66] dataset that can be used off-the-shelf.
1A

pre-trained model and the Screen2Vec source code are available at: https://github.com/tobyli/
screen2vec
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Figure 9.1: The two-level architecture of Screen2Vec for generating GUI component and screen embeddings. The weights for the steps in teal color are optimized during the training process.

3. Several sample downstream tasks that showcase the model’s usefulness.

9.2

Our Approach

Figure 9.1 illustrates the architecture of Screen2Vec. Overall, the pipeline of Screen2Vec
consists of two levels: the GUI component level (shown in the gray shade) and the GUI screen
level. We will first describe the approach at a high-level here, and then explain the details in
Section 9.2.2.
The GUI component level model encodes the textual content and the class type of a GUI component into a 768-dimensional2 embedding vector to represent the GUI component (e.g., a button,
a textbox, a list entry, etc.). This GUI component embedding vector is computed with two inputs:
(1) a 768-dimensional embedding vector of the text label of the GUI component, encoded using
a pre-trained Sentence-BERT [238] model; and (2) a 6-dimensional class embedding vector that
represents the class type of the GUI component, which we will discuss in detail in Section 9.2.2.
The two embedding vectors are combined using a linear layer (Section 9.2.2), resulting in the
768-dimensional GUI component embedding vector that represents the GUI component. The class
embeddings in the class type embedder and the weights in the linear layer are optimized through
training a Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) prediction task: for each GUI component on each
screen, the task predicts the current GUI component using its context (i.e., all the other GUI com2 We decided to produce 768-dimensional vectors so that they can be directly used with the 768-dimensional vectors

produced by the pre-trained Sentence-BERT model with its default settings [238].
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ponents on the same screen). The training process optimizes the weights in the class embeddings
and the weights in the linear layer for combining the text embedding and the class embedding.
The GUI screen level model encodes the textual content, visual design and layout patterns,
and app context of a GUI screen into an 1536-dimensional embedding vector. This GUI screen
embedding vector is computed using three inputs: (1) the collection of the GUI component embedding vectors for all the GUI components on the screen (as described in the last paragraph),
combined into a 768-dimension vector using a recurrent neural network model (RNN), which we
will discuss more in Section 9.2.2; (2) a 64-dimensional layout embedding vector that encodes
the screen’s visual layout (details later in Section 9.2.2); and (3) a 768-dimensional embedding
vector of the textual App Store description for the underlying app, encoded with a pre-trained
Sentence-BERT [238] model. These GUI and layout vectors are combined using a linear layer
(Section 9.2.2), resulting in a 768-dimensional vector. After training, the description embedding
vector is concatenated on, resulting in the 1536-dimensional GUI screen embedding vector (if
included in the training, the description dominates the entire embedding, overshadowing information specific to that screen within the app because the RICO dataset does not include interaction
traces that go across multiple apps). The weights in the RNN layer for combining GUI component
embeddings and the weights in the linear layer for producing the final output vector are similarly
trained on a CBOW prediction task on a large number of interaction traces (each represented as a
sequence of screens). For each trace, a sliding window moves over the sequence of screens. The
model tries to use the representation of the context (the surrounding screens) to predict the screen
in the middle.

9.2.1

Dataset

We trained Screen2Vec on the open-sourced R ICO3 dataset [66]. The R ICO dataset contains
interaction traces on 66,261 unique GUI screens from 9,384 free Android apps collected using a
hybrid crowdsourcing plus automated discovery approach. For each GUI screen, the R ICO dataset
includes a screenshot image (that we did not use in Screen2Vec) and the screen’s “view hierarchy” in a JSON file. The view hierarchy is structurally similar to a DOM tree in HTML; it starts
with a root view, and contains all its descendants in a tree. The node for each view includes the
class type of this GUI component, its textual content (if any), its location as the bounding box on
the screen, and various other properties such as whether it is clickable, focused, or scrollable, etc.
Each interaction trace is represented as a sequence of GUI screens, as well as information about
3 Available

at: http://interactionmining.org/rico
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which (X, Y) screen location was clicked or swiped on to transit from the previous screen to the
current screen.

9.2.2

Models

This section explains the implementation details of each key step in the pipeline shown in Figure 9.1.
GUI Class Type Embeddings
To represent the class types of GUI components, we trained a class embedder to encode the class
types into the vector space. We used a total of 26 class categories: the 22 categories that were
present in [183], one layout category, list and drawer categories, and an “Other” category. We
classified the GUI component classes based on the classes of their className properties and,
sometimes, other simple heuristic rules (see Table 9.1). For example, if a GUI component is an
instance of EditText (i.e., its className property is either EditText, or a class that inherits
from EditText), then it is classified as an Input. There are two exceptions: the Drawer and the
List Item categories look at the className of the parent of the current GUI component instead
of the className of itself. A standard PyTorch embedder (torch.nn.Embedding4 ) maps
each of these 26 discrete categories into a continuous 6-dimensional vector. The embedding vector
value for each category is optimized during the training process for the GUI component prediction
tasks so that GUI components categories that are semantically similar to each other are closer
together in the vector space.
GUI Component Context
As discussed earlier, Screen2Vec uses a Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) prediction task [202]
for training the weights in the model, where for each GUI component, the model tries to predict it
using its context. In Screen2Vec, we define the context of a GUI component as its 16 nearest
components. The size 16 is chosen to balance the model performance and the computational cost.
Inspired by prior work on the correlation between the semantic relatedness of entities and the
spatial distance between them [169]. We tried using two different measures of screen distance
for determining GUI component context in our model: EUCLIDEAN, which is the straight-line
minimal distance on the screen (measured in pixels) between the bounding boxes of the two GUI
components; and HIERARCHICAL, which is the distance between the two GUI components on
4 https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/generated/torch.nn.Embedding.html
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GUI Component
Advertisement

Associated Class Type
AdView,
HtmlBannerWebView,
AdContainer

GUI Component
Layouts

Bottom Navigation

Button Bar

Card

BottomTabGroupView,
BottomBar
CardView

Drawer (Parent)
Image

DrawyerLayout
ImageView

Date Picker
Image Button

Input

EditText,
SearchBoxView,
AppCompatAutoComplete
TextView, TextView1
MapView
NumberPicker
ViewPagerIndicatorDots,
PageIndicator,
CircileIndicator,
PagerIndicator
SeekBar
ToolBar, TitleBar,
ActionBar
WebView

List Item (Parent)

Others category and
ancestor is
List(Parent)

Others

Map View
Number Stepper
Pager Indicator

Slider
Tool Bar
Web View

List Item

CheckBox

Multi-Tab
On/Off Switch
RadioButton

Associated Class Type
LinearLayout,
AppBarLayout,
FrameLayout,
RelativeLayout,
TableLayout
ButtonBar
CheckBox,
CheckedTextView
DatePicker
ImageButton,
GlyphView,
AppCompatButton,
AppCompatImageButton,
ActionMenuItemView,
ActionMenuItemPresenter
ListView,
RecyclerView,
ListPopupWindow,
TabItem, GridView
SlidingTab
Switch
RadioButton,
CheckedTextView

TextButton
Video

Button2 , TextView3
VideoView

Drawer Item

Others category and
ancestor is
Drawer(Parent)
...

1

The property editable needs to be TRUE.
The GUI component needs to have a non-empty text property.
3 The property clickable needs to be TRUE.
2

Table 9.1: The 26 categories (including the “Others” category) of GUI class types we used in Screen2Vec
and their associated base class names. Some categories have additional heuristics, as shown in the notes.
This categorization is adapted from [183].
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the hierarchical GUI view tree. For example, a GUI component has a distance of 1 to its parent
and children and a distance of 2 to its direct siblings.
Linear Layers
At the end of each of the two levels in the pipeline, a linear layer is used to combine multiple vectors
and shrink the combined vector into a lower-dimension vector that contains the relevant semantic
content of each input. For example, in the GUI component embedding process, the model first
concatenates the 768-dimensional text embedding with the 6-dimensional class embedding. The
linear layer then shrinks the GUI component embedding back down to 768 dimensions. The linear
layer works by creating 774 × 768 weights: one per pair of input dimension and output dimension.
These weights are optimized along with other parameters during the training process, so as to
minimize the overall total loss (loss function detail in Section 9.2.3).
In the screen embedding process, a linear layer is similarly used for combining the 768dimensional layout embedding vector with the 64-dimensional GUI content embedding vector
to produce a new 768-dimensional embedding vector that encodes both the screen content and the
screen layout.
Text Embeddings
We use a pre-trained state-of-art Sentence-BERT model [238] to encode the text labels on each GUI
component and the Google Play store description for each app into 768-dimensional embedding
vectors. This Sentence-BERT model, which is a modified BERT network [69], was pre-trained
on the SNLI [37] dataset and the Multi-Genre NLI [286] dataset with a mean-pooling strategy, as
described in [238]. This pre-trained model has been shown to perform well in deriving semantically
meaningful sentence and phrase embeddings where semantically similar sentences and phrases are
close to each other in the vector space [238].
Layout Embeddings
Another important step in the pipeline is to encode the visual layout pattern of each screen. We
use the layout embedding method from [66], where we first extract the layout of a screen from its
screenshot using the bounding boxes of all the leaf GUI components in the hierarchical GUI tree,
differentiating between text and non-text GUI components using a different color (Figure 9.2).
This layout image represents the layout of the GUI screen while abstracting away its content and
visual specifics. We then use an image autoencoder to encode each image into a 64-dimensional
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Figure 9.2: Screen2Vec extracts the layout of a GUI screen as a bitmap, and encodes this bitmap into
a 64-dimensional vector using a standard autoencoder architecture where the autoencoder is trained on the
loss of the output of the decoder [66].

embedding vector. The autoencoder is trained using a typical encoder-decoder architecture, that is,
the weights of the network are optimized to produce the 64-dimensional vector from the original
input image that can produce the best reconstructed image when decoded.
The encoder has input dimension of 11,200, and then two hidden layers of size 2,048 and 256,
with output dimension of size 64; this means three linear layers of sizes 11, 200 → 2, 048, 2, 048 →
256, and 256 → 64. These layers have the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [215] applied, so the
output of each linear layer is put through an activation function which transforms any negative input
to 0. The decoder has the reverse architecture (three linear layers with ReLU 64 → 256, 256 →
2, 048, and 2, 048 → 11, 200). The layout autoencoder is trained on the process of reconstructing
the input image when it is run through the encoder and the decoder; the loss is determined by the
mean squared error (MSE) between the input of the encoder and the output of the decoder.
GUI Embedding Combining Layer
To combine the embedding vectors of multiple GUI components on one screen into a single fixedlength embedding vector, we use a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN): The RNN operates similarly
to the linear layer mentioned earlier, except it deals with sequential data (thus the “recurrent” in
the name). The RNN we used was a sequence of the same linear layer, except with the additional
input of a hidden state. The GUI component embeddings are fed into the RNN in the pre-order
traversal order of the GUI hierarchy tree. For the first input of GUI component embedding, the
hidden state was all zeros, but for the second input, the output from the first serves as the hidden
state, and so on, so that the nth input is fed into a linear layer along with (n − 1)th output. The
overall output is the output for the final GUI component in the sequence, which encodes parts of
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all of the GUI components, since the hidden states could pass on that information. This allows
screens with different numbers of GUI components to have vector representations that both take
all GUI components into account and are of the same size. This RNN combiner is trained along
with all other parameters in the screen embedding model, optimizing for the loss function (detail
in Section 9.2.3) in the GUI screen prediction task.

9.2.3

Training Configurations

In the training process, we use 90% of the data for training and save the other 10% for validation.
The models are trained on a cross entropy loss function with an Adam optimizer [135], which is
an adaptive learning gradient-based optimization algorithm of stochastic objective functions. For
both stages, we use an initial learning rate of 0.001 and a batch size of 256.
The GUI component embedding model takes about 120 epochs to train, while the GUI screen
embedding model takes 80–120 epochs depending on which version is being trained5 . A virtual
machine with 2 NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPUs can train the GUI component embedding model in about
72 hours, and train the GUI screen embedding model in about 6-8 hours.
We used PyTorch’s implementation of the CrossEntropyLoss function6 to calculate the
prediction loss. The CrossEntropyLoss function combines negative log likelihood loss (NLL
Loss) with the log softmax function:

CrossEntropyLoss(x, class) = NLL Loss(logSo f tmax(x), class))
= −log(

exp(x[class])
)
∑c exp(x[c])

= −x[class] + log ∑c exp(x[c])
In the case of the GUI component embedding model, the total loss is the sum of the cross
entropy loss for the text prediction and the cross entropy loss for the class type prediction. In calculating the cross entropy loss, each text prediction was compared to every possible text embedding
in the vocabulary, and each class prediction was compared to all possible class embeddings.
In the case of the GUI screen embedding model, the loss is exclusively for screen predictions.
However, the vector x does not contain the similarity between the correct prediction and every
screen in the dataset; instead, we use negative sampling [201, 202] so that we do not have to recal5 The

version without spatial information takes 80 epochs; and the one with spatial information takes 120.

6 https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/generated/torch.nn.CrossEntropyLoss.html
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culate and update every screen’s embedding on every training iteration, which is computationally
expensive and prone to over-fitting. In each iteration, the prediction is compared to the correct
screen and a sample of negative data that consists of: a random sampling of size 128 of other
screens, the other screens in the batch, and the screens in the same trace as the correct screen, used
in the prediction task. We specifically include the screens in the same trace to promote screenspecific learning in this process: This way, we can disincentive screen embeddings that are based
solely on the app7 , and emphasize having the model learn to differentiate the different screens
within the same app.

9.2.4

Baselines

We compared Screen2Vec to the following three baseline models:
Text Embedding Only
The TextOnly model replicates the screen embedding method used in S OVITE 7. It only looks
at the textual content on the screen: the screen embedding vector is computed by averaging the
text embedding vectors for all the text found on the screen. The pre-trained Sentence-BERT
model [238] calculates the text embedding vector for each text. With the TextOnly model,
screens with semantically similar textual contexts will have similar embedding vectors.
Layout Embedding Only
The LayoutOnly model replicates the screen embedding method used in the original R ICO paper [66]. It only looks at the visual layout of the screen: it uses the layout embedding vector
computed by the layout autoencoder to represent the screen, as discussed in Section 9.2.2. With
the LayoutOnly model, screens with similar layouts will have similar embedding vectors.
Visual Embedding Only
The VisualOnly model encodes the visual look of a screen by applying an autoencoder (described in Section 9.2.2) directly on its screenshot image bitmap instead of the layout bitmap. This
baseline is inspired by the visual-based approach used in GUI task automation systems such as
VASTA [247], Sikuli [299], and HILC [120]. With the VisualOnly model, screens that are
visually similar will have similar embedding vectors.
7 Since

the next screen is always within the same app and therefore shares an app description embedding, the
prediction task favors having information about the specific app (i.e., app store description embedding) dominate the
embedding.
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9.2.5

Prediction Task Results

We report the performance on the GUI component task and the GUI screen prediction task of the
Screen2Vec model, as well as the GUI screen prediction performance for the baseline models
described above.
Table 9.2 shows the top-1 accuracy (i.e., the top predicted GUI component matches the correct
one), the top-0.01% accuracy (i.e., the correct GUI component is among the top 0.01% in the
prediction result), the top-0.1% accuracy, and the top-1% accuracy of the two variations of the
Screen2Vec model on the GUI component prediction task, where the model tries to predict the
text content for each GUI component in all the GUI screens in the R ICO dataset using its context
(the other GUI components around it) among the collection of all the GUI components in the R ICO
dataset.
Model

Top-1
Accuracy

S2V-EUCLIDEAN-text
S2V-HIERARCHICAL-text

0.443
0.588

Top
0.01%
Accuracy
0.619
0.687

Top
0.1%
Accuracy
0.783
0.798

Top 1%
Accuracy

Top 5%
Accuracy

Top 10%
Accuracy

0.856
0.849

0.885
0.878

0.901
0.894

Table 9.2: The GUI component prediction performance of the Screen2Vec(S2V) model

Similarly, Table 9.3 reports the accuracy of the Screen2Vec model and the three baseline
models (TextOnly, LayoutOnly, and VisualOnly) on the task of predicting GUI screens,
where each model tries to predict each GUI screen in all the GUI interaction traces in the R ICO
dataset using its context (the other GUI screens around it in the trace) among the collection of all
the GUI screens in the R ICO dataset. For the Screen2Vec model, we compare two versions:
one that encodes the locations of GUI components and the screen layouts and one that does not
consider such spatial information. A higher accuracy indicates that the model is better at predicting
the correct screen.
We also report the normalized rooted mean square error (RMSE) of the predicted screen embedding vector for each model, normalized by the mean length of the actual screen embedding
vectors. A smaller RMSE indicates that the top prediction screen generated by the model is, on
average, more similar to the correct screen.
From the results in Table 9.3, we can see that the Screen2Vec models perform better than
the baseline models in top-1 and top-k prediction accuracy. Among the different versions of
Screen2Vec, the versions that encode locations of GUI components and the screen layouts per-
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form better than the one without spatial information, suggesting that such spatial information is
useful. The model that uses the HIERARCHICAL distance performs similarly to the one that uses
the EUCLIDEAN distance in GUI component prediction, but performs worse in screen prediction.
In the Sample Downstream Tasks section below, we will use the Screen2Vec-EUCLIDEANspatial info version of the Screen2Vec model.
As we can see, adding spatial information dramatically improves the Top-1 accuracy (by 10x)
and Top-0.01% accuracy (by 2x). But the improvements in Top 0.1% accuracy, Top 1% accuracy,
and normalized RMSE are smaller. We think the main reason is that aggregating the textual information, GUI class types, and app descriptions is good for representing the high-level “topic” of a
screen (e.g., a screen is about hotel booking because its text and app descriptions talk about hotels,
cities, dates, rooms etc.), hence the good top 0.1% and 1% accuracy and normalized RMSE for
the“no spatial info” model. But these types of information are not sufficient for reliably differentiating the different types of screens needed (e.g., search, room details, order confirmation) in the
hotel booking process because all these screens in the same app and task domain would contain
“semantically similar” text. This is why the spatial information is helpful in identifying the top-1
and top-0.01% results.
Interestingly, the baseline models beat the “no spatial info” version of Screen2Vec in normalized RMSE: i.e., although the baseline models are less likely to predict the correct screen,
their predicted screens are, on average, more similar to the correct screen. A likely explanation to
this phenomenon is that both baseline models use, by nature, similarity-based measures, while the
Screen2Vec model is trained on a prediction-focused loss function. Therefore Screen2Vec
does not emphasize making more similar predictions when then the prediction is incorrect. However, we can see that the Screen2Vec-layout+locations version of Screen2Vec performs better than the baseline models on both the prediction accuracy and the similarity measure.
Note that while the accuracy measures are indicative of how much the model has learned about
GUI screens and components, the main purpose of the Screen2Vec model is not to predict
GUI components or screens, but to produce distributed vector representations for them that encode
useful semantic, layout, and design properties. Therefore we further evaluate Screen2Vec with
several downstream tasks in the following Section 9.3.

9.3

Sample Downstream Tasks

This section presents several sample downstream tasks to illustrate important properties of the
Screen2Vec representations and the usefulness of our approach.
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Model

Top-1
Accuracy

S2V-EUCLIDEAN-spatial info
S2V-HIERARCHICAL-spatial info
S2V-EUCLIDEAN-no spatial info
TextOnly
LayoutOnly
VisualOnly

0.061
0.052
0.0065
0.012
0.0041
0.0060

Top
0.01%
Accuracy
0.258
0.178
0.116
0.055
0.024
0.026

Top
0.1%
Accuracy
0.969
0.646
0.896
0.196
0.091
0.121

Top
1%
Accuracy
0.998
0.924
0.986
0.439
0.222
0.252

Top
5%
Accuracy
1.00
0.990
0.999
0.643
0.395
0.603

RMSE

0.853
0.997
1.723
1.241
1.135
1.543

Table 9.3: The GUI screen prediction performance of the three variations of the Screen2Vec model and
the baseline models (TextOnly, LayoutOnly, and VisualOnly).

Figure 9.3: The interface shown to the Mechanical Turk workers for rating the similarities for the nearest
neighbor results generated by different models.
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9.3.1

Nearest Neighbors

The nearest neighbor task is useful for data-driven design, where the designers want to find examples for inspiration and for understanding the possible design solutions [66]. The task focuses
on the similarity between GUI screen embeddings: for a given screen, what are the top-N most
similar screens in the dataset? A similar technique can also be used for unsupervised clustering in
the dataset to infer different types of GUI screens. In our context, this task also helps demonstrate
the different characteristics between Screen2Vec and the three baseline models.
We conducted a Mechanical Turk study to compare the similarity between the nearest neighbor
results generated by the different models. We selected 50 screens from apps and app domains that
most users are familiar with. We did not select random apps from the R ICO dataset, as many apps
in the dataset can be obscure to Mechanical Turk workers so they cannot understand them and
therefore might not be able to judge the similarity of the results. For each screen, we retrieved the
top-5 most similar screens using each of the 3 models. Therefore, each of the 50 screens had up to
3 (models) × 5 (screen each) = 15 similar screens, but many had fewer since different models may
select the same screens.
79 Mechanical Turk workers participated in this study8 . They labeled the similarity between
5,608 pairs of screens. Each worker was paid $2 for each batch of 5 sets of source screens they
labeled. A batch on average takes around 10 minutes. In each batch, a worker went through a
sample of 5 source screens from the 50 source screens in random order, where for each source
screen, the worker saw the union of the top-5 most similar screens to the source screen generated
by the 3 models in random order. For each screen, we also showed the worker the app it came from
and a short description of the app from the Google Play Store, but we did not show which model
produced the screen. The worker was asked to rate the similarity of each screen to the original
source screen on a scale of 1 to 5 (Figure 9.3). We asked the workers to consider 3 aspects in
measuring similarity: (1) app similarity (how similar are the two apps); (2) screen type similarity
(how similar are the types of the two screens e.g., if they are both sign-up screens, search results,
settings menu, etc.); and (3) content similarity (how similar are the content on the two screens).
Table 9.4 shows the mean screen similarity rated by the Mechanical Turk workers for the top-5
nearest neighbor results of the sample source screens generated by the 3 models. The Mechanical
Turk workers rated the nearest neighbor screens generated by the Screen2Vec model to be,
on average, more similar (p < 0.0001) to their source screens than the nearest neighbor screens
generated by the baseline TextOnly and LayoutOnly models. Tested with a non-parametric
Mann-Whitney U test (because the ratings are not normally distributed), the differences between
8 The

protocol was approved by the IRB at our institution.
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the mean ratings of the Screen2Vec model and both the TextOnly and the LayoutOnly
models are significant (p < 0.0001).
Screen2Vec
Mean Rating
Std. Dev.
3.295*
1.238

TextOnly
Mean Rating
Std. Dev.
3.014*
1.321

LayoutOnly
Mean Rating
Std. Dev.
2.410*
1.360

*p < 0.0001.
Table 9.4: The mean screen similarity rated by the Mechanical Turk workers for the top-5 nearest neighbor results of the sample source screens generated by the 3 models: Screen2Vec, TextOnly, and
LayoutOnly.

Subjectively, when looking at the nearest neighbor results, we can see the different aspects
of the GUI screens that each different model captures. Screen2Vec can create more comprehensive representations that encode the textual content, visual design, and layout patterns, and app
contexts of the screen compared with the two baselines, which only capture one or two aspects. For
example, Figure 9.4 shows the example nearest neighbor results for the “request ride” screen in the
Lyft app. Screen2Vec model retrieves the “get direction” screen in the Uber Driver app, “select
navigation type” screen in the Waze app, and “request ride” screen in the Free Now (My Taxi)
app. Visual and component layout-wise, the result screens all feature a menu/information card
at the bottom 1/3 to 1/4 of the screen, with a MapView taking the majority of the screen space.
With respect to the content and app domain, all of these screens are from transportation-related
apps that allow the user to configure a trip. In comparison, the TextOnly model retrieves the
“request ride” screen from the zTrip app, the “main menu” screen from the Hailo app (both zTrip
and Hailo are taxi-hailing apps), and the home screen of the Paytm app (a mobile payment app in
India). The commonality of these screens is that they all include text strings that are semantically
similar to ”payment” (e.g., add a payment type, wallet, pay, add money), and textual strings that
are semantically similar to “destination” and “trips” (e.g., drop off location, trips, bus, flights). But
the model did not consider the visual layout and design patterns of the screens nor the app context.
Therefore the result contains the “main menu” (a quite different type of screen) in the Hailo app
and the “home screen” in the Paytm app (a quite different type of screen in a different type of app).
The LayoutOnly model, on the other hand, retrieves the “exercise logging” screens from the
Map My Walk app and the Map My Ride app, and the tutorial screen from the Clever Dialer app.
As shown in Figure 9.4, the content and app-context similarity of the result of the LayoutOnly
model is quite lower than those of the Screen2Vec and TextOnly models. However, the result
screens all share similar layout features as the source screen, such as the menu/information card at
the bottom of the screen and the screen-wide button at the bottom of the menu.
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Figure 9.4: The example nearest neighbor results for the Lyft “request ride” screen generated by the
Screen2Vec, TextOnly, and LayoutOnly models.
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Figure 9.5: An example showing the composability of Screen2Vec embeddings: running the nearest
neighbor query on the composite embedding of (Marriott app’s hotel booking page + Cheapoair app’s hotel
booking page − Cheapoair app’s search result page) can match the Marriott app’s search result page, and
the similar pages of a few other travel apps.
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9.3.2

Embedding Composability

A useful property of embeddings is that they are composable—meaning that we can add, subtract,
and average embeddings to form a meaningful new one. This property is commonly used in word
embeddings. For example, in Word2Vec, analogies such as “man is to woman as brother is to
sister” is reflected in that the vector (man − woman) is similar to the vector (brother − sister).
Besides representing analogies, this embedding composability can also be utilized for generative
purposes—for example, (brother − man + woman) results in an embedding vector that represents
“sister”.
This property is also useful in screen embeddings. For example, we can run a nearest neighbor
query on the composite embedding of (Marriott app ’s “hotel booking” screen + (Cheapoair app’s
“search result” screen − Cheapoair app’s “hotel booking” screen)). The top result is the “search
result” screen in the Marriott app. When we filter the result to focus on screens from apps other
than Marriott, we get screens that show list results of items from other travel-related apps such as
Booking, Last Minute Travel, and Caesars Rewards.
The composability can make Screen2Vec particularly useful for GUI design purposes—the
designer can leverage the composability to find inspiring examples of GUI designs and layouts.
We will discuss more its potential applications in Section 9.4.

9.3.3

Screen Embedding Sequences for Representing Mobile Tasks

GUI screens are not only useful data sources individually on their own, but also as building blocks
to represent a user’s task. A task in an app, or across multiple apps, can be represented as a sequence of GUI screens that makes up the user interaction trace of performing this task through app
GUIs. In this section, we conducted a preliminary evaluation on the effectiveness of embedding
mobile tasks as sequences of Screen2Vec screen embedding vectors.
Similar to GUI screens and components, the goal of embedding mobile tasks is to represent
them in a vector space where more similar tasks are closer to each other. To test this, we recorded
the scripts of completing 10 common smartphone tasks, each with two variations that use different
apps, using the S UGILITE system on a Pixel 2 XL phone running Android 8.0. Each script consists
of a sequence of “perform action X (e.g., click, long click) on the GUI component Y in the GUI
screen Z”. In this preliminary evaluation, we only used the screen context: we represented each
task as the average of the Screen2Vec screen embedding vectors for all the screens in the task
sequence.
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Table 9.5 shows the 10 tasks we tested on, the two apps used for each task, and the number of
unique GUI screens in each trace used for task embedding. We queried for the nearest neighbor
within the 20 task variations for each task variation, and checked if the model could correctly identify the similar task that used a different app. The Screen2Vec model achieved a 18/20 (90%)
accuracy in this test. In comparison, when we used the TextOnly model for task embedding, the
accuracy was 14/20 (70%).
Task Description
Request a cab
Book a flight
Make a hotel reservation
Buy a movie ticket
Check the account balance

App 1
Lyft
Fly Delta
Booking.com
AMC Theaters
Chase

Screen Count
3
4
7
3
4

Check sports scores
Look up the hourly weather
Find a restaurant
Order an iced coffee
Order takeout food

ESPN
AccuWeather
Yelp
Starbucks
GrubHub

4
3
3
7
4

App 2
Uber
United Airlines
Expedia
Cinemark
American
Express
Yahoo! Sports
Yahoo! Weather
Zagat
Dunkin’ Donuts
Uber Eats

Screen Count
2
4
7
4
3
4
3
4
8
3

Table 9.5: A list of 10 tasks we used for the preliminary evaluation of using Screen2Vec for task embedding, along with the apps used and the count of screens used in the task embedding for each variation.

While the task embedding method we explored in this section is quite primitive, it illustrates
that the Screen2Vec technique can be used to effectively encode mobile tasks into the vector
space where semantically similar tasks are close to each other. For the next steps, it would be
useful to further explore this direction. For example, the current method of averaging all the screen
embedding vectors does not consider the order of the screens in the sequence. In the future, we
may collect a dataset of human annotations of task similarity, and use techniques that can encode
the sequences of items, such as recurrent neural networks (RNN) and long short-term memory
(LSTM) networks, to create the task embeddings from sequences of screen embeddings. We may
also incorporate the Screen2Vec embeddings of the GUI components that were interacted with
(e.g., the button that was clicked on) to initiate the screen change into the pipeline for embedding
tasks.

9.4

Potential Applications

This section describes several potential applications where the new Screen2Vec technique can
be useful based on the downstream tasks described in Section 9.3.
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Screen2Vec can enable new GUI design aids that take advantage of the nearest neighbor
similarity and composability of Screen2Vec embeddings. Prior work such as [66, 112, 140]
has shown that data-driven tools that enable designers to curate design examples are quite useful
for interface designers. Unlike [66], which uses a content-agnostic approach that focuses on the
visual and layout similarities, Screen2Vec considers the textual content and app meta-data in
addition to the visual and layout patterns, often leading to different nearest neighbor results as
discussed in Section 9.3.1. This new type of similarity results will also be useful when focusing on
interface design beyond just visual and layout issues, as the results enable designers to query for
example designs that display similar content or screens that are used in apps in a similar domain.
The composability in Screen2Vec embeddings enables querying for design examples at a finer
granularity. For example, suppose a designer wishes to find examples for inspiring the design
of a new checkout page for app A. They may query for the nearest neighbors of the synthesized
embedding App A’s order page + (App B’s checkout page − App B’s order page). Compared with
simply querying for the nearest neighbors of App B’s checkout page, this synthesized query can
encode the interaction context (i.e., the desired page should be the checkout page for App A’s order
page) in addition to the “checkout” semantics.
The Screen2Vec embeddings can also be useful in generative GUI models. Recent models
such as the neural design network (NDN) [150] and LayoutGAN [158] can generate realistic GUI
layouts based on user-specified constraints (e.g., alignments, relative positions between GUI components). Screen2Vec can be used in these generative approaches to incorporate the semantics
of GUIs and the contexts of how each GUI screen and component gets used in user interactions.
For example, the GUI component prediction model can estimate the likelihood of each GUI component given the context of the other components in a generated screen, providing a heuristic of
how likely the GUI components can fit well with each other. Similarly, the GUI screen prediction model may be used as a heuristic to synthesize GUI screens that can better fit with the other
screens in the planned user interaction flows. Since Screen2Vec has been shown effective in
representing mobile tasks in Section 9.3.3, where similar tasks will yield similar embeddings, one
may also use the task embeddings of performing the same task on an existing app to inform the
generation of new screen designs. The embedding vector form of Screen2Vec representations
made them particularly suitable for use in the recent neural-network-based generative models.
Screen2Vec’s capability of embedding tasks can also enhance interactive task learning systems. Specifically, Screen2Vec may be used to enable more powerful procedure generalizations
of the learned tasks. We have shown that the Screen2Vec model can effectively predict screens
in an interaction trace. Results in Section 9.3.3 also indicated that Screen2Vec can embed mo-
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bile tasks so that the interaction traces of completing the same task in different apps will be similar
to each other in the embedding vector space. Therefore, it is quite promising that Screen2Vec
may be used to generalize a task learned from the user by demonstration in one app to another app
in the same domain (e.g., generalizing the procedure of ordering coffee in the Starbucks app to the
Dunkin’ Donuts app).

9.5

Limitations and Future Work

There are several limitations of our work in Screen2Vec. First, Screen2Vec has only been
trained and tested on Android app GUIs. However, the approach used in Screen2Vec should
apply to any GUI-based apps with hierarchical-based structures (e.g., view hierarchies in iOS apps
and hierarchical DOM structures in web apps). We expect embedding desktop GUIs to be more
difficult than mobile ones, because individual screens in desktop GUIs are usually more complex
with more heterogeneous design and layout patterns.
Second, the R ICO dataset we use only contains interaction traces within single apps. The
approach used in Screen2Vec should generalize to interaction traces across multiple apps. It
would be good to evaluate its prediction performance on cross-app traces in the future with an
expanded dataset of GUI interaction traces. The R ICO dataset also does not contain screens from
paid apps, screens that require special accounts/privileges to access to (screens that require free
accounts to access are included when the account registration is readily available in the app),
or screens that require special hardware (e.g., in the companion apps for smart home devices)
or specific context (e.g., pages that are only shown during events) to access. This limitation of
the R ICO dataset might affect the performance of the pre-trained Screen2Vec model on these
underrepresented types of screens.
A third limitation is that the current version of Screen2Vec does not encode the semantic
information of graphic icons that have no textual information. Accessibility-compliant apps all
have alternative texts for their graphic icons, which Screen2Vec already encodes in its GUI
screen and component embeddings as a part of the text embedding. However, for non-accessible
apps, computer vision-based (e.g., [53,183]) or crowd-based (e.g., [304]) techniques can be helpful
for generating textual annotations for graphic icons so that their semantics can be represented in
Screen2Vec. Another potentially useful kind of information is the rules and examples in GUI
design systems (e.g., Android Material Design, iOS Design Patterns). While Screen2Vec can, in
some ways, “learn” these patterns from the training data, it will be interesting to explore a hybrid
approach that can leverage their explicit notions.
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9.6

Related Work in Embedding Natural Language

The study of representing words, phrases, and documents as mathematical objects, often vectors, is
central to natural language processing (NLP) research [202,272]. The conventional non-distributed
word embedding method represents a word using a one-hot representation where the vector length
equals to the size of the vocabulary, and only one dimension (that corresponds to the word) is
on [272]. This representation does not encode the semantics of the words, as the vector for each
word is perpendicular to the others. Documents represented using one-hot word representation
also suffer from the curse of dimensionality [18] as a result of the extreme sparsity.
By contrast, a distributed representation of a word represents the word across multiple dimensions in a continuous-valued vector (word embedding) [20]. Such distributed representations can
capture useful syntactic and semantic properties of the words, where syntactically and semantically related words are similar in this vector space [272]. Modern word embedding approaches
are usually results from the language modeling task. For example, Word2Vec [202] learns the
embedding of a word by predicting it based on its context (i.e., surrounding words), or predicting
the context of a word given the word itself. GloVe [228] is similar to Word2Vec on a high level,
but focuses on the likelihood that each word appears in the context of other words within the whole
corpus of texts, as opposed to Word2Vec which uses local contexts. More recent work such as
ELMo [229] and BERT [69] allowed contextualized embedding. That is, the representation of a
phrase can vary depending on a word’s context to handle polysemy (i.e., the capacity for a word or
phrase to have multiple meanings). For example, the word “bank” can have different meanings in
“he withdrew money from the bank” versus “the river bank”
While distributed representations are commonly used in natural language processing, to the
best of our knowledge, the Screen2Vec approach presented in this chapter is the first to seek to
encode the semantics, the contexts, and the design patterns of GUI screens and components using
distributed representations. The Screen2Vec approach is conceptually similar to Word2Vec
on a high level. Similar to Word2Vec, Screen2Vec is trained using a predictive modeling
task where the context of a target entity (words in Word2Vec, GUI components and screens in
Screen2Vec) is used to predict the entity (known as the continuous bag of words (CBOW)
model in Word2Vec). There are also other relevant Word2Vec-like approaches for embedding
APIs based on their usage in source code and software documentation (e.g., API2Vec [218]), and
modeling the relationships between user tasks, system commands, and natural language descriptions in the same vector space (e.g., CommandSpace [1]).
Besides the domain difference between Screen2Vec and Word2Vec and its follow-up work,
Screen2Vec uses both a (pre-trained) text embedding vector and a class type vector, and com153
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bines them with a linear layer. It also incorporates external app-specific meta-data such as the app
store description of the app. The hierarchical approach allows Screen2Vec to compute a screen
embedding with the embeddings of the screen’s GUI components, as described in Section 9.2. In
comparison, Word2Vec only computes word embeddings using word contexts without using any
other meta-data [202].

9.7

Chapter Conclusion

We have presented Screen2Vec, a new self-supervised technique for generating distributed semantic representations of GUI screens and components using their textual content, visual design
and layout patterns, and app meta-data. This new technique has been shown to be effective in
downstream tasks such as nearest neighbor retrieval, composability-based retrieval, and representing mobile tasks. Screen2Vec addresses an important gap in computational HCI research,
and can be utilized for enabling and enhancing interactive systems in task learning (e.g., [167,
247]), intelligent suggestive interfaces (e.g., [52]), assistive tools (e.g., [27]), and GUI design aids
(e.g., [149, 268]).
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Chapter 10
Limitations, Future Work, and Conclusion
Each of the previous chapters in this dissertation has discussed some local limitations and future
work individually. In this chapter, I summarize some of the most important ones in the entire
S UGILITE project, plus more the more global ones for the scope of this dissertation.

10.1

System Limitations

10.1.1

Platform

S UGILITE and its follow up work have been developed and tested only on Android. S UGILITE
retrieves the hierarchical structure of the current GUI screen and manipulates the app GUI through
Android’s Accessibility API. However, the approach used in S UGILITE should apply to any GUIbased apps with hierarchical-based structures (e.g., the hierarchical DOM structures in web apps).
In certain platforms like iOS, while the app GUIs still use hierarchical tree structures, the access
to extracting information from and sending inputs to third-party apps has been restricted by the
operating system due to security and privacy concerns. In such platforms, implementing a S UG ILITE -like

system likely requires collaboration with the OS provider (e.g., Apple) or limiting the

domain to first-party apps. We also expect that to make it work with desktop apps would be more
challenging than with mobile apps due to the increased difficulty in inferring their GUI semantics,
as the desktop apps often have more complex layouts and more heterogeneous design patterns. In
the current implementation of S UGILITE, there are also sometimes compatibility issues in nonnative Android apps and apps that use special libraries or graphic engines to implement their GUIs
(e.g., most games).
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10.1.2

Runtime Efficiency

An important characteristic of S UGILITE is that it interacts with the underlying third-party apps in
the same way that a human user does, meaning that it reads information by navigating to the corresponding app screen through the app GUI menu and performs a task by manipulating the app GUI
controls. While this approach provides an excellent range for S UGILITE, allowing the invocation
of millions of existing third-party apps without any modification to these apps, it also means that
performing a task using S UGILITE is much slower than using an agent that directly invokes the
under-the-hood API. It usually takes S UGILITE a few seconds to execute a task automation script.
This includes the time needed for S UGILITE to process each screen, plus the extra time for the
underlying app to load and to render its GUI.
Another implication of how S UGILITE interacts with the underlying apps is that it needs to
run in the foreground of the phone. As discussed in Section 6.5, if an automation script is triggered when the user is actively using the phone at the same time, the user’s current task will be
interrupted. Similarly, if an external event (e.g., an incoming phone call) interrupts in the middle
of executing an automation script, the script execution may fail. One possible way to address the
problem is to execute S UGILITE scripts in a virtual machine running in the background, similar to
X-Droid [134]. Another relevant issue is that S UGILITE can only read and invoke items that are
logically on the screen. Note that this is different from being visibly on the screen—for example,
if a list contains 5 items but the screen can only display 3, the other 2 items may have been already
rendered and “displayed” outside the visible area of the screen (depending on the implementation),
which S UGILITE still have access to. However, if the app loads and renders additional menu items
just-in-time when the user scrolls1 , Sugilite would not have access to the off-screen items. I will
leave these issues for future work.

10.1.3

Expressiveness

My work in S UGILITE has made several contributions in improving the user expressiveness in programming by demonstration and interactive task learning systems. For example, the P UMICE interface described in Chapter 5 supports conditional (if-then) statements with user-taught recursivelydefined concepts in the conditions. The E PIDOSITE mechanism described in Chapter 6 allows
trigger-action structures with external triggers from app-displayed information, phone notifications, or events from external web services such as Gmail, Facebook, and Twitter. However, there
are still several limitations in S UGILITE’s expressiveness, which are left for future work.
1 The

default implementation of Android ListView does this with its view recycling mechanism.
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The first type of limitations originates from S UGILITE’s domain-specific language (DSL) used
to specify its automation scripts. For example, it has no support for nested arithmetic operations in
the DSL (e.g., one can say “if the price of a Uber ride is greater than 10 dollars” and “if the price
of a Uber ride is greater than the price of a Lyft ride”, but not “if the price of a Uber ride is at least
10 dollars more expensive than the price of a Lyft ride”) mostly due to the extra complications in
semantic parsing. Correctly parsing the user’s natural language description of arithmetic operations
into our DSL would likely require a more complicated parsing architecture with a much larger
training corpus. S UGILITE also does not support loops in automation (e.g., “order one of each
item in the “Espresso Drinks” category in the Starbucks app”). This is due to S UGILITE’s limited
capability to capture the internal “states” within the apps and to return to a specific previous state.
For example, in the “ordering one of each item” task, the agent needs to return to the GUI state
showing the list of items after completing ordering the first item in order to order the second item.
This cannot be easily done with the current S UGILITE agent. Even if S UGILITE was able to find
the “same” screen (visually similar or having the same activity name), S UGILITE cannot know if
the internal state of the underlying app has changed (e.g., adding the first item to the cart might
affect what other items are available for purchase).
Another limitation in expressiveness is due to the input modalities that S UGILITE tracks in the
user demonstrations—it only records a set of common input types (clicks, long-clicks, text entries,
etc.) on app GUIs. Gestures (e.g., swipes, flicks), sensory inputs (e.g., tilting or shaking the phone
detected by the accelerometer and the gyroscope, auditory inputs from the microphone), and visual
inputs (from the phone camera) are not recorded.

10.1.4

Brittleness

While many measures (details described in Section 3.3.3) have been taken to help S UGILITE handle
minor changes in app GUIs, S UGILITE scripts can still be brittle after a change in the underlying
app GUI due to either an app update or an external event. As discussed in Section 4.3.1, S UGILITE
uses a graph query to locate the correct GUI element to operate on when executing an automation
script. Instead of using the absolute (x, y) coordinates for identifying a GUI element as some prior
systems do, S UGILITE picks one or more features such as the text label, the ordinal position in a
list (e.g., the first item in the search result), or the relative position to another GUI element (e.g.,
the “book” button next to the cheapest flight) that corresponds to the user’s intent. Therefore, if a
GUI change does not affect the result of the graph query, the automation should still work.
However, if the GUI layout or structure has changed in any major way, the change will likely
break the graph query, in which case the user can fix the script using the error handling mechanism
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described in Section 3.3.3. The same applies to unexpected app states. If the app shows a GUI
screen that has not been seen by S UGILITE during the demonstration (e.g., the surge price confirmation shows up in the Uber app when a price surge is currently in effect but the price was not in
surge when the task was demonstrated by the user, or a new screen pops up for a new promotion),
S UGILITE will enter the error-handling mode, asking the user to show how to handle the new situation (details in Section 3.3.3). In the future, it would be possible to further enhance S UGILITE’s
capability of understanding screen semantics, so that it can automatically detect and handle some
of these unexpected screens that do not affect the task (e.g., promos) without user intervention.

10.2

Future Work

10.2.1

Generalization in Programming by Demonstration

Generalization is a central challenge in programming by demonstration [65, 175]. S UGILITE has
made several important improvements to the generalization capabilities of the current state-of-art
programming by demonstration systems through (1) its multi-modal approach for parameterizing task procedures by combining entities from the user’s spoken instructions with information
extracted from the hierarchical app GUI structures; and (2) its app-based abstraction model for
generalizing learned concepts such as “hot” and “busy” across different apps.
However, there are still opportunities for supporting more powerful generalization. The embedding technique described in Chapter 9 opens up the opportunity of cross-app generalization,
i.e., when the user has taught performing a task in an app, can the agent generalize the learned
procedure to perform a similar task in a different app? Section 9.3.3 shows that a task procedure
can be represented as a sequence of actions that each consists of (1) the embedding of the screen
where the action is performed; and (2) the embedding of the GUI component on which the action
is performed, and Section 9.3.2 illustrates that it is feasible to find the “equivalence” of a screen in
a new app (e.g., locating the search screen in the Cheapoair app based on the search screen in the
Marriott app) through arithmetic operations on the screen embeddings. An interesting direction
for future work is to explore the design of new mechanisms and their corresponding interfaces that
leverage these characteristics of screen embeddings to allow the agent to generalize the learned
tasks across different apps with the help of the user.
This approach is inspired by our observation about how people use unfamiliar apps. In most
cases, a user would be able to use an unfamiliar app to perform a task if they have used a similar app
before because (1) they have the domain-agnostic knowledge of how mobile apps generally work;
and (2) they have the app-agnostic knowledge about the task domain. In this planned approach,
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the domain-agnostic knowledge of app design patterns and layouts is encoded in the app screen
embedding model while the task-domain-specific knowledge can be acquired by the agent through
the user’s instructions for a similar task in a different app.
Another opportunity for facilitating generalization is to enhance the reasoning of user intents by
connecting to large pre-trained commonsense models like COMET [36] and Atomic [242]. While
the current S UGLITE agent can be taught new concepts (e.g., hot, busy, and late), procedures (e.g.,
setting alarms and requesting Uber rides), and if-else rules, the agent does not understand the rationale and reasoning process among these entities (e.g., the user requests a Uber ride when it is late
because the Uber ride is faster and the user does not want to be late for an event). Understanding
such rationale would allow the agent to better generalize user instructions to different contexts and
to suggest alternative approaches.

10.2.2

Human-Agent Co-Creation

The scope of S UGILITE falls into one type of human-AI collaboration where the user teaches the
AI agent tasks that they have been already doing so that the agent can automate these tasks for
them. In the future, I would love to explore the other type of human-AI collaboration, where the
user “co-creates” new artifacts with the agent that do not yet exist and “co-performs” new tasks that
the user is not performing yet on their own. The recent advances in the general-purpose language
models (e.g., BERT [69], GPT-3 [41]) and reasoning models (e.g., COMET [36], Atomic [242])
are able to create “seemingly realistic” results from simple user inputs, showing great promise in
this direction.
However, these models are still largely “black-boxes” to the user, leaving little agency to the
user in controlling the output, limited transparency in helping the user understand the creation
process, and lack of mechanisms in assisting the user to validate the model outputs. Many design
implications from S UGILITE, such as its use of multi-modal interfaces for disambiguation, its
mixed-initiative dialog approach for resolving vague and unknown concepts, its use of interactive
visualization for communicating the system’s state of understanding, and its application of familiar
app GUIs for establishing common ground may also be useful in human-agent co-creation. The
new generative models are great fits for few-shot learning and transfer learning, allowing effective
incorporation of general knowledge with small amounts of data and instructions from end users.
In S UGILITE, the strategy of using multi-modal interaction has been shown to be effective in
helping users provide better-quality inputs to the system. Further research is needed on how users
naturally select modalities in multi-modal environments, and on how interfaces can support more
fluid transition between modalities. For the future, I plan to focus on designing the interaction
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between the user and the AI system in these scenarios, bridging the transparency and explainability
of AI systems with the user’s natural cognitive models for the task, and enabling the user to provide
useful inputs that boost the generalizability, expressiveness, robustness of the AI system through
effective human-AI collaboration.

10.2.3

Field Study of S UGILITE

Another future direction is to study the user adoption of S UGILITE through a longitudinal field
study. A field study was proposed as a part of this dissertation but had to be canceled due to
the COVID-19 pandemic. While the usability and the effectiveness of S UGILITE have been validated through task-based lab studies, deploying it to actual users can still be useful for (i) further
validating the feasibility and robustness of the system in various contexts, (ii) measuring the usefulness of S UGILITE in real-life scenarios, and (iii) studying the characteristics of how users use
S UGILITE. The main goal of the deployment would be to study S UGILITE within its intended
context of use [253]. Another goal is to study the use of S UGILITE in a more representative user
populations. While our prior lab usability studies controlled for the programming expertise of the
participants. Our participants are in general younger, with a higher education level, and come from
a higher socioeconomic status than an average smartphone user. We seek to recruit a more diverse
group of participants that can better resemble the wide range of smartphone users in the planned
field study of S UGILITE.

10.3

Conclusion

In this dissertation, I have described the S UGILITE system and several of its extensions, new interfaces, and mechanisms I designed, developed, and studied to enable an intelligent task automation
agent to learn new tasks and procedures interactively from the user’s explicit instructions.
The GUI-mediated approach used in S UGILITE featured a new paradigm for interactive task
learning. It has a much lower usability barrier for users than conventional programming languages
or visual languages because users are already familiar with the GUIs of the existing third-party
mobile apps. Compared with popular end-user development software such as IFTTT, S UGILITE’s
approach is not restricted to a small number of “supported task domains and devices” and supports a greater level of expressiveness for the users (as discussed in Chapters 3, 5, and 6). On
the other end, compared with approaches that use unconstrained visual demonstrations or unconstrained natural language instructions, S UGILITE significantly lowers the technical difficulty for
the computing system to understand the user’s instructions by naturally constraining and ground160
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ing the user’s instructions to the existing app GUIs. This allows S UGILITE to avoid the grand AI
challenge in recognizing, understanding, and reasoning with unconstrained natural language inputs and visual demonstrations in the physical world, which is extremely difficult for a computing
system without extensive domain-specific training data.
S UGILITE’s approach informs a new design strategy for human-AI interaction. To facilitate
human-AI collaboration, a crucial step is to choose a representation in which both the human user
and the AI system can effectively work. The human user should be able to easily and naturally
express their intents in this representation, while the AI system should be able to understand user
intents in this representation. Meanwhile, the AI system also needs to communicate its state of
understanding in a representation which the human user can easily understand, process, and adjust
their inputs or provide additional inputs accordingly (as discussed in Chapter 7).
My work in S UGILITE applied theoretical frameworks and design principles in multi-modal
interfaces [222] and mixed-initiative interfaces [4, 111], adding to their implications for use in
interactive task learning. Particularly, my work showed that the mutual disambiguation approach
combining spoken natural language inputs with visual demonstrations is useful for generalization,
disambiguation, error discovery, and error repair (as shown in Chapters 3, 4, and 7). The design of
the A PPINITE, P UMICE, and S OVITE interfaces demonstrated the application of several key design
principles in mixed-initiative interaction such as each agent (human or computer) contributing
what it is best suited at the most appropriate time to build mutual understanding, considering the
uncertainty about the user’s goals, and facilitating agent-user collaboration to refine results [111]
in GUI-based interactive task learning.
On the AI aspect, my dissertation has made several contributions in new techniques for representing the semantics of app GUIs and grounding the natural language inputs to GUI demonstrations. Chapter 4 presented a novel method for representing a GUI screen as a graph and the
technique for interactively parsing the user’s intent for an action into its corresponding graph query
through multi-turn conversations. Chapter 5 described a new lazy-evaluation dialog structure that
allows the recursive clarification of ambiguous concepts and learning of unknown concepts. Chapter 7 presents a new multi-modal interface for error identification and recovery in human-AI interaction systems, which is a important but often overlooked topic in designing AI systems. The
new privacy-preserving script sharing mechanism discussed in Chapter 8 not only facilitates script
sharing between users but also enables us as researchers to collect GUI screen data and GUI interaction traces at a scale without accidentally collecting personal information from the users.
Chapter 9 featured a new technique for generating semantic embeddings of GUI screens and com-
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ponents that encodes their textual contents, visual design and layout patterns, and app meta-data
without requiring manual data annotation.
As a whole, this dissertation represents an effort to empower non-technical users to teach new
tasks, concepts, and their personal preferences and needs to computers through natural interactions.
I hope work in this direction, including mine, can support a bottom-up approach in AI automation
that helps individual users automate and augment their work. In my view, this is a key path towards
alleviating the societal problem faced by the workforce in the era of “the fourth industrial revolution [245]”. While the adoption of AI automation technologies has significantly increased the
overall productivity of society, the gains have mostly gone to a small group at the top while many
workers have been stagnated in wages or displaced by AI automation. I attribute much of this phenomenon to the top-down approach used in developing and deploying AI automation. While many
workers, especially the rapidly expanding group of “gig workers”, participate in the corporateprovided AI infrastructures, they often act as interchangeable and replaceable components (e.g.,
Uber drivers, Instacart shoppers, data annotators) in large algorithm-directed workflows with little
agency. The AI systems are often developed from a corporate’s perspective with its best interest in
mind, with little support for individual worker’s personal preferences, motivation, and creativity.
Instead of replacing workers with AI, this end-user-programmable agent approach can emancipate
workers from mundane repetitive tasks, enabling them to focus on the creative and social aspects
of work which AI systems cannot feasibly replace in the near future. Bottom-up AI automation
can complement the predominant top-down AI automation paradigm, empowering the users with
a programmable AI agent with more agency, more control, more transparency, and more power.
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Appendix A
A Need-finding Study for Understanding
Text Entry in Smartphone App Usage
This appendix presents a need-finding study we conducted in 2015–2016 for understanding text
entry in smartphone app usage. The results of this study informs and motivates the design of
S UGILITE, especially on its support for the automation of cross-app repetitive mobile tasks.

Abstract
Text entry makes up about one-fourth of the smartphone interaction events, and is known to be
challenging and difficult. However, there has been little study about the characteristics of text
entry in the context of smartphone app usage. In this appendix, we present a mixed-method insitu study of 17 active smartphone users to better understand text entry in smartphone app usage.
Our results show 80% of text was entered into communication apps, with different apps exhibiting
distinct usage patterns. We found that structured data such as URLs and email addresses are rarely
typed but instead are auto-completed or replaced with search, copy-and-paste is rarely used, and
sessions of smartphone usage with text entry involve more apps and last longer. We conclude
with a discussion about the implications on the development of systems to better support mobile
interaction.
Unpublished preprint available as Toby Jia-Jun Li and Brad A. Myers. A Need-finding Study for Understanding
Text Entry in Smartphone App Usage. https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.10127.
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A.1

Introduction

Smartphones are the primary devices on which users send and receive messages, take notes, and
search for information on the go. Text entry is an important aspect of users’ mobile interactions
and makes up about one-fourth of the total interaction events according to our data (with the other
three-quarters being taps, swipes, focuses and other interactions). It is also long been known that
text entry is a particularly challenging and difficult activity in using mobile phones [139,187,280].
Many solutions have been proposed to improve the performance and user experience of mobile
text entry, including novel (virtual) keyboards (e.g., [302]), alternative non-keyboard text entry
techniques (e.g., [289]), text prediction (e.g., [281]), and apps to support a specific domain of text
entry (e.g., [47]). There also have been text corpora which have been collected from a single domain of smartphone usage, such as for email [279] or chat rooms [302], which have been used to
help evaluate text entry methods. However, surprisingly little study has focused on understanding
users’ text entry in the context of smartphone app usage. This lack of knowledge makes it hard to
properly evaluate if a proposed solution to text entry problems is relevant. It also hinders the development of new text entry mechanisms, as researchers often need to make guesses or assumptions
about users’ text entry behaviors.
To help fill in this gap, we conducted a mixed-method study including surveys, interviews,
diaries and in-situ logging to characterize the users’ mobile text entry behaviors. In our study, we
recorded 1,607,199 total events, of which 401,875 were text-editing events, representing 476,322
characters entered into 155,300 app usages of 364 unique apps from 17 active smartphone users
(mostly university students) over 2 weeks. We also gathered the participants’ reflections on their
usages through interviews and diaries.
Using the collected data, in this appendix, we mainly focus on answering the following research
questions:
RQ1: To which applications are data entered into smartphones?
RQ2: What kinds of textual data are entered into smartphones?
RQ3: Through what means are data entered (typing vs. copy-and-paste vs. auto-completion)?
RQ4: How are text-entering sessions different from the non-text entering sessions?
RQ5: How is text transferred among apps within sessions?
In summary for the above questions, we found that for our users, over 80% of text was entered
into communication apps like instant messaging (IM), SMS and email. Among those apps, the
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participants exhibit different text entry patterns: only a small portion of email app usages involve
text entry compared to IM and SMS, but more email app usage involves heavy text entry (more
than 100 characters) than the other two communication apps.
Only a small portion (2.5%) of the strings entered into the smartphones by our participants
includes structured data in the form of phone numbers, email addresses, URLs or street addresses,
and most of them go to where one might expect (e.g., URLs are mostly entered in a browser). In
addition, for about half of the times that the clipboard was used, the clipboard contents contained
structured data, mostly URLs.
We found that in our data, 60% of the text was typed character by character into phones. Most
of the rest were auto-completed, with less than 1% being entered through copy-and-paste. Looking
at the various sessions, we found that sessions with text entry on average last longer and have more
apps used than those with no text entry. Our interview results showed that most of our participants
found copy-and-paste difficult to use and preferred alternative ways of sharing data, such as using
the Android “share to” API, or taking a screenshot of an app and sharing it with other people.
While our study of smartphone usage behavior was performed on a sub-population of users for
a limited period of time, and the results will not necessarily generalize across all different populations, our findings provide value, as discussed in [58], in uncovering interesting user practices and
providing insights into how future smartphone interactions and apps can better support text entry
and thus improve the overall user experience.

A.2

Related Work

There have been prior studies that tried to understand various aspects of smartphone usage. Böhmer
et al. [42] ran a large-scale logging study of app launches and found that the use of an app on
average lasts less than a minute. They also discovered that communication is the most often used
app category, with some app categories being used more often at certain times. The LiveLab
project [249] also collected a large dataset of smartphone app usage records. Many prior studies
(e.g., [15,40,59,128,270]) investigated how smartphone usage is triggered by the context and how
smartphone interactions can be integrated with the user’s activity. Karlson et al. [129] looked at
smartphone use in the context of task flow, suggesting that interruptions affect mobile productivity
and found it common for users to move to a PC to complete a task started on the phone. Some
studies also focused on characterizing users’ information needs: Sohn et al. [254] conducted a diary
study and discovered that people use diverse and sometimes ingenious ways to obtain information
on smartphones.
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To fully understand smartphone usage, it is not sufficient to only analyze the use of individual
apps, as each smartphone app is designed to handle a limited number of domains (usually one),
which is not sufficient to support many cross-domain tasks [264, 266]. Thus, many researchers
have looked at multi-app usage sessions. For instance, for mobile search tasks, Carrascal and
Church [43] reported that users frequently switch among mobile search apps and other apps, and
that sessions with mobile searches also tend to have more apps used, have a longer duration; and
use some categories of apps more intensively. On the other hand, many smartphone usage sessions
can be very short with studies reporting that 40% of sessions are shorter than 15 seconds [83]
and 38% contain no app usage but only interactions with the lock screen or launcher [13] (for
example, to look at notifications or the time). Jesdabodi and Maalej [123] proposed the concept
of “usage states” to categorize usage sessions based on the topic of user’s task. Many projects
(e.g., [126, 174, 225, 250, 256, 294, 309]) investigated the “app chain” – the temporal patterns in
app launches or the contextual information of the smartphone usage to predict the next app to be
launched. Systems like H ELPER [265] and S UGILITE (described in this dissertation) proposed
using intelligent agents to automate tasks across multiple apps and domains.
However, none of the above studies looked at the text entry aspect of smartphone usage, nor is
there any dataset for text entry behaviors in app usage available to the community. There were text
corpora in some prior projects [259, 279, 302] collected from users’ mobile text entry in a single
domain (like emails or chat rooms) for the purpose of training and evaluating the performance of
text entry methods. But they did not consider text entry behaviors in the context of multiple mobile
app interactions, nor did they characterize the text entry behaviors so we can learn what data do
users enter or what apps are these data entered into. There are also studies on the usage of a single
domain of app with heavy text entry like instant messaging [57, 71] and SMS [17].
Various systems have been developed to better support mobile text entry. Some [47, 48, 217]
support easier and more efficient entry and processing of structured data like dates, addresses and
URLs. Fuccella et al.’s work [87] supports mobile text editing with gestures. Although there are
many solutions proposed, there are few studies about how often those solutions will be relevant, or
how prominent the reported problems are, as we do not yet know in which apps do users enter and
process structured data, nor do we know how those data are entered and what types of structured
data are common. We hope our results reported here can help the community to have a deeper
understanding of users’ text entry behaviors with respect to app usage and usage sessions, and
provide resources for the development of future systems to better support smartphone text entry.
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A.3

Pre-Survey

To help us better design our studies, we conducted an online survey using SurveyMonkey about
the users’ text entry and cross-app usage on their smartphones. By posting the link on Facebook
groups and to mailing lists at Carnegie Mellon University, we collected 65 responses between
December 2015 and January 2016. 70% of the respondents were between 18–24 years old, 87%
were students, 57% used iPhone while the rest (43%) used Android phones. In the survey, we
asked the respondents to estimate their frequency of entering text for different purposes on their
smartphones, and to describe the tasks, the goals, the procedures and the apps used for each of
their most recent text entry situations. We also asked about their copy-and-paste usage, retyping,
cross-application interactions and repetitive sequences of actions.
When asked about which applications they most enter data into on their smartphones, 76% of
the respondents self-reported that they often entered data into map/navigation apps, 70% said they
often entered data into instant messaging apps, and 66% said search engines. On the other end of
the spectrum, most people reported that they never or seldom entered data into spreadsheets (58%
of the respondents said never; 30% said seldom), text editing apps (30% never; 50% seldom) or
note-taking apps (10% never; 53% seldom) on their smartphones.
For copy-and-paste, 3% respondents reported that they never used copy and paste, 12% seldom
used it, 52% some-times used it and 33% often do so. Among the 53 responses who reported
about their most recent copy-and-paste usage, the contents reported by 25 people (47%) consisted
of “structured text,” which we defined in the survey as URLs, phone numbers, email addresses
and street addresses. The most popular type of structured text was URL, which was reported by
15 people (28%). Respondents also shared their most recent case of retyping contents instead of
using copy-and-paste, mostly because they said that the text field did not allow copy-and-paste, or
that copy-and-paste is too hard to use. For example, as a rationale for not using copy-and-paste,
some of our respondents wrote:
“I saw it [the text] on a link and didn’t want to accidentally click on the link.”
“. . . It was that either it was ineffective to try to copy paste due to resolution, clutter
of other text in the browser or the address as typed didn’t work on Google Maps.”
“The input box doesn’t support paste”.
The respondents also shared their most recent experiences of using multiple apps for a single
task. Sample usage scenarios they described included:
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“Plan the event using email or messenger and check whether I’m free using Calendar.”
“[I used] Airbnb for the address, looked up the route through Google Maps, checked
the bus schedule with [the] browser.”
“I opened Gmail to locate the receipt, I noted the total amount I had spent and divided
it fairly between my friends (evenly, in this case). I then opened Venmo and charged
each friend who owed me separately.”
“Find the name in Yelp, check rating and reviews, and then find the estimated time it
takes from my place to the bar by using Google Maps.”
31 respondents were able to describe their most recent experiences of performing a repetitive
task. A respondent talked about how she kept all her expenses in memos and she “saw the money
I spent each day on notes and then added each entry on calculator.” One other talked about how
he needed to switch back-and-forth between the Cisco tool, system settings and the Browser to
connect to the office network every morning.
The results of the pre-survey further suggest that users exhibit different text entry behaviors
in different domains, and the amount of text, the frequency of text entry and the type of content
entered vary for different categories of apps. It also suggests that in many situations, users need
to use multiple apps, sometimes with data being transferred among the apps, to perform a single
task. The outcome of the pre-survey shows the need for a more detailed empirical study to better
understand users’ text entry and cross-application behaviors, which motivates the main study we
will talk about in the following sections.

A.4

Longitudinal Study

We conducted a two-week longitudinal study with 17 active smartphone users in February and
March of 2016 to understand the users’ data entry and cross-application usage in depth. The
study consisted of two in-lab user interviews and a 2-week-long in-situ logging and diary study.
We collected detailed logs of the users’ smartphone interactions (clicking, tapping etc.), data entry behaviors (keystroke, copy-and paste), app usage and the corresponding usage context using
a tracking tool that we created and installed on their phones. Through surveys and interviews,
we also gathered the users’ reflections on their smartphone interactions and descriptions of their
specific usage sessions.
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A.4.1

Participants

We recruited 17 participants (7 males and 10 females, ages 18–45, mean age 25.2, SD=5.48) from
Carnegie Mellon University. All participants were proficient in English and used English as the
main language in their interactions with smartphones. We recruited participants who use Android
phones running Android 4.4 or above as their main mobile phones and self-identified as active
smartphone users. During the course of study, the participants on average spent 4.2 hours on their
smartphones per day, with the least active participant spending an average of 1.1 hours per day
and the most active one spending on average 7.7 hours per day, so it seems reasonable to consider
all of them to be active users. Each participant signed the informed consent form, and received a
compensation of $50.

A.4.2

Tracking Tool

We implemented an Android app named C ROSS A PP T RACKER to track the participants’ smartphone interactions. C ROSS A PP T RACKER runs as an Android accessibility service and records all
of the participants’ interactions with the phone UI across all smartphone apps. Each interaction
(tapping, clicking, keystroke, focusing, clipboard event and screen state change) is recorded as a
tracked event. Tracked events include when the user clicks or focuses on a UI element, enters or
edits some text, when the window state changes, or when the contents of the clipboard changes.
For each tracked event, the tracker also logs the name of the current app, the name of the current
Android activity1 , the text or content description2 of the UI element, a unique identifier of the UI
element, a timestamp and the identifier (SSID) of the connected Wi-Fi network. In addition to
these events, C ROSS A PP T RACKER also records an event whenever the screen was turned on or
off. C ROSS A PP T RACKER automatically uploads the logs every 8 hours to our server, so the experimenter could look for interesting interactions. If the upload failed, C ROSS A PP T RACKER would
retry later to ensure the completeness of the log.
To protect privacy, C ROSS A PP T RACKER allows the participants to specify a list of apps to
exclude from keystroke logging, for example those that contain sensitive data, like banking apps
and medical apps. It also avoids logging any data marked as encrypted or entered into password
fields. Still, the logs do contain sensitive data, so they are kept in a protected place and processed
in accordance to our IRB-approved study protocol.
1 An

activity is a single, focused thing that the user can do [95] within an Android application. Each activity often
represents a single screen with a user interface.
2 Content description is an accessible text label for a UI element that can be read out by a screen reader.
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A limitation of C ROSS A PP T RACKER is that it can only listen to interaction events in native
Android apps, but not when the user uses a web application. However, we do not expect this
limitation to have a major impact on our results, as all but one of our 17 participants reported that
they would almost always prefer using a native Android app to a web app when both are available.
A study from Yahoo also reported that 90% of users’ time on smartphones is spent in apps, while
only 10% is spent in the browser [133].

A.4.3

Study Procedure

The study consisted of four main components:
Pre-interview
In 30-minute semi-structured interview sessions, the participants were asked to reflect on their
smartphone usage in a one-on-one lab interview setting. They described the motivations, goals and
procedures of concrete examples of their smartphone tasks that are cross-app, text entry heavy or
repetitive. They also discussed the apps they used the most, how they split and coordinate tasks
between their smartphone and other computing devices (computers, tablets, wearables), how they
interact with the smartphone’s virtual assistants (e.g., Google Now, S Voice), how they use copyand-paste on their phones, and any smartphone tasks they find frustrating to perform, or would like
to automate.
In-situ Logging
During the pre-interview, we installed C ROSS A PP T RACKER onto the participants’ smartphones.
C ROSS A PP T RACKER recorded all of the participants’ smartphone interactions as discussed above,
and uploaded the logs to our server, so the experimenter could look for interesting interactions and
ask the participants to reflect on those in their daily diaries.
Each participant was asked to keep C ROSS A PP T RACKER running in the background at all
times for at least 14 days while using their smartphones as they normally would. Some participants recorded more than 14 days of data due to the scheduling of interview sessions, since the
C ROSS A PP T RACKER software was removed at the exit interview.
Diary Study
At the end of each day during the 2-week in-situ study, each participant filled out an online questionnaire about their smartphone usage on that day. Each questionnaire consisted of 4 questions.
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The first 3 questions were constant. The last one was a personalized question made by the experimenter about a specific usage session from that day. The 3 constant questions asked the respondents
to describe the goals, procedures and contexts of their text entry heavy, cross-app or repetitive tasks
on that day, if any. The personalized question was often in the form “we saw you used [list of apps]
at [time] today, can you report what was the task and how did you use the above apps to perform
the task?”
Exit Interview
Each of the participants came into our lab for a 30-minute semi-structured interview session after
completing the in-situ logging and diary study. During the session, the participants had their
C ROSS A PP T RACKER removed, and they were asked to clarify any confusing entries in their diaries
and reflect on their smartphone usage of the past two weeks.

A.4.4

Dataset

The raw dataset we collected from the 17 participants through the in-situ logging contained 1,607,199
tracked events, representing 155,300 application usages in 37,496 sessions. An application usage
contains all the tracked events starting from when an app became active in the foreground until either another app became active instead, or the phone was locked or turned off. Similarly, a session
includes all the application usages starting from when the phone was unlocked or turned on until
when the phone was locked or turned off. In the dataset, the 17 participants used 364 unique apps
over the course of our study.

A.5

Results

A.5.1

Characterizing Text Entry Behaviors in App Usage

In this section, we mainly try to understand the characteristics of the users’ text entry behaviors.
More specifically, we attempt to answer three research questions:
RQ1: To which applications are data entered into smartphones?
RQ2: What kinds of data are entered into smartphones?
RQ3: Through what means are data entered (typing vs. copy-and-paste vs. auto-completion)?
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Our dataset contained 401,875 text-editing events (addition, deletion or replacement of characters) made by the 17 participants in 348 different applications over roughly 2 weeks, representing a
total of 476,322 characters entered, which works out to an average of 28,018 characters per person
(SD=20802.5). Excluding symbols and spaces, 357,306 characters make up 71,974 words, with
an average word length 4.96. All the characters constitute 12,504 separate strings entered, or 52.5
strings per participant per day.
We group all the text-editing events into the corresponding app that they belong to, and use the
app usage as our unit of analysis. Among all 155,300 app usages, 20,202 (13%) include at least
one text entry event.
N

%Text-Session

20, 202

13.0%

DurationMean
27.9s
(SD=80.6s)

#Char/TextSession
23.6
(SD=51.0)

%TextEntry

%Structured

5.25%

2.50%

Keys:
%TextSession: Percentage of text entering app usages out of all app usages
DurationMean: Mean duration for each text entering app usage
#Char/TextSession: Mean number of characters entered for each text entering app usage
%TextEntry: Percentage of text heavy app usages (with more than 100 characters entered) in all text
entering app usages
%Structured: Percentage of strings containing structured data in all strings entered
Table A.1: Descriptive Statistics for App Usage

In Table A.1, we show the descriptive statistics for the 20,202 app usages with text-editing
events (which we will call text entering app usages). For the analysis, we consider an app usage to
be “text entry heavy” if more than 100 characters are entered into the app during this app usage.
We also parsed the contents of the text entered and consider a piece of text to be “structured” if it
contains an email address, a URL, a phone number or a US-formatted street address.
One thing we noticed in our dataset is that there are distinct differences in the amounts of text
entry among participants. The 5 participants with the smallest number of characters only entered
on average 8,731 characters (SD=1519.7) during the study, while the 5 participants at the other end
of the spectrum entered an average of 50,253 characters (SD=12789.8). With respect to app usages,
the participants also exhibited diverse text entry behaviors: the bottom 5 participants (which are
different than for characters entered) on average entered 12 characters (SD=3.5) per text entering
app usage, while the top 5 on average entered 51 characters (SD=9.3). An interesting fact is that
the 2 participants with the least characters entered per text entering app usage actually had the
largest total number of text entering app usages. This suggests that users exhibit very different text
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entry patterns, with some entering a large number of shorter strings and some entering fewer, but
longer, strings.
We find no statistically significant difference between the two gender groups of our participants
in the average amount of text entered per person (Male 28038.1, Female 28005.5), average number
of text entering sessions per person (Male 1280.9, Female 1123.6) or the mean session duration
(Male 29.9s, Female 30.9s).
Category
Communication-IM
Tools-Other
Social
Communication-Browser
Communication-Email
Communication-SMS
Tools-Dialer
Transportation
News & Magazine
Media & Video
Music & Audio
Communication-Others
Travel & Local-Maps
Productivity-Others
Photography
Entertainment
Productivity-Text Editor
Finance
Health & Fitness
Lifestyle
Productivity-Memo

Usage#
26,178
25,173
7,594
4,820
3,633
3,446
2,466
1,302
996
963
852
834
744
700
617
436
422
403
366
362
324

Example Apps
WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger
Google Search, Clock, Calculator, Dictionary, File Manager
Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest
Chrome, Samsung Browser, Dolphin Browser
Gmail, Inbox by Gmail, Yahoo! Mail
Messaging, Verizon Messages
Phone, Dialer
Uber, Lyft, RideTrack
BaconReader for Reddit, NYTimes, Flipboard, Feedly
Youtube, Gallery, VLC
Spotify, Google Music
Contacts, Visual Voice Message, TrueCaller
Google Maps, Waze, HERE Maps
Calendar, Adobe Reader, IFTTT, Dropbox
Camera, Google Photos, Pixlr
Netflix, 9GAG, IMDb
Google Docs, POLARIS Office, Hamcom Office
Square, TurboTax, Venmo
Fitbit, S Health, Nike+
Starbucks, Tinder, Zomato
Evernote, Keep, Samsung Memo

Table A.2: App Category and Example Apps Sorted by Usage

RQ1: To which applications are data entered into smartphones?

To answer RQ1 on under-

standing where the data are entered into smartphones, we logged the smartphone apps in which
each text entry is entered, and group these apps using the categories from the Google Play store.
We also further divide the text entry heaviest categories into sub-categories to better characterize
the users’ text entry behaviors in those apps. In Table A.2, we list the top 20 app categories with
the most app usages and example apps within the category. Note that we have excluded system
services and launchers from this table. Among all the text entered, 92.6% of the total 476,322
characters were entered into the top five most text-heavy categories: Communication-IM (64%),
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Communication-SMS (17%), Social (4.6%), Communication-Browser (4.0%) and CommunicationEmail (3.1%). All of the above five except for Email are also among the categories with the
most number of text entering app usages. Among all the 20,202 text entering app usages, 12,477
(61.8%) are for IM, 1,588 (7.9%) are for SMS, 1,185 (5.9%) are for Tools-Other, 970 (4.8%) are
for Browsers and 822 (4.1%) are for Social.
An interesting observation is that, within the Communication category, the subcategories exhibit very different profiles for the number of characters entered per text entering usage and the
percentage of text entering usages in all usages. As shown in Figure A.1, for SMS and IM, 46.1%
and 47.6% of usages respectively include text entry, but only 12.6% of email usages involve text
entry. Among all the text entering usages, 14.9% SMS text entering usages are text-entry heavy
(having 100+ characters entered), while the same statistic is 9.0% for email and 5.6% for IM.
This result implies that our participants are far less likely to send out or reply to emails on
the smartphone compared to SMS and IM messages. This is consistent with what people said
in our pre-interviews. When we asked our participants on how they would split tasks between
smartphone and other computing devices, all of our participants said that they would not write
long emails on their phones unless it was urgent. Instead, they would prefer to wait until they had
access to a computer. About half of our participants reported that they seldom write any email on
smartphones, mostly because “it is hard and frustrating to type long emails on [a] phone.” Others
said they would reply to emails if it was quick, but would avoid writing formal or important emails
because “formatting emails on [a] smartphone is hard.” We discovered significant differences
in the proportions of text heavy usage for SMS apps and IM apps (t=9,48, p<.001). As shown
in Figure A.1, the percentage of text heavy usages is 2.7 times higher in SMS apps than in IM
apps, which is interesting as we often consider these two apps to be used in similar scenarios.
We asked some of our participants in the exit interview about how they would differentiate the
use of SMS and that of IM, and got interesting insights. Three participants mentioned that the
availability and easy accessibility of multi-media contents like pictures, video clips, animations
(or “GIFYs”), emojis and audio messages in most IM apps reduce the need for typing long text
messages. They said they would avoid typing long messages as much as possible and preferred
to send the “alternative” form of messages because it was hard to type on phones. However, in
situations like when the message recipient does not use IM apps, does not use the same IM app as
the user does, or is not a friend on IM with the user, the user would have to use SMS to reach the
recipient. This forces the user to type a longer message than they would when using IM apps due
to the lack of easily accessible multimedia contents.
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Figure A.1: Proportions of Light, Heavy and Non-Text Entry Usage for Three Types of Communication
Apps

Other participants offered different perspectives on the rationale behind the text entry pattern
difference between SMS and IM apps. One said that “because [WhatsApp] is free, it incurs no
extra cost for sending many shorter replying messages like ‘Yeah’, ‘OK’ or ‘Sure’. But since I’m
on a pay-by-use mobile plan, I need to pay extra to send SMS. That’s why I send fewer SMS and
try to cover more information in one message.”
RQ2. What kinds of data are entered into smartphones? To investigate RQ2, we parsed and
analyzed all 12,504 strings entered into the phones by our participants during the course of the
study. We looked for structured data, including URLs, email addresses, phone numbers and street
addresses. We were able to find 312 instances of strings with structured data, among which 72.8%
include URLs, 27.6% include email addresses, 19.6% include phone numbers and 7.7% include
street addresses. Note that the sum of counts for different types of structured data can exceed the
total number of strings with structured data, as a string can contain more than one type of structured
data, but we only count once if same type of structured data shows up more than once in a single
string. We show the distribution of structured data entry usage among application categories in
Figure A.2 for categories with at least 5 strings with structured data entered.
This result confirms the hypothesis that the type of data entered is associated with the nature of
the app [47]. Different types of structured text go to where you might think they should go—the
participants entered URLs into browsers, email addresses into email clients, phone numbers into
contacts and dialer apps, and street addresses into maps.
However, if we compare the amount of structured data entered with the number of total text
entering usages for each category of app, the portion of text entering usages with structured data
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Figure A.2: Distribution of Structured Data Entry Usage across App Categories (“Comm” is the Communications category)

entered is surprisingly small. As an example, for the browsers, only 12.2% of the text entering
sessions had a URL entered. Similarly, only 11.6% text entering sessions for email apps had an
email address entered, 15.6% text entering sessions for dialer had a phone number entered and 5%
text entering sessions for maps had a street address entered.
Talking with the participants in the exit interview, most of the participants reported that they
seldom actually type structured data into any apps. The text fields in which one might expect
structured data to be typed the most—the “To” fields in email clients, number fields in dialers,
address bars in browsers or the address fields in map apps—are actually used as the de facto search
bars in many modern app design, where the user can just type in the name (and in most cases, the
partial name) of the contacts, web-sites or points of interest instead of the corresponding numbers,
URLs or addresses. This technique reduced the user’s typing workload and eliminated many needs
for typing structured data.
Based on the results shown in Figure 2, for example, it is still safe to assume that users are more
likely to type email addresses into email clients than into any other kinds of app, and to assume
that users in email clients are more likely to type an email address than other types of structured
data. But it would be wrong to assume that the user will type an email address most of the time
when they send emails. The same goes for other combinations of structured data types and apps.
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Figure A.3: Clipboard Contents by Structure Type

RQ3. Through what means are data entered?

We then looked at RQ3 on how the data are

entered into the phones. Three major means of data entry were considered: typing, copy-and-paste
and auto-completion. A prior study found that not presenting the auto-completion suggestions
enabled the users to type faster, but the suggestions were utilized to save taps and were subjectively
preferred [236]. Copy-and-paste was also perceived to be difficult by users in a prior study [51].
In our 401,875 text-editing events collected, 51,534 (12.8%) were deletions, 311,369 (77.5%)
were additions, in which 285,772 events were typing, 158 events were copy-and-pastes and 25,439
events were auto-completion. (For typing, each keystroke is a text-editing event. Each instance of
paste or auto-completing is also an event.) The 12.8% of text entry events being deletions seems
higher than other studies (e.g., 9.7% in [288] and 9.5% in [187]). Lengthwise, the 285,772 characters typed constituted 60.0% of the total 476,322 characters entered. 12,730 (2.7%) characters
were pasted in, and the rest, 177,870 (37.3%), were entered using auto-completion or using a
suggestion.
We investigated the characteristics of the content being copied into the clipboard. During the
course of the study, 164 unique items were copied into the clipboard across all participants. That
is only an average of 0.69 items per participant per day.
Among the texts that were copied, 50.6% contained structured data, among which the majority
were URL links (72.3%). The distribution of content type for clipboard content is shown in Figure
3.
The low amount of clipboard usage confirms what our participants said in the pre-survey: that
they do not use copy-and-paste often, as they find it frustrating. The participants also expressed
the same frustration in the exit interview. When asked about the alternative means for transferring
data between fields other than using copy-and-paste, we heard three major methods mentioned.
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For text that is short and easy to remember, many would simply retype. For sharing longer quotes,
tweets or social network statuses with friends, a few of our participants mentioned that they often
just made a screenshot and sent the picture to their friends via IM apps. They considered using this
technique to be quicker and easier, as taking a screenshot only requires pressing the power button
and the volume-down button simultaneously—which is much easier to do than selecting the right
block of text with one’s fingers on the small screen. Text sent through screenshot can also be easier
for the recipient to read as it preserves the format of the content.
In the exit interview, most users identified URLs as their most commonly copied structured
data, which is consistent with our observations in the data. A participant reflected “if I am to share
a web content with my friends, I would normally just send a screenshot. But sometimes I’ll copyand-paste the link to the chat instead if the page is too long. Sometimes I’ll also have to copy a
link to my browser if it is not clickable.”
N
17,684

#AppUsageMean
4.76 (SD=8.64)

Duration-Mean
181.7s
(SD=404.1s)

#UniqueAppMean
1.99 (SD=1.23)

%Text-Entering

%MultiApp

39.9%

55.6%

Keys:
#AppUsageMean: Average number of non-system app usages in sessions
DurationMean: Mean duration for each session
#UniqueAppMean: Average number of unique non-system apps used in sessions
%TextEntering: Percentage of sessions with text entry
%MultiApp: Percentage of sessions containing more than one app usages
Table A.3: Descriptive Statistics for Sessions

A.5.2

Text Entry in Cross-application Interactions

In this section, instead of looking at the usage of individual apps, we focus on understanding text
entry in the context of multi-app sessions. To characterize the user’s text entry behavior in multiapp sessions, we investigated the following two research questions:
RQ4: How are text-entering sessions different from the non-text entering sessions?
RQ5: How is text transferred among apps within sessions?
As mentioned above, we define a session as containing all app usages from when the device is
powered on or awakened until when the device is powered off or turned to standby mode. Based on
this, we group 155,300 app usages in our dataset into 37,496 sessions. This definition of sessions
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is reasonable based on previous findings [277] that for the majority of instances where users return
to their smartphone i.e., unlock their device, they in fact begin a new task as opposed to continuing
a previous one. Among our 37,496 sessions, 52.8% are turning on the phone display without
launching any non-system apps, which are mostly to check the time or to see the notifications on
the lock screen. We exclude those sessions in the following analyses. In Table A.3, we show the
descriptive statistics for the 17,684 sessions with at least one app usage.
The statistics confirm phenomena reported by prior work. In Jesdabodi and Maalej’s study [123],
which used the LiveLab dataset [249], they reported a mean of 2.12 unique apps per session and
overall mean duration of usage sessions of 172.8s, which are similar to our stats. We also find
58.9% of our sessions last less than 30s and 87.0% last less than 4 minutes, which supports Yan
et al.’s finding [295] that 50% of phone engagements last less than 30 seconds, and 90% last less
than 4 minutes. Our descriptive stats of sessions are also in line with Carrascal and Church’s prior
study [43] and confirms Ferreira et al.’s finding about mobile application micro usage [83].
N

#AppUsage-Mean

Duration-Mean

Non-Text

10,630

2.39 (SD=2.45)

Text

7,054

8.34 (SD=12.5)

129.7s
(SD=339.9s)
260.0s
(SD=474.4s)

#UniqueAppMean
1.66 (SD=0.93)

%MultiApp

2.49 (SD=1.44)

74.4%

43.2%

Table A.4: Comparing Descriptive Statistics for Non-Text Entering Sessions and Text-Entering Sessions

RQ4: How are text-entering sessions different from the non-text entering sessions?

Ta-

ble A.4 shows a comparison of the descriptive statistics between the text entry sessions and the
non-text entry sessions. We see that text entry sessions have higher average number of non-system
app usages per session (t=39.5, p<0.001), longer mean duration (t=19.9, p<0.001), higher average number of unique apps in the sessions (t=42.8, p<0.001) and higher percentage of multi-app
sessions (t=44.1, p<0.001).
RQ5: How is text transferred among apps within sessions?

To answer RQ5, we consider two

methods of data transfer between apps: copy-and-paste and the Android built-in “Share to” API.
One of the most obvious ways to transfer data between apps is through copy-and-paste. A
prior study suggested that at least half of copy-paste operations were cross-app [51]. We discussed
above the content of the clipboard and the low usage of copy-and-paste in RQ3 of the previous
section. Here we focus on where are data copied from and to.
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Figure A.4: Distribution of Copy-and-Paste Counts across App Categories. “Copy-Same” means the copy
or cut operation was in an app, and the corresponding paste was also in the same app. “Copy-CrossApp”
means the copy/cut was in an app and the paste was in a different app. Similarly for “Paste-xx” where the
paste was in this category and the copy/cut was either here or in a different app.

In Figure 4, we show the distribution of 164 copy events (including cuts) and 158 paste events
across the app categories. 41% of the paste events are cross app, which is defined as that the
source of the clipboard content is different from the destination for pasting. The vast majority of
copy-and-paste events (84.6%) are in the communication category, which is not surprising giving
the dominance of communication app in the number of text entry sessions. The structure type of
the pasted content is also associated with the app category. For instance, 67% of strings pasted
into browsers include URL links, and 78% of strings with URLs in the clipboard are pasted into a
browser.
Another method of data sharing across apps is through the Android “Share to” mechanism,
which allows the user to share the current content to a set of apps that can “consume” this type of
content. The developers for both the source app and the destination app have to explicitly specify
the content of the data to share, the type of the data to share and the type of the data to accept. This
mechanism is popular among our participants and covers many of the most frequent use cases like
sharing a web page to WhatsApp chat, a piece of text to Gmail, etc.
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We were not able to record the number of uses of the “share to” mechanism, since many
mobile apps have overridden the default “share to” API provided by the Android operating system.
However, in the interviews, our participants mentioned they often use this mechanism since “it
better fits my way of thinking about the task. It’s also much easier to use than copy-and-paste”.

A.6

Discussion

In the results, we see fewer instances of structured data entered than one might expect. From the
interviews, we learn that this is mainly because in current app design, data entry fields can also be
used as de facto search bars where the user can simply enter a partial entity name (e.g., the website
name or recipient name) and the structured data (e.g., the URL or email address) will be retrieved.
Such design is well used and liked by our participants.
Similarly, there are only a small number of copy-and-paste instances in our dataset. In interviews, the participants expressed their frustration about the current copy-and-paste mechanism,
and talked about how they adopt alternative methods to transfer data between apps through the
“screen-shot-and-send-picture” method, the Android “share to” mechanism, or app-specific ways
of sharing data (e.g., through cloud service). This suggests that higher level support is needed to
facilitate the data transfer between apps in cross-app tasks. For sharing web content with friends,
the design for better supporting “sharing beyond the blue link”, as framed in [23], is also worth
exploring.
Our results support the need for better integration and more streamlined data flow among apps.
Users prefer to not type data into fields or copy-and-paste text between fields. Thus, they quickly
adopt interactions techniques like integrated search and intent-based cross-app data sharing mechanisms. So, in the design of mobile interfaces, the designers should minimize the unnecessary or
repetitive data entry, and support automatically sharing data from one app to another.
The results also show a correlation between the category of app in use and the type of structured
data entered. This implies that predictive text entry methods should not only consider the language
model and the semantic context, but also the context for the app usage.

A.7

Conclusion and Future Work

We conducted a mixed-method study on understanding user’s text entry on smartphones in the
context of app usage. Our results fill in gaps in prior work, identify characteristics of users’ current
text entry usage, and shed light on requirements for new systems. We characterize mobile text
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entry as to what, how, and to which apps the contents are entered, based on actual usage data
collected from our participants. We also consider text entry in the context of cross-app sessions
and compare text-entering and non-text-entering sessions.
In this work, we studied the usage by a sub-population of smartphone users and provide insights on designing novel interactions to better support their usage. Future research might investigate text entry behaviors for populations with broader demographics, especially those from diverse
socioeconomic backgrounds, people in developing countries [44], or field workers who have limited access to computers and use smartphone as their primary computing device [129]. Per our
interviews, our participants seldom use voice input, but a future study should collect voice input
data and compare how the usage, scenario and context of voice input differ from those of other text
entry methods. It would also be interesting to investigate a broader range of text entry, like text
entry across multiple devices.
Another needed study would be about the relationships between data entry and the user’s task
flow, and investigate what we can infer about a user’s other activities based on their text entry
behaviors, and vice versa. Finally, the resulting knowledge could guide the design of novel systems
and interaction techniques to better support users’ tasks on smartphones.
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